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An avalanche off the north face of Colfax Peak (one of 
the satellite peaks on Mount Baker, part of the so-called 

“Black Buttes). This area avalanches periodically, though 
not typically as big as what you see here. This avalanche 
crossed the “normal” climbing route on Baker, the 
Coleman-Deming route. This is on the upper Coleman 
Glacier. Photo John Scurlock
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FROM THE EDITOR
BY LYNNE WOLFE

So far we have had two sunny days in 2020. Snowy and windy, roads closed. Here’s when 
we execute what we’ve been training for. Yup, that untouched alley looks enticing, but what’s 
underneath? Still those October facets? You know what you WANT to do, but what’s the right 
thing to do?

This year I’ve been digging into the Conceptual Model of Avalanche Hazard (CMAH) (see 
selected reprints on page 28 of this issue) as part of my homework for teaching in the Pro Track. 
One of the segments that jumped out at me was titled “Likelihood,” with sub categories Sensitiv-
ity to Triggers and Spatial Distribution. The descriptors stand for what we can test and sense and 
quantify. I strongly believe that good education helps you make better decisions in the moment, 
not just understanding broad concepts. What does “Possible” look like/ feel like/ where should 
we ski this next line? 

Remember the college course Rocks for Jocks? Maybe we need an updated version of Statis-
tics 101 for Backcountry Travelers? I have tried to provide some introductory reading materials 
for that class in this issue of TAR. Papers from Jimmy Tart and Scott Thumlert (beginning page 
31) discuss whether terminology carries the same meanings to various user groups. Jenna Malone 
read the book Thinking in Bets and immediately knew that Annie Duke’s insights fit seamlessly 
into the avalanche world (page 34). I’ve been chewing on a few quotes from that book as I work 
on this Probability Project for TAR. “Treating decisions as bets” sent me to pattern recognition 
once again. 

Right about now you might ask “What’s the difference between likelihood and probability?” In 
basic dictionaries each word is used to define the other, but it turns out that there are some subtle 
distinctions. I asked Eeva Latosuo to help shine some light on the issue on page 27. 

The more we use the structure of the CMAH in our everyday practice, from pro-level obser-
vations to the simpler structure of a Rec 1 class, the better we can communicate across skill and 
experience levels. Bruce Tremper and Grant Statham both bring their characteristic clarity of 
writing and insight into CMAH creation to this TAR (pages 28-29). 

In other features, Jake Hutchinson brings 
us insight from the military world in “Left of 
Whoomph,” on page 38; Chris Wilbur delves again 
into Colorado’s record-breaking winter of 2018-19 
from an engineer’s perspective (page 22). Ron Si-
menhois shares his research into the importance of 
friction in avalanche release, on page 20 and Dick 
Dorworth shares his unique and nuanced perspec-
tive on page 24

As part of the overall A3 Inclusion project, Emma 
Walker interviewed four of our female wise ones 
for TAR; you’ll find part 1 of this series on page 11.

At BendSAW I met John Scurlock, whose work 
I’d been admiring for years. He generously shared 
some of his striking photos—cover and centerfold 
shot—thank you John. You’ll find plenty of other 
rich material in these pages; despite how difficult 
it is to get people to write over the holidays, our 
pages are stuffed with education insights, poetry, art, 
SAW reports, and more.  

FROM A3 

The Association of Professional 
Patrollers (APP) and the American 
Avalanche Association (A3) are 
pleased to announce an exciting 
partnership!

Existing members of 
the A3 who wish to be 
a new member of the APP will receive a 50% 
discount on their 1st year APP dues (normally 
$50/year).

Existing members of the APP who wish to 
apply for new membership with the A3 will 
receive a 25% discount off their 1st year A3 
dues. 

A3 offers 3 membership categories:
General Member—no experience needed
Affiliate Member—Must submit application 
demonstrating 2 years of experience
Professional Member—Must submit 
application demonstrating 4 years of 
experience with 20 day/year.

One of two sunny days so far in 2020. 
Photo Peter Thurston
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support and proactive outreach to make sure 
that everyone on the team is mentally healthy.

Drones
There has been an increase in the use of 
drones for avalanche control and forecasting 
purposes throughout the world. It was sug-
gested that drones could be utilized to assess 
danger to rescue teams, as avalanche “lookout,” 
or to mitigate danger by explosive control 
of slopes. Drones are currently experiment-
ed with to deliver AEDs in several cities and 
could be used similarly in avalanche accidents 
for delivering ventilation equipment, first aid 
and rewarming gear etc. Dr. Will Smith from 
Teton SAR commented that they are current-
ly working on this in the Tetons. 

Forging a better chain of survival in ava-
lanche terrain: HEIKO STOPSACK
Following an avalanche accident, it is import-
ant to render first aid as quickly as possible. 
Stopsack asked what can we do to improve 
the survival chances for the victim? Is the 
recreational user fully prepared to respond 
to an avalanche accident? Can we forge a 
stronger link in the avalanche chain of sur-
vival? We have provided gear, we have taught 
avalanche terrain travel and companion res-

Here are some highlights from the 2019 
International Commission for Alpine Rescue 
(ICAR) Avalanche Commission. Please see 
the full report for more in depth coverage, an-
nual reports from individual countries, vendor 
highlights, and field day coverage. 

The Avalanche Commission is in a rebuild-
ing phase and working groups were created 
to establish priorities, directions, and long 
and short-term goals. Working groups were 
formed to focus on four specific topics:

• Avalanche Commission Recommen-
dations and Goals

• Prevention: Strategies, Statistics and 
Trends

• Industry Partnerships and Collabora-
tion

• Research, Design and Science

Plans and personnel: 
• We plan to introduce a new collabora-

tion platform to help delegates collab-
orate on projects during the year. 

• Stephanie Thomas from Teton Coun-
ty SAR was appointed vice president 
of the avalanche commission. A new 
president of the commission will be 
elected next year. 

• One theme that came up multiple 
times was how can we better focus 
on sharing experiences and lessons 
learned from rescues in other coun-
tries? 

Notes from MRA avalanche commis-
sion delegates’ presentations at the 
conference
Michael talked about how to come up with 
a backcountry avalanche incident plan for 
your rescue organization and things to con-
sider in such a plan. He asked the question 
‘How do we get better at avalanche rescue?’ 
and asked the other country delegates what 
data they were collecting regarding profes-
sional avalanche rescue. How many people 
were involved, what search techniques were 
used? What technique was used to find the 
victim? 

Oyvind gave the US accident report and 
noted that, in this last season, 19 of 25 fatalities 
involved a persistent weak layer (F, SH, DH). 
This is a continuing trend and why? Over the 
many years he have spent in the avalanche 
industry as a backcountry and mechanized 
ski guide, avalanche educator, and mountain 
rescuer it is becoming clearer and clearer to 
him that if we truly want to reduce avalanche 
fatalities we need to get a better handle on 
dealing with persistent weak layers. What are 
some possible causes?
• Avalanche education is not focusing on 

the difficulty of this problem?
• Backcountry users are overestimating 

their ability to manage this problem?

2019 ICAR AVALANCHE COMMISSION REPORT
BY MIKE FINGER AND OYVIND HENNINGSEN

NEWS

• Avalanche centers are not clearly commu-
nicating the dangers with this problem?

• Or is the reason the human brain? We 
are not good at or even capable of 
dealing with high degrees of uncer-
tainty, high quantities of variables and 
variations, and a long time span of un-
certainty 

Teamwork in the Tetons: 
CODY LOCKHART
Cody described the response to an avalanche 
accident in the Sickle couloir on Mt. Moran 
in Grand Teton National Park. The mission was 
completed successfully largely due to the unified 
interagency response by Jenny Lake Rangers 
and Teton County Search and Rescue. Togeth-
er they have built a strong integrated group of 
resources. The accident, mission, and subsequent 
reflection led to the start of the Backcountry 
Zero vision and community initiative to reduce 
fatalities in the Tetons. It also led to the creation 
of the Teton Interagency Peer Support group 
which provides peer mental health support to 
first responders. The accident left many of the 
responders with mental health challenges and an 
awareness of something missing in their training 
and their support system. Now they have im-
plemented a psychological program to provide 

PATROL PANT

Designed and purpose-built specifi cally for ski 
patrol professionals, this durable, weatherproof 
pant is fully featured with insulated knee pads 
for additional protection.
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NEWS

cue skills, so what is next? He thinks we are 
missing an opportunity to teach good quality 
CPR; in this respect maybe we should treat 
avalanche rescue like an urban cardiac arrest 
event? He recommends that we incorpo-
rate high quality CPR into avalanche rescue 
courses as he believes that this might lead to 
higher survival rates. Most avalanche victims 
die from asphyxia, so being able to clear an 
airway and perform CPR is very important 
to survival chances. 

Should Airbags be Mandatory  
Avalanche Safety Equipment: 
CHRISTOPHER VAN TILBURG
Dr. Van Tilburg presented the history of the 
avalanche airbag and the current ICAR rec-
ommendation on airbags: “The efficiency of 
the transceiver in combination with probe 
and shovel, and of airbag systems has been 

WE ARE SKIERS.
THESE ARE THE GLOVES WE USE.

HAND BAKED IN COLORADO
Our Tough Glove gloves are hand-baked and treated  

with waterproofing Sno-Seal bees wax  
so they’re ready for whatever the day brings.

He outlined several barriers for universal use 
of airbags:

• Size and weight
• Cost
• Training burden
• Possible exclusion of coverage if mandato-

ry recommendation not followed
• Lack of authority recommendation
He ended his presentation by asking the audi-

ence if ICAR has a duty to make a stronger po-
sition on airbag use as an organization? Quite a 
few comments from the audience ensued both in 
support and against.

VEGARD OLSEN and DR. JULIA FIELDER 
presented on an avalanche accident in the 
Tamok Valley in Tromso in Northern Norway
In Norway an avalanche rescue took several 
weeks because of weather and unstable snow con-
ditions. Due to the delay, they experienced a lot 
of pressure from the media and a lot of time was 
used to educate the media and the general popu-
lation about the danger that the rescuers were fac-
ing. When conditions allowed, they shot the slope 
25 times with a Daisy Bell and dropped 100kg 
of explosives before inserting rescuers. Waiting for 
conditions to improve and reducing hang-fire by 
explosive control are valid risk mitigation tools 
for rescuers. 

Oyvind Henningsen was born in 

Norway. In the USA since 1989. 

Married to Jana and together 

they have 6 children. Owner of 

company that provides fish pro-

cessing machinery. Active skier 

and climber. Team Coordinator 

and rescue technician EMT at Snohomish County He-

licopter Rescue Team. MRA avalanche commission del-

egate to ICAR.

Michael Finger is the Assistant 

Commander for Salt Lake County 

Sheriff’s Search and Rescue team. 

He has been an active MRA mem-

ber for over 15 years and serves 

as alternative US ICAR delegate 

on the avalanche committee. Mi-

chael is also an active ultra-trail runner, climber, and 

backcountry skier. He has completed numerous ul-

tra-trail races in the Mountain West and Europe.

`
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proven.” Other organizations such as the 
Wilderness Medical Society have endorsed 
airbag use in their guidelines: “Travelers en-
tering avalanche terrain should consider us-
ing an avalanche airbag.” Dr. Van Tilburg pre-
sented that a study by Haegeli, et al showed 
that airbags worked in reducing morbidity 
and mortality by about 11%. Dr. Van Tilburg 
stated that there are still questions and re-
search to be done regarding airbags such as:
• which inflation method is best?
• what is the optimum size of the airbag?
• does the shape of the balloon prevent 

trauma?
• does the balloon create an air pocket 

or protect the airway for asphyxia pre-
vention once buried?

• should an industry standard for  
canisters be developed?

• Should airbags be used with air diverters?
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METAMORPHISM
When the legend becomes fact, print the legend

 BY JERRY ROBERTS

There was a fine retirement party last night…with food and an open 
bar! (thank you Telluride Helitrax owner Todd Herrick)… 

There is over 400 years of avalanche professional experience in this photo. Left to right: 
Bill W, Eddie Garcia, Randy Elliott, Bob Dixon, Jim Humphries, Doug Richmond, Dene 
Brandt, Ray Dombroski, and Jon Euland. Photo courtesy Doug Richmond

Craig Hatton has experience on skis as well as in the avalanche industry. Here he 
anticipates the excitement of a Canadian hut trip (top), and puts in some product-testing 
time (below). Photos Chris Clark

Three of the four Telluride Helitrax originals. Dave Bush, Speed Miller, and Mike Friedman. 
(Mark Frankman MIA)

Speed (Brian) Miller recently retired from Helitrax after 36 years in the 
saddle. A long and storied career for a guy that came to Telluride in the mid 
70’s to ski bum & survive. He along with Mike Friedman, Dave Bush and 
Mark Frankman became friends in the early years of a broken down mining 
community that was evolving into a ski resort and started Telluride Helitrax 
in 1983 against all odds, a dry continental snow climate and no money. What 
were they thinking? They sold the company in 1999 and Speed continued 
guiding another 20 years without an accident which is a real feat considering 
most snow-safety pros would probably bet against a heliski operation’s suc-
cess in this historically unstable snowpack. 

My cap (along with many others) is off to this guy that brought and devel-
oped a very unique set of skills that enabled him to successfully enjoy a long, 
safe and colorful career accented with style. He’s dodged the odds in spite of 
skiing 150 days a season. Clients and fellow guides I think would agree, Mr. 
Miller is like an old Buick Roadmaster, a classic, genuine original. 

thirty six years
so many turns ~

now an unchartered horizon

A great line from the movie The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,: “when the 
legend becomes fact, print the legend.”

Jerry Roberts is the chief meteorologist and bottlewasher at Mountain Weather Masters.

Backcountry Access Welcomes Craig Hatton As 
New General Manager

BOULDER, CO (December 10, 2019)—Backcountry Access, Inc. 
(BCA) is pleased to welcome Craig Hatton as its new General Manager. 
Craig has a profound knowledge of the snow safety category on a global 
level, gained from 26 years working at Black Diamond Equipment, Inc. 

Craig grew up in Salt Lake City, Utah, where he began skiing at an 
early age. He was one of the original employees at Black Diamond (BD) 
after the company moved to Salt Lake City in 1991—and one of the 
early members of the well-known Wasatch Dawn Patrol crew, consisting 
mainly of BD employees. Craig held various roles at BD, including out-
side sales, product management, and business unit director for their global 
ski category.

Craig has taken over the reins from former General Manager Bruce 
“Bruno” McGowan, who co-founded BCA in 1994 with Bruce “Edge” 
Edgerly. Edgerly remains in his current role as Vice President of Global 
Marketing. Hatton and Edgerly will team up to expand BCA’s role in the 
global marketplace. 
“I’m excited to join the team behind the most trusted name in back-

country safety,” says Hatton. “I will strive to preserve and nurture the strong 
culture behind the BCA brand as we move into the next decade.” 

BCA is celebrating 25 years in the industry this season with its “25 Years 
Deep” brand campaign and the launch of its much-anticipated Tracker S 
avalanche transceiver. The company is best known for inventing the world’s 
first digital avalanche transceiver, the Tracker DTS, and for popularizing 
the use of avalanche airbags and user-friendly backcountry radios. 

NEWS
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Women’s Inclusion Project

BY EMMA WALKER

How can we diversify our membership? The outdoor industry has been asking itself this question lately, and subsequently has come up 
with a number of thoughtful answers. A3 is doing the same thing: Our membership is predominantly white and male, and lately we’ve been 
examining what it takes to make our organization more engaging to a wider set of potential members.

Halsted Morris moved this conversation forward back in October when he initiated a conversation about inclusion among the A3 board mem-
bers. Halsted’s primary sentiment was this: “Simply put, I would like more women to join and be a part of A3. When they do join, I would like 
them to feel the respect they deserve,” he wrote. “A3 can be the tool for women to feel dignity in the avalanche business.” He then issued both 
a challenge and a welcome in his “from the President” columns in TAR 38.1 and 38.2.

Here in the avalanche world, we’re fortunate that we have a number of female role models to look up to. (Especially in Alaska, as you’ll notice 
in this issue. Is there something in the water—or the snowpack—up there?) We thought that understanding what makes them tick might shed 
some light on how we can diversify our ranks.

So Lynne Wolfe came to town, and in my cozy Boise living room, we volleyed questions back and forth: What did we want these women to tell 
us? What did we want newcomers to our field to know? We also asked aspiring snow scientists what they wanted to hear. Their questions are 
reflected in the interviews you’ll read here. 

Armed with interview questions we couldn’t wait to learn the answers to, we reached out to women who’ve been working in our field for de-
cades as forecasters, educators, and guides. Lynne and I each had the privilege of asking these questions of our own mentors—Janet Kellam and 
Eeva Latosuo, respectively—and their answers continued to inspire us. We hope you learn as much as we did from these pillars of the avalanche 
community.

PART 1

Melis Coady
Executive Director, Alaska Avalanche School • Anchorage, Alaska

Melis Coady’s wide-ranging educational career spans two decades, during which she’s worked as a field instructor for NOLS and the Wilderness Medicine Institute, a senior guide 
for the Alaska Mountaineering School, and as a climbing ranger in Denali National Park. Melis has skied and climbed on all seven continents, and has served as the Executive 
Director of the Alaska Avalanche School since 2016.

I would be more skilled (and more fun to be 
around) with age. Unfortunately, you can’t 
fast forward––you have to bumble your way 
through your twenties to be rewarded in your 
30s, 40s, and hopefully beyond. I’m dying to 
know what my 60-year-old self would tell my 
42-year-old self.

What was your first job in the avalanche indus-
try? How did you get your start? 
Here is the scary thing: It took me an incred-
ibly long time to understand I had a job in 
the avalanche industry. In the late 1990s, I 
self-identified as a climber and mountaineer-
ing guide. Working in Alaska, we almost nev-
er wore beacons; the thinking was that if you 
gave cornices and seracs a wide berth, you’d 
probably be okay. We also thought that if you 
waited 24 hours after a storm for snow slopes 
to either stabilize or shed, you were probably 
good to go. (I’d say that is still a stigma the 
climbing industry has to overcome.) 

It’s still very common for climbers to travel 
without basic avalanche safety gear, and many 
lack basic avalanche education. Sometimes 
it feels like the ski industry can take all the 
air out of the room. My motivation in di-

recting Alaska Avalanche School is to expand 
the reach of avalanche education. I believe 
climbers, splitboarders, and motorized users 
are recreating with outsized risk. First, their 
own sport cultures need to demand common 
safety standards from each other. And as edu-
cators, we need to include photos, language, 
and scenarios that apply to diverse audiences.

How have you seen the industry change since? 
It is so nice to see professionals more openly 
sharing their mistakes. This year, presenters at 
both USAW and SAAW were so vulnerable 
about lessons learned. Forecasters Heather 
Thamm and Drew Hardesty dissected their 
public forecasts for days when the hazard 
rating was low but the public was triggering 
avalanches. Guides Ken Wylie and Pete Earle 
shared take-aways from free and expensive les-
sons in the mountains. The Snowy Torrents and 
Accidents in North American Climbing have been 
great resources, but a first-person account of 
an incident is amazingly powerful.

Who were your mentors? How did they chal-
lenge you?
My mentors were a large body of out of 

TAR: What advice would you give your 20-year-
old self?
MC: When I was 20, I thought losing youth-
ful boldness was death. I didn’t yet know that 
youthful boldness was, in fact, a recipe for 
death. At twenty, I never would have believed 
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Janet Kellam
Retired • Ketchum, Idaho

snowpack that was under your feet yesterday. 
No matter where you are, force yourself to 
look at the snowpack today with new eyes. 
Catch yourself when you make assumptions.

What was your first job in the avalanche indus-
try? How did you get your start? 
My first job was as a licensed backcountry ski 
guide in 1981. I was very fortunate in the late 
1970s to fall in with the likes of Alan Bard, 
Tom Carter, and Ned Gilette. Exploring the 
old CCC trails off of Mount Mansfield on 
three pins quickly morphed into skiing the 
backcountry of my stomping grounds around 
Ketchum and Stanley. 

It quickly became apparent that learning 
about snow and avalanches was critical to 
navigate safely. In our group, being aware and 
self-sufficient was part of the culture. It was 
fascinating to discover that snow was not just 
about how to wax your skis. I was able to at-
tend—and even assist on—some avalanche 
courses with Peter Lev, Rod Newcomb, Da-
vid Beck, Ed LaChapelle, Don Bachman, and 

After a college ski racing career, Janet Kellam made her way to Idaho in the 1970s and began her avalanche career in 1981. She served as the Lead Forecaster for the Sawtooth 
National Forest Avalanche Center from 1996 to 2001, and as its Director from then until 2010. Janet also worked as a National Avalanche School instructor. She recently retired 
and is spending her newfound spare time with her husband, Andy, and her new Toller Retriever puppy, Toby.

shape, judgmental, and chauvinistic men. I 
worked as a mountain guide on Denali for 15 
years. There, many of my mid-life crisis clients 
had convinced themselves that seeking youth-
fulness meant cheating on their wives, buy-
ing a sports car, or climbing a big mountain. 
I found early in my career they treated me 
poorly—and they taught me valuable lessons 
about how best to connect with and earn the 
respect of people very different than myself. 
At the outset, it felt like we had diametrical-
ly opposed definitions of success. It turns out 
we had the same definition. Success looks like 
developing a depth of knowledge in a difficult 
field, drawing on diverse leadership styles, de-
ploying strategic decision-making, and having 
the discipline to stay the course with an un-
flappable work ethic.

What’s the most useful feedback you’ve ever 
gotten?
Not to flirt. It makes other women hate you 
and it will erode your professional relation-
ships with men.

Describe a time you made a bad decision and 
got away with it—a time you got lucky. What did 
you learn? 
I used to be a Luddite. I was the last of my 
friends to get a digital beacon and a smart-
phone. That all changed in 2012 on Denali. I 
was returning from the summit with a large 
group, and we got caught in a whiteout. I had 
brought and placed over 100 bamboo wands, 
each spaced at the distance of a rope length, 
so we wouldn’t get lost. Now, the wands were 

covered in rime ice, and we couldn’t find any 
of them. I was stressed. Caring for a large 
group in a storm overnight at high altitude 
with only basic survival gear is my biggest 
professional nightmare, and it seemed to be 
coming true. 

Luckily, with the use of a radio and another 
group with a GPS, we were able to get our 
team safely back to high camp. The descent 
took us longer than the ascent—it was an un-
acceptable amount of time to be out of camp 
in those conditions. I learned that it’s import-
ant to embrace new technologies and make 
them redundant with old technologies.

Say you’re working in the field, and a colleague 
you respect proposes taking a run you don’t 
think is appropriate, given the conditions. How 
would you respond?
I guess it depends which colleague. It’s easier 
to work things out with some personalities 
than others. Luckily, there are very few people 
I’ve worked with professionally that would be 
hard to work out a routefinding disagreement 
with.

How would you describe your communication 
and leadership styles? 
I communicate assertively and try to be a 
transformational leader. I enjoy sharing a vi-
sion with a team and working towards it col-
laboratively.

Would you say those traits are typically de-
scribed as “masculine” or “feminine”?
A good leader—regardless of gender—needs 

to dip in the well of both masculine and femi-
nine leadership styles. If you get too anchored 
into one style, you’ll limit the effectiveness of 
your leadership. In parenting, they call it “good 
cop” and “bad cop.” You have to be compas-
sionate and firm. In working with groups of 
men, it’s always felt a bit uncomfortable when 
I’ve put in situations where I had to put on 
the “head coach” routine and use very direct 
and decisive language—but it works.

Have your leadership and communication styles 
changed over time? 
I hope so! Perhaps that’s my greatest fear: 
getting stuck and not growing or improving. 
Today, I am more aware of reading body lan-
guage and paying attention to people’s actions. 
I anchor less to what people say. Likewise, I try 
to role model my leadership more with my 
behaviors over words.

How can newcomers to the field build sustain-
able avalanche careers? Have you done that? 
I think in order to have a sustainable career, 
you have to balance the fun and adventure of 
being outside in the snow with the profes-
sional expectation that you will keep up your 
skills with continued learning and professional 
documentation. I think people try to typecast 
themselves––“I’m terrible with computers” 
or “I don’t deserve to go out until I finish this 
project.” Neither is sustainable.

How do you fuel yourself when you’re not think-
ing about snow? 
I think about warm granite.

TAR: What advice would you give your 20-year-
old self? 
JK: Remember that you will unconscious-
ly be influenced by your perception of the 

Chris Landry. I quickly discovered how little I 
knew about snow, and how much I was eager 
to learn. In my early 20s, I didn’t yet know that 
I had a lifetime ahead working in this commu-
nity of snow and avalanche professionals. 

How have you seen the industry change since? 
The industry has changed significantly since 
the 1970s and early 80s. We’ve grown from 
a fledgling knowledge of avalanche science 
and mitigation applications into a very diverse 
field of skilled professionals. From the early 
days of pattern recognition and learning by 
trial-and-error when a pro wore many hats, 
the industry has developed into diverse spe-
cialties. There are stand-alone programs like 
forecasting for ski areas, highways, and the 
backcountry. There are diverse prevention 
and mitigation tools and methods, we have 
advanced mapping and engineering, and we 
see different branches of education, and even 
college degrees in snow science. We can uti-
lize more effective and safer instability tests to 
help us follow the conditions. 
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Technology provides much better data 
collection and analysis, and this has allowed 
the development of systems that work pretty 
well for us. But there is always room for im-
provement. Sometimes technology can work 
against us when we get too immersed in the 
details and forget the big picture. We can try 
to cut it too close, counting on technology 
to make our final decision in spite of strong, 
basic evidence for avalanche conditions.

In spite of all our industry progress, ongo-
ing research continues to ask questions, seek 
answers, and remind us we don’t have a full 
understanding of snow and avalanches.

Who were your mentors? How did they chal-
lenge you? 
I was very fortunate to spend time with a num-
ber of remarkable avalanche pros. I will never 
be able to thank each of them enough for their 
graciousness and wisdom they shared with me: 
Chris Landry, Doug Abromeit, Karl Birkeland, 
Ian McCammon, Chris Stethem, Knox Wil-
liams, Doug Fesler, Jill Fredston, Bruce Trem-
per, Paul Baugher, and Butch Harper. There are 
others, and they have all been amazing. 

My mentors all put me in working posi-
tions or asked me to do something that I felt I 
wasn’t qualified for felt over my head. In spite 
of some sleepless nights and anxious moments, 
I did fine and I learned and grew through each 
of those experiences. I might not have accept-
ed or applied myself to a number of situations 
without some avalanche pros believing in me.

Describe a time you made a bad decision and 
got away with it—a time you got lucky. What did 
you learn? 
Our most powerful learning comes from 
making mistakes, and in the world of ava-
lanches this often means our own close calls 
or accidents. We’ve all made some bad deci-
sions and had nothing bad happen—so we 
may never truly register how close we came 
to a terrible accident or loss. Inevitably, in our 
profession, the “other” type of day comes. I do 
believe there is a greater awareness among av-
alanche pros as we have shifted from a tough-
it-out cowboy mentality to really listening to 
others’ difficult experiences. There is nothing 
as powerful as a personal loss, but I believe 
sometimes we can learn from others and not 
have to suffer the same tragedies.

Over many decades, I’ve had three very se-
rious near-misses by being caught in or nearly 
obliterated by avalanches. Fortunately, I have 
escaped injury or any terrible loss from those 
events.

The first time I was quite young. I was 
skiing off of Galena Summit. I made several 
mistakes. First, I didn’t like the early season 
conditions or the steepness of the slope we 
were headed for—but I didn’t speak up. We 
dug a pit and examined the faceted early-sea-
son snow, and when everyone else seemed to 
think it was okay, I was suckered into thinking 
the same thing. 

The next mistake was skiing with some 
people that I hadn’t toured with. I assumed 
we all had the same interpretation of what 
“one at a time” and stopping in “safe spots” 
meant. We had talked about how to ski the 
slope, but the actions of two group members 

led to three out of four people being caught 
in a large slide. Some of us lost gear, but no 
one was hurt or even fully buried. So we went 
through the motions of good protocol and 
understanding the snowpack and terrain, but 
we failed horribly at all of it. My take-away: 
Communicate, communicate, communicate. 
Do not make assumptions and look at the big 
picture. Be honest about what the data is tell-
ing you, no matter what your goal is.

My second close call happened about ten 
years later. I was slow on the draw to say I 
didn’t like the conditions. I ultimately voiced 
my perspective halfway up a remote island 
peak off the Antarctic Peninsula. This was be-
fore satellite phones—we had a marine/air 
net radio and food for a month, but the rest of 
our expedition was days away. Our only res-
cue would be a passing Chilean freighter, if 
we were lucky. 

So my party of two decided to turn around. 
As we downclimbed, a serac cut loose high 
above, bringing down a large wet slide. It 
barely missed us. By sheer luck, we were in 
the one protected section of a long, exposed 
gully. Volkswagen-sized ice blocks cascaded 
only a few feet beside us as wet slush poured 
over the rocks, scouring the gully and slope 
below, leaving debris 20 feet deep in the 
runout. I was nauseated at the reality of what 
might have happened. 

We did communicate about conditions 
and made a good decision to retreat—but we 
should never have been there in the first place. 
The take-away from this close call, again, was 
not to make assumptions, and to be honest 
about the data, no matter what your goal is.

Ten years later, I had my third near-miss. 
While working as an avalanche forecaster at 
the Sawtooth Avalanche Center, I was fully 
buried in an avalanche eleven miles from the 
trailhead. I survived because of my two part-
ners, and because in spite of relatively low ava-
lanche danger, we never stopped using profes-
sional protocols and communication. 

We carefully examined and tested the 
snowpack in multiple spots, chose cautious 
routes, and traveled one at a time to a safe 
spot, all while closely watching each other. At 
the time, I was four years into my forecasting 
job. I was more comfortable and confident 
about evaluating the snowpack and terrain, 
and I knew that put me at greater risk to make 
a poor decision. 

That day, while snowmobilers were high-
marking on the peaks nearby and heli- 
skiers were skiing very similar terrain the 
next drainage over, we encountered an iso-
lated windloaded slope that shattered like a 
pane of glass. We traversed low on the slope, 
one at a time in the same track. I was last. 
We thought we were skirting the windslab, 
but we weren’t—we’d crossed the thinnest, 
most susceptible trigger point. Ultimately, 
it failed with the last person: me. No fresh 
windloading had been observed throughout 
the day, and we found out later that area was 
notorious for isolated winds.

When the wind slab and blocks stopped 
moving, my head was a foot and a half deep. 
My feet, with my skis still on, were three feet 
deep. I was blue and nearly unconscious. I’d 
disappeared out of sight as the slide ran low 

into the basin, but my partners managed to 
locate and dig me out within five minutes.

I beat myself up for years about making a 
bad mistake while Doug Abromeit, my boss 
and mentor, repeatedly told me we had done 
nothing wrong. In fact, Doug emphasized, we 
had done everything right. He said that some-
times, we encounter incredibly variable ava-
lanche conditions—and in spite of everything 
we do we still may trigger a slide, get caught, 
or go for a ride. That’s why we have our safety 
protocols and training. 

There is a certain humility among the older 
avalanche leaders who have been my heroes. 
It seems as if the more an avalanche profes-
sional experiences, the more they respect the 
snow—and the more they emphasize the un-
certainty that goes along with forecasting ava-
lanches and avalanche behavior. 

How would you describe your communication 
and leadership styles? 
I like to lead by example. I try to engage people 
by raising questions or asking them to do some-
thing. One of my favorite teaching openers is 
“There is no such thing as a stupid question.” 

I strongly believe that people learn by do-
ing things themselves. I stress that everyone 
should be encouraged to have a voice about 
what they are seeing or thinking about the 
snowpack, the weather and the terrain. I like 
to point out for all of us to truly listen to oth-
ers and not just be formulating a reply while 
someone is speaking.

I do have experience to share. If I think it 
could benefit someone, I’ll talk about past in-
cidents or my perspective. At the same time, I 
try to draw people in, asking them about their 
own experiences. Empathy for people and lis-
tening to their experiences can be a powerful 
leadership tool.

Have your leadership and communication styles 
changed over time? 
Like most older avalanche professionals, the 
more I’ve seen and experienced, the more 
cautious I’ve become. I feel I have little to gain 
and so much to lose if I make a bad choice or 
poor decision. I don’t let students get as close 
to the edge of making a bad mistake anymore, 
because I’ve come to believe “that edge” may 
be a lot closer than we realize! Still, I try to 
put students in a position of having a “Whoa, 
we almost...” moment, while still in a relative-
ly safe learning environment. 

As an instructor or co-worker I have more 
confidence now. I’ll speak up, strongly at 
times, and point out conditions or observa-
tions if I feel being conservative is warranted. 
And conversely, I like to point out or ask spe-
cifics about data and observations if the snow-
pack really appears quite stable. 

As part of a group, I only ski with people I 
am confident are solid backcountry partners 
and with similar goals to mine. Of course, the 
more aggressive recreational skiers choose 
not to go out with me, since I take the more 
conservative outlook in our faceted snowpack 
environment. I am ok with that. My worst 
fear is not being buried again; it is being the 
person left alone on top of the snow with my 
partner buried and facing the aftermath of an 
accident.
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Born and raised in Finland, Eeva Latosuo holds an M.S. in Environmental Studies from the University of Helsinki. Her Scandinavian upbringing means she’s comfortable at 
northern latitudes, and Eeva has called Alaska home for more than a decade. She has worked as a NOLS climbing and mountaineering instructor and as an instructor at the Alaska 
Avalanche School. Eeva is as an associate professor in APU’s Outdoor Studies department, as well as a search-and-rescue volunteer with her avalanche rescue border collie, Sisu.

line by six months, but I was offered a job as a 
mountain host. To my fortune, few patrollers 
got injured early on, and I was an emergency 
hire to Patrol before Christmas. On my first 
season, there were six women in the crew of 
60-plus patrollers––yet we had a strong fe-
male leadership with the patrol director, Julie 
Rust. I learned a lot about navigating in the 
male-dominated teams in that job.

How have you seen the industry change since? 
During the 2019 A3 Pro Trainer Workshop, 
which I taught with two other female educa-
tors, I had an opportunity to spend time with 
a younger female avalanche professional, who 
had recently left Vail Ski Patrol due to oth-
er job opportunities. While women are still 
in a definite minority on Vail Ski Patrol, her 
professional story is a great example of times 
changing. She will be one of the three new fe-
male mountaineering rangers on Denali next 
summer. The federal government is an equal 
opportunity employer, but it has taken quite 
a long time to bring more than one woman 
into this team of highly-qualified mountain-
eering experts.

In Alaska, we have a proportionally large 
number of females in leadership positions in 
the avalanche industry. Maybe Alaska offers 
more level playground as such a unique and 
wild place for each individual regardless of 
gender, ethnicity, or creed. 

Have your leadership and communication styles 
changed over time? 
In the last few years, I have started calling my-
self lovingly “a cranky old lady.” At times I 
communicate my thoughts more directly, as I 

am less concerned about how people might 
receive my opinions or ideas. But I am still a 
rather conflict-avoidant person, as I care about 
the community vibes and am often emotional-
ly affected when people don’t get along. Being 
tuned into emotions is often described as fem-
inine trait, and is not always seen as a positive 
quality for leaders. It is an interesting juxtaposi-
tion between emotional intelligence and emo-
tional sensitivity. While acting out the emotions 
is not beneficial, having self-awareness and so-
cial awareness are helpful for any professional.

How can newcomers to the field build sustain-
able avalanche careers? Have you done that? 
Be a Jane of All Trades, but develop at least 
two or three hard “technical” skills. Exam-
ples include website design, GIS, marketing, 
weather station maintenance, or non-profit 
administration. 

Learn how to travel in avalanche terrain. 
There is no substitute for time on the moun-
tains making decisions for yourself. And this 
means both competency in travel skills (e.g. 
skiing or riding) as well as competency in per-
sonal risk management. 

This industry is really hard to build long-
term careers. Most positions are seasonal, with 
no or minimal benefits, and often too small of 
a paycheck relative to the responsibilities and 
training requirements. Then there are plenty 
of applicants and stiff competition for those 
jobs that offer more steadiness. In addition, av-
alanche work requires a certain level of phys-
ical fitness and overall health becoming the 
crucial issue either after injury or high num-
ber of laps around the sun. 

I am very fortunate that I have a teaching 
position with a university that provides me 
the stability of a year-around faculty salary. 
Not having to piece income for mortgage 
payments or retirement savings from season-
al contracts offers a certain peace of mind. 
This arrangement allows me to continue to 
work on specific avalanche contracts as a very 
rewarding side gig, while also offering me a 
unique platform to combine academics with 
the rest of my avalanche industry interests.

How do you fuel yourself when you’re not think-
ing about snow? 
In order to take good care of myself, I require 
a minimum of two hours outside on a daily 
basis. Some days this involves long hikes with 
the dog, but more often adventurous trail runs 
or mountain bike rides. 

TAR: What advice would you give your 20-year-
old self? 
EL: Seek out opportunities and try things 
without the fear of failure. You don’t need to 
have everything figured out on the first or 
second go—or to be perfect at any given time. 

Courageously ask for caring feedback from 
people that you respect, and listen carefully 
when the more experienced ones talk. 

What was your first job in the avalanche indus-
try? How did you get your start? 
I got hired with Vail Ski patrol in 1999. I had 
moved to Eagle County in the fall and blue-
eyed walked into the patrol office to ask for a 
job. They chuckled and told me that the try-
outs had been in April, so I missed the dead-

How can newcomers to the field build sustain-
able avalanche careers? Have you done that? 
If you are passionate about an avalanche ca-
reer, keep at it. It isn’t an easy path, but it is 

an amazing group to be a part of. I am on 
the retirement side of a wonderful avalanche 
career. I still enjoy living in the snow, paying 
attention to most things avalanche, and help-

ing with local avalanche concerns, but I don’t 
miss the stressful days and nights. I do miss 
the interaction and time spent with all my 
co-workers and the broader “avalanche tribe.”
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Describe a time you made a bad decision and 
got away with it—a time you got lucky. What did 
you learn? 
Well, I can think of a few. One time I was 
skiing alone on a spring day in the Wasatch 
when I unintentionally triggered a springtime 
slab avalanche. It released well above me. I had 
absolutely no idea I had triggered it until the 
debris came rolling by me in the gut of the 
path while I was seeking out the dryer, more 
fun snow on the edge. I learned that a slightly 
refrozen surface doesn’t mean it’s not going to 
avalanche. And also, to pay attention––for real.

Say you’re working in the field, and a colleague 
you respect proposes taking a run you don’t 
think is appropriate, given the conditions. How 
would you respond?
I hope I would ask why they felt like it’s ok 
to be on or under the slope in question. By 
simply asking that question, I would hope to 
generate a discussion that would provide some 
alternative options for other routes to take.

How would you describe your communication 
and leadership styles? 
I’d say I’m easygoing and approachable. I lis-
ten and rely heavily on my staff.

Would you say those traits are typically de-
scribed as “masculine” or “feminine”? 
I have no idea!

How can newcomers to the field build sustain-
able avalanche careers? Have you done that? 
That’s a difficult question, as many avalanche 
jobs do not compensate to the degree that 
one can make a decent living. I feel very for-
tunate to have a permanent avalanche job. My 
advice is:

1. Get a Bachelor’s degree in a physical 
science, as many higher paying jobs re-
quire this

2. Develop a very diverse skill set, like: 
lots of previous time in the mountains 
managing avalanche issues, mitigation, 
forecasting, good snowmachine skills if 
backcountry forecasting, writing and 
public speaking

3. Build relationships and seek mentor-
ship with other professionals in the 
field

4. Pursue interests/projects related to 
the field that helps grow the field as a 
whole, like articles, papers, etc.

How do you fuel yourself when you’re not think-
ing about snow? 
Family time! Taking the kids snowmachining, 
ski touring, commercial fishing on our set-net 
site on Kodiak Island, mountain biking, doing 
the dishes, and making dinner. 

TAR: What advice would you give your 20-year-
old self? 
WW: Pay attention and think for yourself.

What was your first job in the avalanche indus-
try? How did you get your start? 
I started out as an entry-level forecaster with the 
Chugach National Forest Avalanche Center. 
Before that job, I cut my teeth in Utah, where 
I was fortunate to have the Utah Avalanche 
Center staff as mentors in countless ways. I was 
also a graduate student in atmospheric sciences 
with a focus on snowpack energy balance and 
metamorphism. Studying snow and avalanches 
was an all-consuming passion.

Who were your mentors? How did they chal-
lenge you? 
My first mentor was Drew Hardesty. I don’t 
believe I would have been able to break into 
this field without his encouragement, insights, 
and leadership. Drew facilitated not only 
learning in the mountains but also in other 
realms, like teaching basic avalanche aware-
ness. He opened doors that led to other op-
portunities and mentors to learn from. 

Other profound mentors in my life were 
Brett Kobernik and Jake Hutchinson, who also 
showed me their styles in the mountains. Brett 
included me in his near-surface facet mon-
itoring studies and other unique snowpack 
analysis. All that pushed my understanding 
of the snowpack. Jake was there to guide me 
in formulating avalanche forecasts and in my 
communication style to the public. John Horel, 
my graduate school advisor, did everything he 
could to bring a ski bum up to speed in the 
world of academia. I rely on those skills daily!

What’s the most useful feedback you’ve ever 
gotten? 
The second you think you know some-
thing––that’s a sign you don’t.

Very large debris piles on Sixmile creek, near Hope, AK on December 10th. These avalanches released sometime 
between 2pm on 12/9 and 11am 12/10. River flows peaked on the evening of the 9th with 3+ inches of rain, 
temps in the 40s, and 120+mph winds at ridgetops. It appears that the river was dammed up for several hours 
by debris. Big chunks of debris were left high and dry down river. Photo Graham Predeger, CNFAIC
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EDUCATION

FROM ‘OFFICE GIRL’ TO EDUCATOR:
A Journey in Avalanche Education

After four summers guiding in Alaska, I 
was curious to see what winter was about in 
these vast mountains. In my last year of grad-
uate school, I treated myself to a mid winter 
break by booking a Level 1 Avalanche Course 
in Alaska. While I knew there were courses 
on offer in the lower 48, the reputation of Jill 
Fredston and Doug Fesler had already spread 
like wildfire that their Alaska Mountain Safety 
School was offering top-notch avalanche edu-
cation. I flew in late at night, gathered the keys 
to my friend’s Toyota Tacoma stashed for me at 
the airport and began the drive up to Hatch-
er Pass for my first ever winter experience in 
Alaska. New to skinning and backcountry ski-
ing in general, I gathered my gear together ner-
vously in the parking lot, donned my headlamp 
and began skinning by starlight into the Inde-
pendence Mine building full of already sleep-
ing students and instructors. My heart navigat-
ed the way as the outlines of the peaks shone 
above me as if to illuminate my first steps along 
what’s become a passionate career. 

My instructors, Nancy Pfeiffer, Jill Fredston, 
Blaine Smith, and Scott Raynor, blew my 
mind as we ventured out onto steep slopes, 
our arms linked together to leap up and butt 
bomb the slope. I was terrified, while others 
around me laughed at our new slope test. It 
was the winter of 2000 and I knew what that 
I would live here in Alaska. Raynor had newly 
purchased Valdez Heli Ski Guides from Doug 
Coombs and offered me a position as “the 
office girl” for the following season when I 
would be done with graduate school. I had no 
idea what I was in for. 

That next winter arrived and by then I 
had secured my own hippie shack in a Gird-
wood bog, committing to a seasonal life in the 
mountains of Alaska. My cockiness about my 
skiing ability soon dissipated into the void as I 
ventured into the incredibly steep and intimi-
dating world of Valdez. I shared a 1970s trailer 
with Don Sharaf and spent my days eagerly 
picking the brains of Kent McBride, Mark 
Newcomb, Rob Hess, Jeff Zell and above all, 
Kirsten Kremer. In this incredibly intimidating 
world, Kremer took me under her wing and 
showed me the way. Don was superbly patient 
with my ignorant questions regarding snow 
and mountains. My first experiences ever in 
the world of heli-skiing were being handed a 
radio by Mark or Don and told to tail guide. 
I’ll never forget that feeling of standing alone 
at the top of some of the steepest lines of my 
life, gripping the radio and holding my breath; 
fully aware that if anything were to happen…I 
was the first responder. With only a level 1 avy 
certificate, I would stand there shaking, unable 
to see any of the skiers who had disappeared 
beyond my view in just two or three short 
turns. I would repeat the rescue sequence over 
and over in my hand praying that I’d never get 
the call. I never did, just the booming voice 
of Big Don over the radio encouraging me to 
drop in and manage my sluff. 

BY BROOKE EDWARDS
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Almost 20 years later, with a Pro 2 from 
Don Sharaf freshly added to my resume, I 
board the plane from Jackson to Seattle, Seat-
tle to Tokyo, Tokyo to Sapporo where I would 
rejoin my team of guides and my ski season 
as an avalanche forecaster and backcountry 
guide for Whiteroom Adventures in Hokkai-
do. They had hired me the year prior and had 
assigned me the role of avalanche forecast-
er for our guide team. I again revisited that 
terrified girl standing quaking at the top of 
those steep Chugach lines; only this time it 
was an emotional terror. What on Earth had I 
put on my resume that made them believe I 
could actually be a forecaster for a guide op-
eration? After a decade and a half working in 
and around the heli industry yet never getting 
the opportunity to guide, I had finally decided 
to get my ski guiding experience elsewhere. 

After my experiences in Alaska, I had fully 
expected to be at the bottom of the totem 
pole; the new girl with tons to learn. Instead, I 
was handed the keys to the castle and asked to 
develop a program of forecasting that would 
help put Whiteroom Tours ahead of the cow-
boy culture of ski guiding that had been prev-
alent for years in Japan. 

I worked with Ronan Maguire, an Irishman 
living in New Zealand who was functioning 
as lead forecaster for an Australian company 
in Japan. I stepped off the plane my first year 

and a few hours later taught a 4-day Canadian 
Level 2 Rec Avalanche Class by myself. Ronan 
came with me on the field days, showing me 
where to go and how to navigate on the left 
side of the road with Japanese street signs. I 
was off and running; nervous but excited. I 
drew on all my years as the wallflower in heli- 
ski guide meetings, learning and watching, 
quietly being mentored by more folks than I 
can mention. 

I marveled at how lucky I had been to 
miss getting off the wait list for the Level 3 
all those years, only to be dropped onto the 
rigorous and informative Pro split, new in 
our American avalanche education tradition. 
Armed that first year with the confidence of 
putting all my skills to the test in the Pro 1 
Bridge, I dove in headfirst to leading guide 
meetings and writing forecasts. I had a team 
of male guides from all over the world who 
listened, supported and mentored me. Again, 
I was dumbfounded, but steadily gained the 
experience I needed to feel confident in my 
avalanche education and skill set. I committed 
to a second year, feeling optimistic that finally 
I had found a workplace that believed in me 
enough to believe in myself. 

I ran into Sarah Carpenter at the end of 
that first season in Japan in a 7-11. We laughed 
and hugged and I demanded that she put me 
first on the list of the Pro 2 with AAI for that 
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following year. She joked that it would be 
months before it was listed or even scheduled 
for that matter, but she’d be happy to take 
my money now. I practically Venmo’d her the 
money on the spot. Sarah honored her 7-11 
promise and wrote me an email as soon as the 
Jackson Pro 2 dates were listed. I called Ronan 
and asked for my Japan season to start a little 
later so I could add this valuable education 
to my list. He agreed and I crossed my fin-

gers and hoped for Don. I won! I got two 
Dons and a Bill Anderson (plus a bonus Lynne 
Wolfe field day).

Laid up all fall from an invasive surgery 
to remove a massive non-cancerous tumor, I 
took to studying for my Pro 2 with an inten-
sity and devotion I’ve never before had. With 
a season of forecasting under my belt, I was 
armed with questions and hungry for more 
knowledge to make me more effective at my 

Brooke Edwards just recently started a new job 

as the Alaska Avalanche School Staffing Director 

and finished her training as a Pro-trainer with A3 

to be able to teach Professional level courses. She 

just taught her first Pro 1 Bridge Exam with Blaine 

Smith coming full circle from him being her first L1 

instructor. She is also pursuing certification as a ski 

guide on the AMGA track.
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work. I wanted to feel confident (yet hum-
ble) at ski guiding instead of that young girl 
with quaking knees atop Dimond in Valdez. 
For my technical report, I chose the hard path 
of investigating a dear friend’s death. It helped 
me enormously and I believe I presented it 
to my course mates with resounding empa-
thy that indeed, it could have been any of us 
making those same human factor mistakes on 
any given day. We’ve all gotten away with so 
very much. 

Where my Pro 1 had given me the techni-
cal tools to be able to confidently speak the 
jargon and do the protocols to be an effective 
forecaster and ski guide, the Pro 2 took me 
to an entirely different level of integration. I 
was floored with how engaging it was. My 
colleagues had studied hard themselves and 
brought numerous tales of experience to the 
table, where we all explored our own vul-
nerabilities and learning in an open minded 
and open-hearted context. I reveled in the 
learning, soaking up each conversation and 
logging it into my own learnings. I left that 
course with more passion and excitement for 
avalanche education than I’d ever experienced 
before. I was once again that hopeful optimis-
tic girl skinning by starlight under unknown 
peaks into the mystery of the avalanche edu-
cation world. 

With the blessings of Don, Don, and Bill, 
I stepped off the plane in Sapporo this year 
with the resounding confidence to apply my 
newly found learning and begin to mentor 
others on the path. It was an incredible season 
where we created a team of forecasters who 
would rotate mentoring newer guides into 
how to look at weather, interpret snowpack 
and begin to capture this in succinct and per-
tinent writing. 

Without my Pro Track Education, I think 
I would still be stuck in “office girl” land…
learning tons from behind the scenes and rogue 
tail guiding opportunities but never speaking 
up with the confidence that I could lead cli-
ents, much less other guides. My Pro 2 and the 
community of educators who chose to believe 
in me, specifically Don Sharaf, Ronan Maguire, 
and Kirsten Kremer, enabled me to put aside 
my imposter syndrome, step up to the plate and 
confidently walk into the room knowing full 
well that I deserve to be here. 

Brooke demonstrating how to calibrate hand hardness to her Rec 1 students for Alaska Avalanche School.
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EAST VAIL RIDER DEMOGRAPHICS AND SKILLS

I grew up in Colorado’s Vail/Summit 
County zone and have been venturing into 
the backcountry since the late 1980s when I 
was in high school. Back then, we barely had 
a clue and made every rookie blunder possi-
ble. This included skiing East Vail, which has 
since become one of the deadliest backcoun-
try zones in America, responsible for seven  
avalanche deaths, all sans rescue gear. It took 
being buried to my waist on Vail Pass to begin 
my evolution from a reckless 20-year-old to a 
prudent snow-safety instructor. 

I moved to Big Sky, Montana, in the late 
90s where I coached the junior freeride team 
returning to Vail full time in 2010. Upon re-
turning, I was curious to see whether East 
Vail safety protocols had evolved since I left. 
Specifically, I wondered whether riders were 
now better equipped and better educated.  I 
also questioned who was driving the growth 
in popularity.  Back in my rookie days, which 
was at least a decade after the original East Vail 
explorers, 20 people skiing East Vail qualified 
as a busy day; three decades later, that number 
had grown to as many as 300 daily users.  I 
decided to survey as many people as possible, 

asking them about everything from what lines 
they skied to what formal avalanche courses 
they’d taken and whether they’d triggered or 
been caught in any avalanches.  

Due to work and play commitments, it 
took three years to reach my goal of surveying 
at least 90 participants. I moved around the 
research area trying to capture riders descend-
ing both standard runs and more aggressive 
lines in the zone. I always armed myself with 
chocolate for bribes and/or rewards. These 

were the questions I asked those willing to 
participate:

What level of avalanche education, if any, do you 
have?
Do you have any medical training? 
Do you carry avalanche rescue gear, including an 
airbag?
Have you triggered or been caught in an ava-
lanche in East Vail?
I also asked individuals what descent they 

were planning to ride so that I could pair 
it with the avalanche danger. Unfortunate-
ly, many weren’t keen on divulging that in-
formation. As a result of multiple unpleasant 
interactions, I gave up on that aspect of the 
survey. 

I was surprised that all but four people I 
crossed paths with had avalanche rescue gear. 

I was also happy to learn that a fair num-
ber of parties had some degree of formal 
avalanche education (48 of 95), with a smat-
tering of riders (14 of 95) having taken in-
formal seminars or attended presentations. Al-
though not stellar statistics, a sizable number 
had some basic medical training with a few 
boasting higher education (16 of 95 had taken 
WFR/OEC or EMT courses). 

Then came the most surprising results. Of 
the 95 riders surveyed, only nine had done 
mock searches in that year. Many, including 
experienced users, were unaware that beacons 
may succumb to signal drift or “broken” an-
tennae over time. A significant number did 
not know that a variety of electronics may 
cause interference. Thirty-one of the inter-
viewees were still using outdated double-an-
tennae transceivers.

My final questions, and by far the most in-
teresting results, related to triggering or being 
caught in an avalanche. Consistent with the 
lack of accidents that are reported to fore-
casting centers, many people were hesitant to 
answer or avoided answering entirely, even 
though the survey was anonymous. Fifty-two 
of the 95 riders interviewed said they’d trig-
gered an avalanche (this ranged from small 
sluffs to large slabs). Of those 52, 24 had been 
caught, a whopping 25 percent of all those in-

HEADS UP PASSHOLDERS: in recent 
search practices we have found 
considerable signal interference from 
some season passes with RFID chips.
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terviewed. One was a full burial, one was a solo 
rider who self-rescued, and multiple people 
said they’d been “knocked down” or “carried.” 

These results further piqued my interest, so 
I was inspired to continue researching. Due 
to the low number of riders who had done 
a practice search or checked the operation of 
their transceiver, I focused my next project on 
beacon use. 

As a “freelance” avalanche educator, I’ve 
had the opportunity to work all over Col-
orado for different avalanche schools and 
outfitters. Due to permitting and logistics, 
some outfitters have a fairly limited venue 
for teaching rescue protocols and digging the 
ever-controversial snow pit. Fortunately, my 
primary employer has been around since the 
’70s, so they’ve secured an expansive choice of 
terrain options and permits. I used to balk at 
using the lower elevation “rookie” terrain for 
teaching, but in recent years, I’ve been proven 
wrong. Through a long evolution that I won’t 
bore you with, I started exploring the neo-
phyte zone for rescue classes and day two of 
both Level 1 and Level 2 classes. 

With expansive terrain dotted with plenty 
of hilly undulations, tree stands and very few 
members of the public, our teaching area al-
lows for endless rescue scenarios. Rather than 
setting up a 15-meter run into the practice 
burial, oftentimes dodging the general pub-
lic and curious onlookers, which was stan-
dard protocol with most of the outfitters I’ve 
worked for, we have an unlimited area to cre-
ate rescue drills. This has given us the freedom 
to run more creative training. 

Two years ago it occurred to my co-worker 
and me that our students were comprehend-
ing the finer nuances of searches faster with 
our move to the new venue. Having addition-
al terrain and thus the ability to start farther 
away from the buried transceiver, which al-
lows students to attain the signal versus start-
ing the search within signal range, has been 
a turning point. Graduating into more com-
plex terrain, such as convexities that decrease 
the range of the buried transceiver, has fur-
ther increased the students’ comprehension 
of big-picture searches. In addition, enhanced 
working space has allowed for wider search 
margins, the ability to add more students on 
a group search, and ultimately has given the 
process a more realistic feel. 

We hypothesized that more terrain has 
granted the students a better understanding 

SURVEY RESULTS
Total contacts: 95

Triggered a slide: 52
Caught in a slide: 24
Completed Level 1 avalanche course: 30
L1 taken > 10 years: 11
Attended basic avalanche safety seminar: 14
Completed Level 2: 7
Trained in CPR: 14
Trained in 1st Aid: 12
Trained in WFR/OEC: 15
EMT: 1 
Completed a search this season: 9 

of the search process by requiring them to 
obtain the search signal, compelled them to 
understand signal deflection from undulating 
terrain and allowed students more space to 
understand gear mishaps. An additional ben-
efit has been students’ being obliged to be 
more vocal with their search teams due to a 
bigger working area. 

To put this theory to a test, I embarked on 
a public rescue research mission last winter—
following up on my prior demographics sur-
vey. I set up near East Vail’s highly used back-
country access gate from the Vail ski resort, 
where users tend to be moderately to highly 
skilled skiers and snowboarders; the same user 
often exits the gate multiple times a day. To 
cover all directions from the gate, I set up two 
rescue scenarios, both in the direction of rid-
er traffic so participants could ride into the 
scene. I hoped that being able to ride into 
the search, in the direction of travel, would 
encourage users to participate since it would 
add negligible time to their descent. Both 
schemes had at least a 40-meter run-in, and 
the transceivers were buried in a shallow hole 
below a convexity. 

I used the international 10-minute bench-
mark for locating, probing, and digging out 
an avalanche victim (with the average back-
country burial depth being just over 1 me-
ter/3.2 feet). I allowed searchers three min-
utes to locate, not probe, the transceiver. The 
general professional standard is to locate, and 
probe, two beacons in five minutes and three 
in seven minutes.

The results may lie in the “ignorance is 
bliss” mindset, as they weren’t stellar. Due to 
real-world constraints, my research was limit-
ed to a few hours a day over the course of four 
days. My journalist cohort, Devon O’Neil of 
Backcountry Magazine, attended three of 
these days and interviewed willing parties 
while I set up and ran scenarios. Of the 33 
gate users we contacted, only 16 agreed to 
participate in a search. Of the 16, two were ski 
patrol, two were former students who hap-
pened to be in the area, and all but one of the 
16 had formal avalanche education. 

Those unwilling to participate offered the 
following responses:
“I’m good, I don’t need to do a search.” 
“Ski time is ski time, not education time.” 
“I don’t have time, I need to get to work.” 
“I just don’t want to do it.” 
Two of the 16 searchers found the trans-

Kelli Rohrig grew up in a third generation skiing fam-

ily. Life on snow has been a constant, minus a very 

short and unusual foray into politics. Her on-snow 
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ceiver after three minutes and five were either 
unable to find the beacon after a long effort 
or gave up in frustration. One user actively 
discouraged and left his partners who wanted 
to do the search; another tried and failed with 
an older beacon that no longer had a viable 
search range. Two recent Level 1 graduates 
had their two-way radios mounted directly 
over their chest-harnessed beacons, which 
has the potential to cause interference (they 
said their instructor had not explained poten-
tial electronic interference). Another searcher, 
who was well over the three-minute mark, 
was most likely steered off course due to his 
cell phone being within 30 centimeters of his 
transceiver. 

Finally, I had the opportunity to work with 
an internationally employed photographer 
during my research. We buried a beacon un-
der his standard backcountry photo pack. My 
updated transceiver had a search jump of 15 
meters; the photographer’s beacon was erratic, 
bounding between 15 and 30 meters, and his 
search time increased significantly.

The takeaways? As instructors, we need 
to be setting our students up for success. 
As professionals, there is no excuse for 
a substandard beacon/rescue scenario. 
As a recreational skier, make sure you 
understand how to acquire a signal, fol-
low the signal and be a useful partner or 
rescuer. 
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WILL THE SLOPE SLIDE?

BY RON SIMENHOIS, KARL BIRKELAND, KELLY ELDER, GAVIN GUNDERSON, ETHAN GREENE
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Preliminary measurements of the spatial variability of crack-face friction

INTRODUCTION: 
Dry slab avalanches start with a crack in a 
buried weak snowpack layer. As the crack 
advances, the weak-layer collapses, losing its 
volume. The overlying slab then progressively 
loses support and comes into contact with the 
bed surface as the crack-faces close. Finally, 
the gravitational force pulling the slab down-
slope must overcome the crack-face friction 
for an avalanche to occur. The last step is a 
crucial step for dry slab avalanche release, but 
thus far, it has received only modest experi-
mental attention.

A common method to mitigate avalanche 
danger in the field uses slope angle measure-
ments to reduce exposure to slopes capable of 
producing a down-slope motion of the slab 
after a weak-layer fracture. In reality, deter-
mining whether a slope is steep enough to av-
alanche is not so simple. Whether an avalanche 
will start sliding or not does not depend solely 
on slope steepness. From an avalanche release 
perspective, it depends on the relationship be-
tween crack-face friction and the gravitation-
al force pulling the slab downslope. This fric-
tion is controlled by several factors, including 
properties of the interface between the bed 
surface and the bottom of the slab. 

Previous studies found that persistent weak 
layers tend to produce lower crack-face friction 
than non-persistent weak layers (van Herwi-
jnen and Heierli, 2009; Simenhois et al., 2012). 
Simenhois et al. (2012) also found a negative 
correlation between slab hardness and crack-
face friction. While these results suggest that 
crack-face friction depends on snow proper-
ties; to our knowledge, the number of measure-
ments is still relatively limited, and many ques-
tions, including how crack-face friction varies 
across a slope, remain unanswered. 

We collaborated with the Colorado Moun-
tain College Avalanche Science program to 
collect spatial variability measurements of 
crack-face friction. We asked Gavin Gun-
derson, a student in the program, to help 
us collect field measurements as part of his 
work-experience portion of the program. In 
this article, we present preliminary data on the 
spatial variations of crack-face friction across 
two slopes. 

METHODS: 
Over the winter of 2018-19, we collected 
two datasets of 16 measurements (11 and five 
respectively) on Ball Mountain and Fremont 
Pass, near Leadville Colorado (Figure 1). In 
each pit, we used a Sony HX80 Compact 
Camera to record videos of the sliding mo-
tion of modified propagation saw tests (PST). 
Our modified PST differs from a standard 
PST (Gauthier and Jamieson. 2008, Greene et 
al. 2010) by having block length longer than 
1m, and by having the upslope and downslope 
faces of the blocks perpendicular to the slope 

Figure 1: Area map of our study plots. Both our test slopes were below treeline on north-northwest and north-
northeast aspects near Leadville, Colorado.

Figure 2: Ball Mountain test site at 11760 ft above sea level, on a north-northeast slope. We measured crack-
face friction in 11 pits. The distance between the pairs in each row is approximately 10 m, and the distance 
between the rows is about 10 m.

Fremont Pass (site 2) data pit.
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a slope. In fact, in some places, we measured 
an up to 6° change in the critical slope angle 
(25% of kinetic friction coefficient). On both 
of our study slopes, the variability in the criti-
cal slope angle exceeded the variability in the 
actual slope angle along the bed surface. The 
spatial variability of crack-face friction is in 
line with the spatial variability of almost every 
other snowpack property we can measure. 

Our results suggest that managing the av-
alanche hazard with terrain and slope angle 
may be a bit more complicated than previ-
ously thought. Further, we already know that 
different snowpack properties tend to have 
different crack-face friction (van Herwijnen 
et al. 2016). We encourage folks to adjust their 
slope angle travel guidelines by carefully pay-
ing attention to the slope angles of recent av-
alanche occurrences. 

Our measurements have a few sources of 
potential errors. The direction of motion was 
not always only in the down-slope direction, 
although this should have little effect on the 
results. Slope measurements were within an 
error of +/- one degree, and we estimated 
our distance measurements to be within a 2% 
error. We estimate our overall critical slope 
angle errors to be within +/- one degree. 
Thus, these results should be interpreted with 
caution and should be considered preliminary. 
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Figure 3: Pit setup with a tilted camera in the slope direction to capture the slab sliding motion in the x-axis. 
The red markers on the top of the PST-like block are 1 m apart for size calibration. The black rectangles are used 
by the tracking software as a reference point to measure motion for every video frame.

ferent pits on Ball Mountain on 10 February 
2019 (Figure 2). The Ball Mountain site was at 
11,760 ft above sea level on north-northeast 
facing slope with bed surface angles between 
30° and 35° with an average of 32.5°. The 
weak layer at the site was 2 mm, 4F hardness, 
FC grains with a 1mm, 4F, hard slab and a 
2mm, 1F hard, FC bed surface. The weak-lay-
er depth ranged between 0.43 m (17”) and 
0.59 m (23”) below the snow surface, with an 
average of 0.52 m (20.5”).

Our critical slope angle (the slope steepness 
where a slab above a propagating weak-lay-
er crack will slide) measurements varied be-
tween 27° and 34° with an average of 30.5° 
and up to 6° difference within 10 m distance. 
We subtracted the actual slope angle from the 
critical slope angle to determine in what areas 
in our study slope are capable of producing 
initial sliding after a slab release. We found 
variations between 2° below minimum slid-
ing angle and 7.5° above than the minimum 
slope angle for a slab to slide within 10m (~30 
ft.) distance (Figure 4). 

Our second test site was on Fremont Pass, 
where we measured crack-face friction in five 
different pits on 2-3 February 2019. The Fre-
mont Pass site is at 11,050 ft above sea level, 
on a north-northwest facing slope with bed 
surface slope angles between 31° and 35° and 
an average of 33°. The weak-layer was 1-1.5 
mm, 4F hardness, FC grains, with 0.3-0.5 mm, 
1F hardness, wind-packed slab above, and 0.3 
mm, K hardness, and a MFC bed surface. The 
weak-layer depth ranged between 0.53m 
(21”) and 0.65m (25.5”) below the snow sur-
face, with an average of 0.58m (23”).

Our critical slope angle measurements varied 
between 29° and 36° with an average of 31.5° 
and up to 6.5° difference within a distance of 
10 m. Subtracting the actual slope angle from 
the critical slope angle shows variations be-
tween 4.5° below the minimum slope angle for 
sliding to 1° steeper than the minimum sliding 
angle within 10 m (~30 ft.) distance.

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND  
LIMITATIONS:
We presented two unique datasets showing 
the spatial variability of crack-face friction. 
Our data suggest that a critical slope angle 
for avalanche release might vary sizably across 

(Figure 3). We made sure that in each dataset, 
all modified PST cuts were on the same weak 
layer. In addition to a sliding block video, in 
each pit, we also collected bed surface incli-
nation, weak-layer properties, and slab prop-
erties. We collected snowpack properties from 
one data pit for each measurement set.

We placed black rectangle markers on the 
slab and makers on the top of the block for 
size reference (Figure 3). We assume Coulomb 
friction between the slab and the bed surface 
after the weak-layer collapse. We measured the 
acceleration in the downslope direction using 
a Lucas-Kanade method computes optical 
flow (Lucas and Kanade, 1981). The errors of 
our video measurements were less than 1 mm. 
We omitted videos (or part videos) where 
the slab motion in a non-slope direction ex-
ceeded 5% of the overall motion. We applied 
Newton’s second law of motion to calculate 
the friction force that limits the downslope 
motion of the slab block (Herwijnen and 
Heierli, 2009). 

 
DATA AND RESULTS:
We measured crack-face friction in 11 dif-

Figure 4: Graphical representation of our Ball 
Mountain measurements. The upper chart shows the 
critical slope angle across the slope. Pit locations 
and actual measured values are in the rectangles. We 
initiated the boundaries with average values and used 
a linear spline interpolation to generate the contour 
lines in all three charts. The center chart shows the 
bed-surface steepness across the slope. The bottom 
graph represents potential sliding and none sliding 
areas. Red areas are zones where the slope is steep 
enough to slide, and the green regions are zones 
where the slope is not steep enough to slide.
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THE 2019 AVALANCHE CYCLE IN COLORADO
An Engineer’s Perspective

STORY AND PHOTOS BY CHRIS WILBUR

Avalanche professionals working on 
land-use planning, mapping, and avalanche 
defenses must quantify the runouts, extents 
and flow parameters for long-return period 
avalanches. Such events are, by definition, rare. 
They might not occur during our careers. Yet 
in March of 2019, we witnessed an unprece-
dented avalanche cycle in Colorado. The se-
ries of storms and large avalanches provides 
us with a unique opportunity to do a reali-
ty check on our understanding of these rare 
events. It also allows us to review the indi-
rect assessment methods that we rely upon. As 
we begin to reflect, collect data, analyze and 
discuss our experiences and opinions, several 
common topics come up.

RETURN PERIODS
What were the average return periods (an-
nual exceedance probabilities) of these large, 
long-running and destructive avalanches? 
The data are still coming in, so answers to this 
question are speculative. That said, based on 
timber destruction and a review of historic 
records, it appears that there were dozens of 
100-year avalanches. There were probably a 
few 300-year avalanches too. Not all paths ran 
big, so the distribution of return periods cov-
ers a wide spectrum, but the spectrum was 
shifted towards lower frequency events com-
pared to most years.

Colorado’s documented avalanche histo-
ry suggests that the 2019 avalanche sizes and 
runouts, as well as transportation impacts and 
infrastructure damages, have not been seen 
since 1906 or earlier. The extent of forest de-
struction also suggests that many avalanche 
paths expanded their lateral and distal trim 
lines into areas not reached in more than a 
century. Statewide, the big avalanche cycles 
of 1962, 1986, 1995, and 2003 were clearly 
exceeded. Newspaper accounts and dendro-
chronology take the record back farther and 
include big avalanche cycles in 1891, 1899, 
and 1906. In the San Juan Mountains of 
southwest Colorado, the avalanches of 1906 
and previous years appear more similar in scale 
and extent to the March 2019 avalanches than 
subsequent big avalanche years. Application of 
dendrochronology methods promises to shed 
more light on return periods as new data are 
collected and studied.

RELEASE CHARACTERISTICS
The release characteristics of the March 2019 
avalanches exhibited two important charac-
teristics. First, a nearly perfect sequence of 
weather events created a strong mid- to upper- 
snowpack structure on top of our usual bas-
al facets. This oversimplified two-layer stra-
tigraphy was mostly able to support gradual 
loading from December through February. 
Then the weight of the March storms with 
SWE increases ranging from 3 to 7 inches 
in a few days overstressed the strong snow-
pack. Storm slabs built up over 10-12 days 

had included up to 12-inches of SWE. The 
slab releases were unusually dense and strong 
enabling fracture propagations that extend-
ed long distances and probably transmitted 
fractures deep into the older snow. The re-
sult was impressive fracture lines crossing 
terrain features that usually confine release 
widths. Many avalanches had crowns extend-
ing thousands of feet with some over a mile 
long. The second unusual characteristic was 
that avalanches ran on all aspects. Our pre-
vailing westerly winds and snow structure 
tend to favor releases on the E-NE segments 
of the compass. In 2019, all aspects were 
represented with some impressive west- and 
south-facing avalanches.

FLOW REGIMES
Most of the large avalanches were dry and 
cold enough to become highly fluidized. In 
other words, the flow was granular with no 
free water and plenty of air space between 
particles, so internal friction was low. The 
combination of large release volumes and 
low friction resulted in long runouts and 
very tall fluidized or saltation layers, as evi-
denced by damage to surviving large conifers 
in the paths. The unusually high saltation lay-
ers snapped large healthy trees near ground 
level and uprooted other trees, leaving be-
hind craters.

DAMAGE AND THE D-SCALE
The real indicator of an unusual avalanche 
season is the extent of damage inflicted. The 
Colorado Avalanche Information Center 
(CAIC) reported that ten homes or cabins 
were damaged or destroyed in six counties 
(Hinsdale, San Juan, Ouray, Gunnison, Sum-
mit, and Pitkin). Two structures were occu-
pied, yet there were no residential avalanche 
fatalities. Utilities, including major electric 
and gas infrastructure, were damaged in five 
counties. Transportation routes were severely 
impacted. Fortunately, there were no fatalities, 
even in full vehicle burials on Highway 91 
south of Copper Mountain. 

We had the opportunity to apply the high 
end of the D-scale in 2019. The destructive 
size or D-scale was developed in Canada 
and is widely used along with the relative or 
R-scale, developed in the United States, to 
describe avalanche sizes. Both the D-scale and 
R-scale use five size categories. The CAIC 
reported over 80 D4 avalanches. There were 
at least three D5s, including the Highlands 
Ridge (Conundrum Creek) and Garrett Peak 
in Pitkin County, and the Copper Creek in 
Hinsdale County. It is likely that more D5s 
will be discovered away from civilization.

The D-scale was developed to use eas-
ily observable criteria including mass, path 
length, and destructive potential. The de-

Layer up naturally this season with icebreaker merino.

women’s and men’s 260 Tech Top
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scription category is subjective, but the 
easiest to envision and is the essence of the 
D-scale. The path length was intended by the 
authors as an observable substitute for max-
imum (terminal) velocity. In the engineer-
ing world, impact pressure is an important 
parameter, but it must be calculated using 
velocity squared and density. Since density 
has a narrow range and velocity is squared, 
impact pressures are largely determined by 
velocities. Assuming a density range of 200-
300 kg/m3 suggests that D5 avalanches have 
maximum velocities of about 60-70 m/s 
(130-160 mph) and D4s have velocities of 
about 40-50 m/s (90-110 mph). Many of the 
March 2019 avalanches were between these 
velocities and some were probably closer to 
D5 than D4.

The mass column of the D-scale is also 
important, since it influences the extent and 
runout limits. Along with terrain, release mass 
and entrainment are important factors in de-
termining avalanche damage potential. This 
connection between total mass and destruc-
tive potential is very apparent in applying dy-
namics models. 

Forest destruction is another category on 
the D-scale. A D5 avalanche can destroy 40 
hectares (100 acres) of forest and a D4 can 
destroy 4 hectares (10 acres). The forest de-
struction in March 2019 will be useful in fur-
ther quantifying the number of D4 and D5 
avalanches from satellite images. 

Prior to 2019, the use of D5 was pretty 
much unheard of in Colorado. Our avalanche 
starting zones tend to be limited by ridges 
and other terrain features. Furthermore, the 
D-scale descriptors of “largest avalanches 
known” and “could destroy a village” discour-
age the use of D5 anywhere in the U.S. out-
side of Alaska and possibly on large volcanoes 
of the Pacific Northwest. The identification 
of at least three D5 avalanches further con-
firms that March 2019 was a truly historic 
avalanche period.

CLIMATE CHANGE
The causal factors that led to the big Colorado 
avalanches of 2019 are complex and cannot be 
directly tied to a changing climate. However, 
we have observed and measured warmer win-
ter storms with higher rain-snow elevations 

over the past two decades. Avalanche practi-
tioners have observed and predict greater over-
all snowpack stability as a result of warming. 
Interestingly, practitioners are predicting more 
avalanches from upper elevation zones and 
fewer at low elevations. The snowpack struc-
ture and loading that Colorado experienced 
in 2019 were not inconsistent with climatic 
trends of warmer and wetter air masses collid-
ing with our mountains. Looking forward, it 
will be interesting to see how climate change 
affects avalanches in Colorado and elsewhere. 

DATA AND OPPORTUNITIES
The 2019 avalanches in Colorado provide us 
with an incredible opportunity to improve our 
understanding of rare events. Today we have 
tools and resources that were unimaginable the 
last time an avalanche cycle this big occurred. 
We have weather instruments, satellite images, 
UAVs (drones), dynamics models, LiDAR, Goo-
gle Earth, and more. In just one or two gener-
ations, we have gone from sparse data to data 
overload. This is a good problem to have, but it 
will take time to analyze and digest all of the in-
formation. Ultimately, we will learn a great deal 
from the 2019 Colorado avalanche cycle.
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This concrete splitting wedge avalanche diversion structure designed by Art Mears saved this home in the 
Conundrum Creek valley south of Aspen.

Several large avalanches occurred in remote areas like this one on Elk Creek in the Weminuche Wilderness in 
southwest Colorado.
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OF TROGLODYTES  

AND TECHNOLOGY
BY DICK DORWORTH

I glide into the eighth decade of life on earth and the seventh of climbing and riding up 
and skiing down its snow-covered hills and mountains with the intention to continue doing so 
more attentively than tentatively. Personal intention and attention are things we can control, or 
at least influence, unlike the weather and the snowpack and the intentions and attentions of our 
fellow skiers and other citizens of the planet. Like every person past the age of innocence, I am 
continually reminded of both change and constancy in the things of life and in the intentions 
and attentions of its peoples, and the world of skiing and skiers is, it seems to me, a microcosm 
of the larger world.

Years ago, Bob Beattie, one of the best friends American skiing has ever had, passed on to me 
a universal truism that I always try to keep in mind, especially if a situation or premise seems 
opaque, contradictory, or just feels wrong. He said, “The basics never change.” Those four words 
have helped me more than words can describe, though sometimes the basics seem buried in an 
avalanche of modernity and have to be dug out and revived in order to be more fully appre-
ciated, and their corollaries certainly describe some constant verities and directions: “If it looks 
dangerous it probably is;” “Why would something appear too good to be true if it wasn’t?;” “If it feels bad, 
it is;” “If you wouldn’t do it if the camera weren’t there and you do it anyway, perhaps your lens is not as 
well-ground and polished as the camera’s;” and the Kris Kristofferson koan so well known to people 
of my generation and bent of mind: ‘Freedom’s just another word for nothin’ left to lose.”

Such ruminations about the basics come naturally to one who counts himself basically fortu-
nate to still be carving tracks seven decades down the slope, still contemplating and observing 
that in skiing as elsewhere sorting out the basics among the changes is a constant practice, as 
necessary as weeding and watering the garden. A list of recommended gear for the well-pre-
pared, modern, backcountry skier prompts some reflections and observations.

The modern backcountry skier is encour-
aged to carry the following: backpack ($150), 
helmet ($100), skins ($100), saw ($20 to 
$50), probe ($30), stove ($50 to $150), cook 
kit ($15 to $60), water bottle ($15) (ther-
mos ($30) optional), compass ($15 to $70), 
map ($20), whistle ($3), two-way radio ($35 
to $100), phone (satellite if possible) ($50 a 
week to rent, $1500 to own), shovel ($30 to 
$70), Avalung ($130) or ABS Airbag ($800), 
snow study kit ($70 to $120), heart rate 
monitor ($60 to $650), first aid kit ($20 to 
$150), transceiver ($200 to $500), bivouac bag 
($150), tool kit ($45 to $75), GPS ($300), gog-
gles ($30 to $180), colored ribbon and orange 
chalk—for the helicopter in case of rescue—
(ribbon and chalk are inexpensive but you 
can’t afford the helicopter), headlamp ($30 to 
$100), extra clothes, food and the knowledge 
and training of at least a Level I Avalanche 
course $200 to $500) and a First Aid Wilder-
ness First Responder course ($650) as well as 
the latest local avalanche advisory (prices in-
cluded as caveat emptor for prospective back-
country skiers as well as caveat for those ‘earn 
your turns’ back-to-the-basics Brahmins who 
sniff at the effete, less organic, lift-riding, al-
pine skier elitists who generally have far fewer 
avalanche concerns). These and other things 
are used in one of the three categories of av-
alanche gear: avalanche avoidance, avalanche 
survival, and search and rescue.

These items and the admonition “be pre-
pared to spend the night out” are among the 
modern prerequisites for a day trip into the 
local mountains. For an overnight tour or lon-
ger a tent, pad, sleeping bag and more food 
seem to be necessary. The majority of the 
items mentioned are tools of security, not toys 
of recreation. 

The life of skiing is recreation, and while 
backcountry skiing may well be among the 
most dangerous of outdoor activities (includ-
ing climbing, hang gliding and BASE jump-
ing), the question arises: at what point do 
the anxieties of security diminish/destroy/
deny the pleasures of recreation? The solo ski 
mountaineer is an anomaly in today’s back-
country in some measure because the soloist 
cannot rely on or, really, even consider tech-
nology as useful in a crisis, and yet for some 
the solo experience of the backcountry is the 
best recreation of all. 

The expansion of the possible in skiing big 
lines, steeper slopes, and riskier situations has 
gone hand-in-hand with the technology of 
security. (It also goes hand in hand with the 
democratization of abilities that the technol-
ogy of wider skis and stiffer boots has intro-
duced to skiing.) It seems to me that both 
metaphorically and experientially the com-
bined physical and psychic weight of all that 
security both changes and interferes with the 
joy and freedom of a well-executed turn, and 
this interference extends to many other situ-
ations in life.

It is true that the only sure way to stay out 
of an avalanche is to ski slopes less than 30-de-
gree steepness, and that gets old and tame and 
not very exciting. It is (equally?) true as well 
that having and using all the most modern av-
alanche technology and scientific knowledge 
and analysis does not guarantee that the slope 

Climbing back out after performing a crown profile on No Name Bowl, triggered remotely from the ridge on 
December 1, 2019. The crown was over 1000 feet wide, took out the whole bowl down to the facets at the ground, 
snapped an island of fairly large pines, and moved them 100 yards downslope to the flats. Photo Mark White
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analyzed as safe will not slide. There are no 
guarantees, only risk assessment.

Two recent conversations are relevant. I was 
describing to a highly experienced and com-
petent backcountry skier an incident in Swit-
zerland nearly 40 years ago when I shut down 
a film shoot involving the day’s work for 10 
people simply because I didn’t like the look of 
the bowl we were set up to ski, which slid on 
its own two days later, substantiating my sense 
of its instability. It was a huge slide. My friend 
said, “Didn’t you dig a pit?” I replied, “No. 
We didn’t know enough about the science of 
digging pits to understand avalanche danger.” 
What I didn’t say to my friend, for whom the 
techniques and technology of backcountry 
security are intrinsic to the experience, is that 
had we known such things and had the shov-
els to dig a pit, the results might have con-
fused more than clarified what was, for me, a 
straightforward issue. Pits are treasures of use-
ful information for the knowledgeable digger, 
but spatial variability in the snowpack is as real 
as the differences between every snowflake 
that has ever fallen or ever will. If we had dug 
a pit and the results indicated stability, there 
would have been enormous peer and profes-
sional pressure to keep the show going, to ski 
the slope and get the shot. 

While peer approval confers its own kind 
of security, it is basically as riven with a sort 
of spatial variability that makes the most trem-
bling snowpack look like Gibraltar. Peer pres-
sure, like the illusion of security in what is in 
essence a dangerous activity, tends to distract 
both mind and heart from the basics of survival. 

Before continuing, I wish to make it clear 
that this in no way is a call to not dig pits, study 
the daily avalanche reports, carry the tools of 
rescue, or acquire as much knowledge as pos-
sible about the proper use of those tools and 
the contingencies of disaster, all of which have 
and will continue to save people’s lives in the 
backcountry. It is only to point out that they 
change the backcountry skiing experience in 
more ways than extra weight and expense. For 
some people they tend to make risk assess-
ment a technological issue and instill an un-
warranted confidence that, it can be argued, 
costs as many (or more) lives than it saves.

I mean, a great deal of backcountry skiing 
was accomplished before snow science, trans-
ceivers, and the other gear was developed and 
used, and, while modern skiing in all ways is 
of a far higher standard with a greater range of 
possibilities, it is worth questioning whether 
personal skills of survival are being replaced 
by technological fixes of security. It is an issue 
that I think deserves more attention than it 
gets. One leading avalanche professional com-
mented on the subject, “I’m the sort to em-
brace technology to give me an edge. Having 
an edge is all it takes to stay alive sometimes.” 
The question is this: does embracing tech-
nology both give an edge and tend to 
push one over it?

Of the three categories of avalanche gear, 
the first—avoidance—is by far the most sig-
nificant, important, and useful. I know many 
people who have survived avalanches un-
scathed, a few who have survived with vary-
ing levels of damage, and all too many who 
did not survive. That said, in my view the 

only attitude and intention to take into the 
backcountry is that if you are caught in an 
avalanche you are completely fucked. Fucked. 
Fucked. Fucked. Even if you escape grave 
physical harm, there still will exist emotional 
and invisible damage.

Using the gear in and of all three avalanche 
technology categories requires proper use of 
human faculties prior to and with at least as 
much proficiency as with the technology. At 
the (considerable) risk of appearing to indulge 
in what a devoutly Christian ski mountaineer 
in a decidedly un-Christian (or, at least, un-
Christ-like) comment about a piece I wrote 
in Mountain Gazette a few years ago about 
other changes in our world of mountains as 
another “Troglodytian rant,” there is, it seems 
to me, a tendency among devotees of the 
technological to relegate to Purgatory or even 
lower realms the pure, organic, Caveman’s, ba-
sic judgment of the kind that knows in the 
bone that security and survival are not the 
same thing. The security of wearing a trans-
ceiver in an avalanche is insurance that one’s 
companions will be able to find and dig out 
the transceiver, but it does not mean that what 
the transceiver is attached to will survive.

The second conversation was with a friend 
who is one of America’s best avalanche author-
ities. I had been expressing my admitted lack 
of knowledge tinged with skepticism about the 
relative merits of the Avalung and, more im-
portant, the subtle shift in a sense of security 
and thinking about the consequences of risk 
its bearer will take into the mountains. I know 

it is worth questioning whether personal 

skills of survival are being replaced by 

technological fixes of security.

that a (very) few skiers have survived avalanch-
es because they had one, but I was questioning 
the premise that most skiers caught in an ava-
lanche will have the time, presence of mind and 
ability to grab the air tube, place it in his or her 
mouth and keep it there while the avalanche 
runs its bumpy course and finally buries the 
Avalung-equipped skier. My friend agreed that 
it could be a problem but that a skier about 
to ski a slope that might slide will have the 
mouthpiece handy in case it becomes neces-
sary. My friend prefers the ABS airbag system 
that will help keep the avalanched skier or at 
least the airbag on the surface, partly because 
the ABS rip cord is more accessible and eas-
ier to engage than the Avalung mouthpiece. 
An avalanche pro I know says “…almost every 
time I put the Avalung mouthpiece in at the 
top of a run I hear a voice: ‘Can’t hurt. Could 
help a lot.’”

I agree.
However, as I carve tracks into the eighth 

decade I hope to continue my basic Troglo-
dyte ways of never skiing a slope that I even 
suspect might slide, whether skiing alone or 
with a partner or partners. And though I make 
sure my backcountry partners carry shovels 
and know how to use their transceivers, I shy 
away from seeking a security I do not feel in a 
bag of air or a mouthpiece that any avalanche 
worth a collapsing snow crystal might rip out 
of my mouth as quickly, easily and irrevocably 
as, say, the SEC’s most recent failure to adhere 
and pay attention to the basics and protect the 
American economy. 

South Monitor Bowl, triggered from the ridgeline on Thanksgiving Day, 2019. Photo Mark White
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Hello friends of The Avalanche Review,

I am doing a mini-theme about Probability and Likeliness for the Feb TAR. I have a few papers which treat the topic well, 
albeit more from a theoretical starting point, but want to include other perspectives. 

Do you use the CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF AVALANCHE HAZARD (CMAH) and its criteria? How do you bring it home to 
real-life decision-making? What kind of success have you had? What makes it work inside your head when you are making 
up run lists? Do Sensitivity/ Distribution/ and Uncertainty cover it adequately for you? Or do you have other tips and tricks?

Thanks,
Lynne

Avalanche fracture lines on the north face of Mt. 
Buckindy in the North Cascades of Washington State, 
April 8, 2011. Photo John Scurlock
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Hatchurnagain, as it may be referred to this season, has taken on aspects of the more maritime 
conditions Turnagain Arm is known for (glide cracks). It’s new, exciting, and a curve ball. This photo 
was taken on December 1, one of the most popular and accessible ski runs at Hatcher Pass. 
Photo Jed Workman

In common conversations in the English language,  
we tend to use the words likelihood, chance, and 
probability interchangeably. If you ask a data scien-
tist or statistician, they have more specific meanings 
for probability and likelihood. Probability is a chance 
of an event; often a model specifies a general density 
distribution of probabilities for means. 

Likelihood is the measure of how likely any partic-
ular estimation of the mean would be.

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change uses 
a nine-step likelihood scale with numeric values for 
probabilities as follows :

• Virtually certain: 99 to 100% probability
• Extremely likely: Over 95% 
• Very likely: Above 90%
• Likely: Above 66%
• More likely than not: 50% and above
• About as likely as not: 33–66%
• Unlikely: 0–33%
• Very unlikely: 0–10%
• Extremely unlikely: Zero to five per cent

An attempt to match up IPCC percentage 
values to CMAH could be in the ballpark of:

Almost certain: Above 95% probability
Very likely: Above 90% probability
Likely: Above 66%—Difficult! Maybe 50-66%
Possible: 50-33%
Unlikely: Below 33%

Messy, huh?
—Eeva Latosuo
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A Conceptual Model of Avalanche Hazard

Sensitivity Natural 
Releases

Human 
Triggers

Explosive Triggers Cornice 
TriggersSize Result

Unreactive No 
avalanches

No avalanches Very large 
explosives in 
several locations

No slab No slab from 
very large 
cornice fall

Stubborn Few Difficult to 
trigger

Large explosive & 
air blasts, often in 
several locations

Some Large

Reactive Several Easy to trigger 
with ski cuts

Single hand 
charge

Many Medium

Touchy Numerous Triggering 
almost certain

Any size Numerous Any size

Description of 
Observation

Natural 
avalanche 
occurrence

Ease of 
triggering by a 
single human

Size of explosive and effect Size of 
cornice that 
will trigger a 

slab

Name Description Formation Persistence Typical Physical Characteristics Typical Risk Mitigation
Weak 
Layer 
Type

Weak Layer 
Location

Slab 
Hardness

Propagation 
Potential

Relative 
Size 

Potential
Dry Loose Cohesionless dry snow 

starting from a point. 
Also called a sluff or 
point release.

Surface layers of new snow 
crystals that lack cohesion, 
or surface layers of faceted 
snow grains that lose 
cohesion.

Generally lasts hours 
to days when 
associated with new 
snow, and longer 
when associated with 
facets. 

~ ~ ~ Downslope 
entrainment

R1-2 Avoid terrain traps where avalanche 
debris can concentrate, exposure above 
cliffs where small avalanches have 
consequence, and steep terrain 
overhead where sluffs can start.

Wet Loose Cohesionless wet snow 
starting from a point. 
Also called a sluff or 
point release.

Snow becomes wet and 
cohesionless from melting 
or liquid precipitation.

Persistence correlates 
with warm air 
temperatures, wet 
snow or rain, and/or 
solar radiation. 

~ ~ ~ Downslope 
entrainment

R1-3 Avoid gullies or other confined terrain 
features when water from melting or 
precipitation is moving through the 
snowpack.

Storm Slab Cohesive slab of soft 
new snow. Also called a 
direct-action avalanche.

Cohesive slab of new snow 
creates short-term 
instability within the storm 
snow or at the old snow 
interface.

Peaks during periods 
of intense 
precipitation and 
tends to stabilize 
within hours or days 
following.

DF, PP In new snow 
or at 
new/old 
snow 
interface

Very soft to 
medium 
(F-1F)

Path R1-5 Avoid avalanche terrain during periods 
of intense precipitation, and for the first 
24-36 hours following. Assess for crack 
propagation potential in all avalanche 
terrain during and in the days following 
a storm.

Wind Slab Cohesive slab of locally 
deep, wind-deposited 
snow.

Wind transport of falling 
snow or soft surface snow. 
Wind action breaks snow 
crystals into smaller 
particles and packs them 
into a cohesive slab 
overlying a non-persistent 
weak layer.

Peaks during periods 
of intense wind 
loading, and tends to 
stabilize within 
several days following. 
Cold air temperatures 
can extend the 
persistence.

DF, PP Upper 
snowpack

Soft to very 
hard 
(4F-K)

Terrain 
feature to 
path

R1-4 Identify wind-drifted snow by observing 
sudden changes in snow surface texture 
and hardness. Wind erodes snow on the 
upwind side of an obstacle, and deposits 
it on the downwind side. They are most 
common on the lee side of ridge tops or 
gullies and are most unstable when they 
first form and shortly after.

Persistent Slab Cohesive slab of old 
and/or new snow that is 
poorly bonded to a 
persistent weak layer 
and does not strengthen, 
or strengthens slowly 
over time. Structure is 
conducive to failure 
initiation and crack 
propagation.

Weak layer forms on the 
snow surface and is buried 
by new snow. The overlying 
slab builds incrementally 
over several storm cycles 
until reaching critical 
threshold for release.

Often builds slowly 
and then activates 
within a short period 
of time. Can persist 
for weeks or months 
but generally 
disappears within six 
weeks.

SH, FC, 
FC/CR 
combo

Mid to 
upper 
snowpack

Soft to hard 
(4F-P)

Path to 
adjacent 
paths

R2-4 Complex problem that is difficult to 
assess, predict and manage. Typically 
located on specific aspects or elevation 
bands but sometimes widespread. 
Identification and tracking of weak layer 
distribution and crack propagation 
propensity is key, along with a wide 
margin for error and conservative 
terrain choices.

Deep Persistent Slab Thick, hard cohesive slab 
of old snow overlying an 
early-season persistent 
weak layer located in the 
lower snowpack or near 
the ground. Structure is 
conducive to failure 
initiation and crack 
propagation. Typically 
characterized by low 
likelihood and large 
destructive size.

Weak layer metamorphoses 
within the snowpack 
forming facets adjacent to 
an early-season ice crust, 
depth hoar at the base of 
the snowpack, or facets at 
the snow-glacier ice 
interface. The overlying slab 
builds incrementally over 
many storm cycles until 
reaching critical threshold 
for release.

Develops early in the 
winter and is 
characterized by 
periods of activity 
followed by periods of 
dormancy, then 
activity again. This 
on/off pattern can 
persist for the entire 
season until the 
snowpack has melted.

DH, FC, 
FC/CR 
combo

Basal or 
near-basal

Medium to 
very hard 
(1F-K)

Path to 
adjacent 
paths

R3-5 The most difficult avalanche problem to 
assess, predict and manage due to a 
high degree of uncertainty. Low 
probability/high consequence 
avalanches. Triggering is common from 
shallow, weak snowpack areas, with 
long crack propagations and remote 
triggering typical. Weak layer tracking 
and wide margins for error are essential, 
with seasonal avoidance of specific 
avalanche terrain often necessary.

Wet Slab Cohesive slab of moist to 
wet snow that results in 
dense debris with no 
powder cloud.

Slab or weak layer is 
affected by liquid water 
which decreases cohesion. 
Crack propagation occurs 
before a total loss of 
cohesion produces a Wet 
Loose Avalanche Problem.

Peaks during periods 
of rainfall or extended 
warm air 
temperatures. Persists 
until either the 
snowpack refreezes or 
turns to slush.

Various 
but often 
FC or DH

Any level Soft to hard 
wet grains 
(4F-P)

Path R2-5 Rainfall, strong solar radiation, and/or 
extended periods of above-freezing air 
temperatures can melt and destabilize 
the snowpack immediately. Timing is key 
regarding slope aspect and elevation, 
and overnight re-freezing of the snow 
surface can stabilize the snowpack.

Glide Slab Entire snowpack glides 
downslope then cracks, 
then continues to glide 
downslope until it 
releases a full-depth 
avalanche.

Entire snowpack glides 
along smooth ground such 
as grass or rock slab. Glide 
crack opens, slab deforms 
slowly downslope until 
avalanche release results 
from a failure at the lower 
boundary of the slab.

Can appear at any 
time in the winter and 
persists for the 
remainder of the 
winter. Avalanche 
activity is almost 
impossible to predict.

WG, FC Ground Medium to 
very hard 
(1F-K)

Path R3-5 Usually localized, visible and easy to 
recognize, the presence of a glide crack 
does not indicate imminent release. 
Predicting a glide slab is almost 
impossible, so avoid slopes with glide 
cracks and overhead exposure to glide 
slabs.

Cornice Overhanging mass of 
dense, wind-deposited 
snow jutting out over a 
drop-off in the terrain.

Wind transport of falling 
snow or soft surface snow 
develops a horizontal, 
overhanging build out of 
dense snow on the leeward 
side of sharp terrain breaks.

Persists all winter on 
ridge crests, and 
tends to collapse 
spontaneously during 
periods of warming, 
or following intense 
wind loading events.

~ ~ ~ Path R1-5 Avoid overhead exposure to cornices 
whenever possible, particularly during 
storms or periods of warmth and/or 
rain. Cornices are heavy and can trigger 
slabs on the slopes below. Use great 
care on ridge crests to stay on solid 
ground, well away from the root of the 
cornice.

Distribution Spatial Density Evidence

Widespread The avalanche problem is 
found in many locations 
and terrain features

Evidence is 
everywhere and 
easy to find

Specific The avalanche problem 
exists in terrain features 
with common 
characteristics

Evidence exists but 
is not always 
obvious

Isolated The avalanche problem is 
spotty and found in only a 
few terrain features

Evidence is rare and 
hard to find

Comment How is the evidence 
distributed?

How hard is it to 
find?

Destructive 
Size

Avalanche Destructive 
Potential

Typical Mass Typical Impact 
Pressure

Typical Path 
Length

1 Relatively harmless to people <10 t 1 kPa 10 m

2 Could bury, injure or kill a 
person

102 t 10 kPa 100 m

3 Could bury and destroy a car, 
damage a truck, destroy a wood 
frame house, or break a few 
trees

103 t 100 kPa 1000 m

4 Could destroy a railway car, 
large truck, several buildings, or 
a forest area of approximately 4 
hectares

104 t 500 kPa 2000 m

5 Largest snow avalanche known. 
Could destroy a village or a 
forest area of approximately 40 
hectares

105 t 1000 kPa 3000 m

Widespread Unlikely Possible Very Likely Almost 
Certain

Specific Unlikely Possible Likely Very Likely

Isolated Unlikely Unlikely Possible Likely

Unreactive Stubborn Reactive Touchy

Terrain
Describe the terrain where this type 
of avalanche problem is located
using:
• Aspect and elevation
• Vegetation band
• Run or avalanche path names
• Operating zone
• Specific terrain features
• Etc.

TYPE OF AVALANCHE PROBLEM

LIKELIHOOD OF AVALANCHE(S)

LOCATION

AVALANCHE SIZE

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

SENSITIVITY TO TRIGGERS

1 2 3 4

1
UNLIKELY

POSSIBLE

LIKELY

VERY LIKELY

ALMOST CERTAIN

2 3 4 5

Problem 1

Problem 2

Feb 20 
Storm Slab

Jan 28  SH 
Persistent Slab

Operational Application Objective

Commercial backcountry 
operations 

To keep clients safe, while providing a high quality guided backcountry 
experience

Public backcountry 
recreation

To provide accurate avalanche information that enables the public to 
safely enjoy backcountry recreation

Ski areas To provide safe access to as much in-bounds ski/snowboard terrain as 
early as possible each day

Transportation corridors To keep roads/rails and travellers safe, and to minimize the frequency 
and duration of closures

Worksites To keep workers safe, and enable work objectives by minimizing the 
frequency and duration of closures

Mobile workers To provide accurate avalanche information that enables workers to safety 
accomplish backcountry work objectives

Utilities To minimize the frequency and duration of service interruptions 

Occupied structures To keep occupants safe and prevent or minimize damage to infrastructure

Spatial Extent Description Examples Scale

Terrain Feature Individual geographic features 
contained within a larger slope

Convex roll, gully or terrain trap

Micro
< 1 km2

Slope Large, open, inclined areas with 
homogenous characteristics 
bounded by natural features such as 
ridges, gullies or trees

Typical avalanche starting zone or 
wide open area on a ski run

Path or Run Multiple interconnected slopes and 
terrain features running from near 
ridge crest to valley bottom

Full length avalanche paths with a 
start zone, track and runout zone 
or typical long backcountry ski run

Mountain An area rising considerably above the 
surrounding country with numerous 
aspects and vertical relief running 
from summit to valley bottom

Ski resort area or typical single 
operating zone in a snow cat skiing 
area Meso

> 102 km2

Drainage An area with a perimeter defined by 
the divide of a watershed

Typical single operating zone in a 
helicopter skiing area

Region A large area of multiple watersheds 
defined by mapped boundaries

Typical public forecasting area or 
public land jurisdiction

Synoptic
> 104 km2Range A geographic area containing a chain 

of geologically related mountains
Mountain ranges or sub-ranges

Time Span Description Example

Now Assessments with immediate 
consequence

Final, on-the-ground decision to enter or avoid 
a terrain feature

Hours Assessments that are valid for a matter 
of hours, or portion of a day up to 24-
hours

Daily, or twice daily assessments of avalanche 
hazard that are common in most operational 
forecasting programs

Days Assessments that are valid for more 
than 24-hours but less than a week

Two to three day outlooks common with public 
avalanche forecasts

Weeks Assessments of seasonal trends and 
patterns that emerge in the course of a 
single winter season

Avalanche problems that remain a concern for 
weeks to months; sometimes for an entire 
winter season

Years Assessments that are valid beyond a 
single winter, often for many years

Land-use planning based on a long-term 
analysis of avalanche frequency and magnitude

ESTABLISH CONTEXT

Statham G, Haegeli P, Greene E, Birkeland K, Israelson C, Tremper B, Stethem C, McMahon B, White B, Kelly J (2018) A conceptual model of avalanche hazard. Natural Hazards 90: 663-691.

AVALANCHE HAZARD CHART

Prepared by Grant Statham in July 2018 for the Canadian Avalanche Association
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A Conceptual Model of Avalanche Hazard

Sensitivity Natural 
Releases

Human 
Triggers

Explosive Triggers Cornice 
TriggersSize Result

Unreactive No 
avalanches

No avalanches Very large 
explosives in 
several locations

No slab No slab from 
very large 
cornice fall

Stubborn Few Difficult to 
trigger

Large explosive & 
air blasts, often in 
several locations

Some Large

Reactive Several Easy to trigger 
with ski cuts

Single hand 
charge

Many Medium

Touchy Numerous Triggering 
almost certain

Any size Numerous Any size

Description of 
Observation

Natural 
avalanche 
occurrence

Ease of 
triggering by a 
single human

Size of explosive and effect Size of 
cornice that 
will trigger a 

slab

Name Description Formation Persistence Typical Physical Characteristics Typical Risk Mitigation
Weak 
Layer 
Type

Weak Layer 
Location

Slab 
Hardness

Propagation 
Potential

Relative 
Size 

Potential
Dry Loose Cohesionless dry snow 

starting from a point. 
Also called a sluff or 
point release.

Surface layers of new snow 
crystals that lack cohesion, 
or surface layers of faceted 
snow grains that lose 
cohesion.

Generally lasts hours 
to days when 
associated with new 
snow, and longer 
when associated with 
facets. 

~ ~ ~ Downslope 
entrainment

R1-2 Avoid terrain traps where avalanche 
debris can concentrate, exposure above 
cliffs where small avalanches have 
consequence, and steep terrain 
overhead where sluffs can start.

Wet Loose Cohesionless wet snow 
starting from a point. 
Also called a sluff or 
point release.

Snow becomes wet and 
cohesionless from melting 
or liquid precipitation.

Persistence correlates 
with warm air 
temperatures, wet 
snow or rain, and/or 
solar radiation. 

~ ~ ~ Downslope 
entrainment

R1-3 Avoid gullies or other confined terrain 
features when water from melting or 
precipitation is moving through the 
snowpack.

Storm Slab Cohesive slab of soft 
new snow. Also called a 
direct-action avalanche.

Cohesive slab of new snow 
creates short-term 
instability within the storm 
snow or at the old snow 
interface.

Peaks during periods 
of intense 
precipitation and 
tends to stabilize 
within hours or days 
following.

DF, PP In new snow 
or at 
new/old 
snow 
interface

Very soft to 
medium 
(F-1F)

Path R1-5 Avoid avalanche terrain during periods 
of intense precipitation, and for the first 
24-36 hours following. Assess for crack 
propagation potential in all avalanche 
terrain during and in the days following 
a storm.

Wind Slab Cohesive slab of locally 
deep, wind-deposited 
snow.

Wind transport of falling 
snow or soft surface snow. 
Wind action breaks snow 
crystals into smaller 
particles and packs them 
into a cohesive slab 
overlying a non-persistent 
weak layer.

Peaks during periods 
of intense wind 
loading, and tends to 
stabilize within 
several days following. 
Cold air temperatures 
can extend the 
persistence.

DF, PP Upper 
snowpack

Soft to very 
hard 
(4F-K)

Terrain 
feature to 
path

R1-4 Identify wind-drifted snow by observing 
sudden changes in snow surface texture 
and hardness. Wind erodes snow on the 
upwind side of an obstacle, and deposits 
it on the downwind side. They are most 
common on the lee side of ridge tops or 
gullies and are most unstable when they 
first form and shortly after.

Persistent Slab Cohesive slab of old 
and/or new snow that is 
poorly bonded to a 
persistent weak layer 
and does not strengthen, 
or strengthens slowly 
over time. Structure is 
conducive to failure 
initiation and crack 
propagation.

Weak layer forms on the 
snow surface and is buried 
by new snow. The overlying 
slab builds incrementally 
over several storm cycles 
until reaching critical 
threshold for release.

Often builds slowly 
and then activates 
within a short period 
of time. Can persist 
for weeks or months 
but generally 
disappears within six 
weeks.

SH, FC, 
FC/CR 
combo

Mid to 
upper 
snowpack

Soft to hard 
(4F-P)

Path to 
adjacent 
paths

R2-4 Complex problem that is difficult to 
assess, predict and manage. Typically 
located on specific aspects or elevation 
bands but sometimes widespread. 
Identification and tracking of weak layer 
distribution and crack propagation 
propensity is key, along with a wide 
margin for error and conservative 
terrain choices.

Deep Persistent Slab Thick, hard cohesive slab 
of old snow overlying an 
early-season persistent 
weak layer located in the 
lower snowpack or near 
the ground. Structure is 
conducive to failure 
initiation and crack 
propagation. Typically 
characterized by low 
likelihood and large 
destructive size.

Weak layer metamorphoses 
within the snowpack 
forming facets adjacent to 
an early-season ice crust, 
depth hoar at the base of 
the snowpack, or facets at 
the snow-glacier ice 
interface. The overlying slab 
builds incrementally over 
many storm cycles until 
reaching critical threshold 
for release.

Develops early in the 
winter and is 
characterized by 
periods of activity 
followed by periods of 
dormancy, then 
activity again. This 
on/off pattern can 
persist for the entire 
season until the 
snowpack has melted.

DH, FC, 
FC/CR 
combo

Basal or 
near-basal

Medium to 
very hard 
(1F-K)

Path to 
adjacent 
paths

R3-5 The most difficult avalanche problem to 
assess, predict and manage due to a 
high degree of uncertainty. Low 
probability/high consequence 
avalanches. Triggering is common from 
shallow, weak snowpack areas, with 
long crack propagations and remote 
triggering typical. Weak layer tracking 
and wide margins for error are essential, 
with seasonal avoidance of specific 
avalanche terrain often necessary.

Wet Slab Cohesive slab of moist to 
wet snow that results in 
dense debris with no 
powder cloud.

Slab or weak layer is 
affected by liquid water 
which decreases cohesion. 
Crack propagation occurs 
before a total loss of 
cohesion produces a Wet 
Loose Avalanche Problem.

Peaks during periods 
of rainfall or extended 
warm air 
temperatures. Persists 
until either the 
snowpack refreezes or 
turns to slush.

Various 
but often 
FC or DH

Any level Soft to hard 
wet grains 
(4F-P)

Path R2-5 Rainfall, strong solar radiation, and/or 
extended periods of above-freezing air 
temperatures can melt and destabilize 
the snowpack immediately. Timing is key 
regarding slope aspect and elevation, 
and overnight re-freezing of the snow 
surface can stabilize the snowpack.

Glide Slab Entire snowpack glides 
downslope then cracks, 
then continues to glide 
downslope until it 
releases a full-depth 
avalanche.

Entire snowpack glides 
along smooth ground such 
as grass or rock slab. Glide 
crack opens, slab deforms 
slowly downslope until 
avalanche release results 
from a failure at the lower 
boundary of the slab.

Can appear at any 
time in the winter and 
persists for the 
remainder of the 
winter. Avalanche 
activity is almost 
impossible to predict.

WG, FC Ground Medium to 
very hard 
(1F-K)

Path R3-5 Usually localized, visible and easy to 
recognize, the presence of a glide crack 
does not indicate imminent release. 
Predicting a glide slab is almost 
impossible, so avoid slopes with glide 
cracks and overhead exposure to glide 
slabs.

Cornice Overhanging mass of 
dense, wind-deposited 
snow jutting out over a 
drop-off in the terrain.

Wind transport of falling 
snow or soft surface snow 
develops a horizontal, 
overhanging build out of 
dense snow on the leeward 
side of sharp terrain breaks.

Persists all winter on 
ridge crests, and 
tends to collapse 
spontaneously during 
periods of warming, 
or following intense 
wind loading events.

~ ~ ~ Path R1-5 Avoid overhead exposure to cornices 
whenever possible, particularly during 
storms or periods of warmth and/or 
rain. Cornices are heavy and can trigger 
slabs on the slopes below. Use great 
care on ridge crests to stay on solid 
ground, well away from the root of the 
cornice.

Distribution Spatial Density Evidence

Widespread The avalanche problem is 
found in many locations 
and terrain features

Evidence is 
everywhere and 
easy to find

Specific The avalanche problem 
exists in terrain features 
with common 
characteristics

Evidence exists but 
is not always 
obvious

Isolated The avalanche problem is 
spotty and found in only a 
few terrain features

Evidence is rare and 
hard to find

Comment How is the evidence 
distributed?

How hard is it to 
find?

Destructive 
Size

Avalanche Destructive 
Potential

Typical Mass Typical Impact 
Pressure

Typical Path 
Length

1 Relatively harmless to people <10 t 1 kPa 10 m

2 Could bury, injure or kill a 
person

102 t 10 kPa 100 m

3 Could bury and destroy a car, 
damage a truck, destroy a wood 
frame house, or break a few 
trees

103 t 100 kPa 1000 m

4 Could destroy a railway car, 
large truck, several buildings, or 
a forest area of approximately 4 
hectares

104 t 500 kPa 2000 m

5 Largest snow avalanche known. 
Could destroy a village or a 
forest area of approximately 40 
hectares

105 t 1000 kPa 3000 m

Widespread Unlikely Possible Very Likely Almost 
Certain

Specific Unlikely Possible Likely Very Likely

Isolated Unlikely Unlikely Possible Likely

Unreactive Stubborn Reactive Touchy

Terrain
Describe the terrain where this type 
of avalanche problem is located
using:
• Aspect and elevation
• Vegetation band
• Run or avalanche path names
• Operating zone
• Specific terrain features
• Etc.

TYPE OF AVALANCHE PROBLEM

LIKELIHOOD OF AVALANCHE(S)

LOCATION

AVALANCHE SIZE

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

SENSITIVITY TO TRIGGERS

1 2 3 4

1
UNLIKELY

POSSIBLE

LIKELY

VERY LIKELY

ALMOST CERTAIN

2 3 4 5

Problem 1

Problem 2

Feb 20 
Storm Slab

Jan 28  SH 
Persistent Slab

Operational Application Objective

Commercial backcountry 
operations 

To keep clients safe, while providing a high quality guided backcountry 
experience

Public backcountry 
recreation

To provide accurate avalanche information that enables the public to 
safely enjoy backcountry recreation

Ski areas To provide safe access to as much in-bounds ski/snowboard terrain as 
early as possible each day

Transportation corridors To keep roads/rails and travellers safe, and to minimize the frequency 
and duration of closures

Worksites To keep workers safe, and enable work objectives by minimizing the 
frequency and duration of closures

Mobile workers To provide accurate avalanche information that enables workers to safety 
accomplish backcountry work objectives

Utilities To minimize the frequency and duration of service interruptions 

Occupied structures To keep occupants safe and prevent or minimize damage to infrastructure

Spatial Extent Description Examples Scale

Terrain Feature Individual geographic features 
contained within a larger slope

Convex roll, gully or terrain trap

Micro
< 1 km2

Slope Large, open, inclined areas with 
homogenous characteristics 
bounded by natural features such as 
ridges, gullies or trees

Typical avalanche starting zone or 
wide open area on a ski run

Path or Run Multiple interconnected slopes and 
terrain features running from near 
ridge crest to valley bottom

Full length avalanche paths with a 
start zone, track and runout zone 
or typical long backcountry ski run

Mountain An area rising considerably above the 
surrounding country with numerous 
aspects and vertical relief running 
from summit to valley bottom

Ski resort area or typical single 
operating zone in a snow cat skiing 
area Meso

> 102 km2

Drainage An area with a perimeter defined by 
the divide of a watershed

Typical single operating zone in a 
helicopter skiing area

Region A large area of multiple watersheds 
defined by mapped boundaries

Typical public forecasting area or 
public land jurisdiction

Synoptic
> 104 km2Range A geographic area containing a chain 

of geologically related mountains
Mountain ranges or sub-ranges

Time Span Description Example

Now Assessments with immediate 
consequence

Final, on-the-ground decision to enter or avoid 
a terrain feature

Hours Assessments that are valid for a matter 
of hours, or portion of a day up to 24-
hours

Daily, or twice daily assessments of avalanche 
hazard that are common in most operational 
forecasting programs

Days Assessments that are valid for more 
than 24-hours but less than a week

Two to three day outlooks common with public 
avalanche forecasts

Weeks Assessments of seasonal trends and 
patterns that emerge in the course of a 
single winter season

Avalanche problems that remain a concern for 
weeks to months; sometimes for an entire 
winter season

Years Assessments that are valid beyond a 
single winter, often for many years

Land-use planning based on a long-term 
analysis of avalanche frequency and magnitude

ESTABLISH CONTEXT

Statham G, Haegeli P, Greene E, Birkeland K, Israelson C, Tremper B, Stethem C, McMahon B, White B, Kelly J (2018) A conceptual model of avalanche hazard. Natural Hazards 90: 663-691.

AVALANCHE HAZARD CHART

Prepared by Grant Statham in July 2018 for the Canadian Avalanche Association
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MODEL OF AVALANCHE HAZARDA

STATHAM
Good questions. I have always thought that assessing 
probability or likelihood is the holy grail of avalanche 
prediction. The hardest part. The business pitch. The crux. 
Whatever you want to call it, it’s the most important and 
hardest question of the day. Will it happen or not?

I guess I could say I look at it in two different ways: in 
the office and in the field. The scales of the assessment are 
very different.

OFFICE TECHNIQUE—Because likelihood is such a sub-
jective assessment with very little to no rational guidance, 
I try to back up a few steps and consider the inputs that 
contribute to the likelihood. Rather than choose a likeli-
hood assessment out thin air, I’d rather look at whatev-
er evidence is available. Using the Conceptual Model this 
leads me to consider both Sensitivity to Triggers and Spatial 
Distribution—both of which use evidence to reach a con-
clusion. Sensitivity uses evidence of avalanche activity and 
triggers to determine how sensitive the snowpack is. Spatial 

Distribution considers how the evidence is distributed and 
how easily it can be found to determine how widespread (or 
not) the problem is. The combination of these two factors 
gives me my Likelihood (CM table below).

So using the CMAH, don’t just randomly choose a Like-
lihood; back up and assess the Spatial Distribution and 
Sensitivity to Triggers based on evidence—that will give 
you the Likelihood.

FIELD TECHNIQUE (HERE AND NOW)—When I am in the 
field, my worst-case scenario is to find myself on top of a 
slope, having waited to make the decision at the last min-
ute based on digging in the slope. I almost never do this, 
and try to collect observations and evidence throughout the 
day, making my decisions about likelihood well before I 
face-to-face with the spot (too much pressure).

It is essential for me that I know the layering and its 
strength in the snow. So if I don’t already know that, then I 
will have to dig in a few places and test.

My assessments of likelihood are based on my observa-
tions or suspicions about avalanche activity, combined with 
the snowpack structure (layers and strength). When I make 
an assessment in the field, it is often a risk decision and 
considers how I will be exposed to the terrain. Left side of 
the slope? Regroup on the bench? Hours climbing in the 
runout zone? This way I can weight my options for different 
degrees of likelihood against different ways of using the 
terrain. Ultimately that is how I would choose my line. And 
at the end of all of this, if something doesn’t feel right and 
I cannot rationally explain it—I bail. I rely on my intuition 
for retreat, but not for pushing harder.

If I could dream up the most useful avalanche research 
to be done today, it would be to develop better tools and 
methods for avalanche forecasters and guides to determine 
likelihood or probability of avalanches occurring. It seems 
to me the field is wide open. 

Great topic to explore for TAR!

Grant Statham lives in Canmore and works for Parks Canada in Banff as an avalanche 

forecaster and rescue specialist. He’s been working with avalanches since 1986. He 

was the chair of the 2014 ISSW in Banff and is the first author of both the Avalanche 

Terrain Exposure Scale and Conceptual Model of Avalanche Hazard. 

A Conceptual Model of Avalanche Hazard

Sensitivity Natural 
Releases

Human 
Triggers

Explosive Triggers Cornice 
TriggersSize Result

Unreactive No 
avalanches

No avalanches Very large 
explosives in 
several locations

No slab No slab from 
very large 
cornice fall

Stubborn Few Difficult to 
trigger

Large explosive & 
air blasts, often in 
several locations

Some Large

Reactive Several Easy to trigger 
with ski cuts

Single hand 
charge

Many Medium

Touchy Numerous Triggering 
almost certain

Any size Numerous Any size

Description of 
Observation

Natural 
avalanche 
occurrence

Ease of 
triggering by a 
single human

Size of explosive and effect Size of 
cornice that 
will trigger a 

slab

Name Description Formation Persistence Typical Physical Characteristics Typical Risk Mitigation
Weak 
Layer 
Type

Weak Layer 
Location

Slab 
Hardness

Propagation 
Potential

Relative 
Size 

Potential
Dry Loose Cohesionless dry snow 

starting from a point. 
Also called a sluff or 
point release.

Surface layers of new snow 
crystals that lack cohesion, 
or surface layers of faceted 
snow grains that lose 
cohesion.

Generally lasts hours 
to days when 
associated with new 
snow, and longer 
when associated with 
facets. 

~ ~ ~ Downslope 
entrainment

R1-2 Avoid terrain traps where avalanche 
debris can concentrate, exposure above 
cliffs where small avalanches have 
consequence, and steep terrain 
overhead where sluffs can start.

Wet Loose Cohesionless wet snow 
starting from a point. 
Also called a sluff or 
point release.

Snow becomes wet and 
cohesionless from melting 
or liquid precipitation.

Persistence correlates 
with warm air 
temperatures, wet 
snow or rain, and/or 
solar radiation. 

~ ~ ~ Downslope 
entrainment

R1-3 Avoid gullies or other confined terrain 
features when water from melting or 
precipitation is moving through the 
snowpack.

Storm Slab Cohesive slab of soft 
new snow. Also called a 
direct-action avalanche.

Cohesive slab of new snow 
creates short-term 
instability within the storm 
snow or at the old snow 
interface.

Peaks during periods 
of intense 
precipitation and 
tends to stabilize 
within hours or days 
following.

DF, PP In new snow 
or at 
new/old 
snow 
interface

Very soft to 
medium 
(F-1F)

Path R1-5 Avoid avalanche terrain during periods 
of intense precipitation, and for the first 
24-36 hours following. Assess for crack 
propagation potential in all avalanche 
terrain during and in the days following 
a storm.

Wind Slab Cohesive slab of locally 
deep, wind-deposited 
snow.

Wind transport of falling 
snow or soft surface snow. 
Wind action breaks snow 
crystals into smaller 
particles and packs them 
into a cohesive slab 
overlying a non-persistent 
weak layer.

Peaks during periods 
of intense wind 
loading, and tends to 
stabilize within 
several days following. 
Cold air temperatures 
can extend the 
persistence.

DF, PP Upper 
snowpack

Soft to very 
hard 
(4F-K)

Terrain 
feature to 
path

R1-4 Identify wind-drifted snow by observing 
sudden changes in snow surface texture 
and hardness. Wind erodes snow on the 
upwind side of an obstacle, and deposits 
it on the downwind side. They are most 
common on the lee side of ridge tops or 
gullies and are most unstable when they 
first form and shortly after.

Persistent Slab Cohesive slab of old 
and/or new snow that is 
poorly bonded to a 
persistent weak layer 
and does not strengthen, 
or strengthens slowly 
over time. Structure is 
conducive to failure 
initiation and crack 
propagation.

Weak layer forms on the 
snow surface and is buried 
by new snow. The overlying 
slab builds incrementally 
over several storm cycles 
until reaching critical 
threshold for release.

Often builds slowly 
and then activates 
within a short period 
of time. Can persist 
for weeks or months 
but generally 
disappears within six 
weeks.

SH, FC, 
FC/CR 
combo

Mid to 
upper 
snowpack

Soft to hard 
(4F-P)

Path to 
adjacent 
paths

R2-4 Complex problem that is difficult to 
assess, predict and manage. Typically 
located on specific aspects or elevation 
bands but sometimes widespread. 
Identification and tracking of weak layer 
distribution and crack propagation 
propensity is key, along with a wide 
margin for error and conservative 
terrain choices.

Deep Persistent Slab Thick, hard cohesive slab 
of old snow overlying an 
early-season persistent 
weak layer located in the 
lower snowpack or near 
the ground. Structure is 
conducive to failure 
initiation and crack 
propagation. Typically 
characterized by low 
likelihood and large 
destructive size.

Weak layer metamorphoses 
within the snowpack 
forming facets adjacent to 
an early-season ice crust, 
depth hoar at the base of 
the snowpack, or facets at 
the snow-glacier ice 
interface. The overlying slab 
builds incrementally over 
many storm cycles until 
reaching critical threshold 
for release.

Develops early in the 
winter and is 
characterized by 
periods of activity 
followed by periods of 
dormancy, then 
activity again. This 
on/off pattern can 
persist for the entire 
season until the 
snowpack has melted.

DH, FC, 
FC/CR 
combo

Basal or 
near-basal

Medium to 
very hard 
(1F-K)

Path to 
adjacent 
paths

R3-5 The most difficult avalanche problem to 
assess, predict and manage due to a 
high degree of uncertainty. Low 
probability/high consequence 
avalanches. Triggering is common from 
shallow, weak snowpack areas, with 
long crack propagations and remote 
triggering typical. Weak layer tracking 
and wide margins for error are essential, 
with seasonal avoidance of specific 
avalanche terrain often necessary.

Wet Slab Cohesive slab of moist to 
wet snow that results in 
dense debris with no 
powder cloud.

Slab or weak layer is 
affected by liquid water 
which decreases cohesion. 
Crack propagation occurs 
before a total loss of 
cohesion produces a Wet 
Loose Avalanche Problem.

Peaks during periods 
of rainfall or extended 
warm air 
temperatures. Persists 
until either the 
snowpack refreezes or 
turns to slush.

Various 
but often 
FC or DH

Any level Soft to hard 
wet grains 
(4F-P)

Path R2-5 Rainfall, strong solar radiation, and/or 
extended periods of above-freezing air 
temperatures can melt and destabilize 
the snowpack immediately. Timing is key 
regarding slope aspect and elevation, 
and overnight re-freezing of the snow 
surface can stabilize the snowpack.

Glide Slab Entire snowpack glides 
downslope then cracks, 
then continues to glide 
downslope until it 
releases a full-depth 
avalanche.

Entire snowpack glides 
along smooth ground such 
as grass or rock slab. Glide 
crack opens, slab deforms 
slowly downslope until 
avalanche release results 
from a failure at the lower 
boundary of the slab.

Can appear at any 
time in the winter and 
persists for the 
remainder of the 
winter. Avalanche 
activity is almost 
impossible to predict.

WG, FC Ground Medium to 
very hard 
(1F-K)

Path R3-5 Usually localized, visible and easy to 
recognize, the presence of a glide crack 
does not indicate imminent release. 
Predicting a glide slab is almost 
impossible, so avoid slopes with glide 
cracks and overhead exposure to glide 
slabs.

Cornice Overhanging mass of 
dense, wind-deposited 
snow jutting out over a 
drop-off in the terrain.

Wind transport of falling 
snow or soft surface snow 
develops a horizontal, 
overhanging build out of 
dense snow on the leeward 
side of sharp terrain breaks.

Persists all winter on 
ridge crests, and 
tends to collapse 
spontaneously during 
periods of warming, 
or following intense 
wind loading events.

~ ~ ~ Path R1-5 Avoid overhead exposure to cornices 
whenever possible, particularly during 
storms or periods of warmth and/or 
rain. Cornices are heavy and can trigger 
slabs on the slopes below. Use great 
care on ridge crests to stay on solid 
ground, well away from the root of the 
cornice.

Distribution Spatial Density Evidence

Widespread The avalanche problem is 
found in many locations 
and terrain features

Evidence is 
everywhere and 
easy to find

Specific The avalanche problem 
exists in terrain features 
with common 
characteristics

Evidence exists but 
is not always 
obvious

Isolated The avalanche problem is 
spotty and found in only a 
few terrain features

Evidence is rare and 
hard to find

Comment How is the evidence 
distributed?

How hard is it to 
find?

Destructive 
Size

Avalanche Destructive 
Potential

Typical Mass Typical Impact 
Pressure

Typical Path 
Length

1 Relatively harmless to people <10 t 1 kPa 10 m

2 Could bury, injure or kill a 
person

102 t 10 kPa 100 m

3 Could bury and destroy a car, 
damage a truck, destroy a wood 
frame house, or break a few 
trees

103 t 100 kPa 1000 m

4 Could destroy a railway car, 
large truck, several buildings, or 
a forest area of approximately 4 
hectares

104 t 500 kPa 2000 m

5 Largest snow avalanche known. 
Could destroy a village or a 
forest area of approximately 40 
hectares

105 t 1000 kPa 3000 m

Widespread Unlikely Possible Very Likely Almost 
Certain

Specific Unlikely Possible Likely Very Likely

Isolated Unlikely Unlikely Possible Likely

Unreactive Stubborn Reactive Touchy

Terrain
Describe the terrain where this type 
of avalanche problem is located
using:
• Aspect and elevation
• Vegetation band
• Run or avalanche path names
• Operating zone
• Specific terrain features
• Etc.

TYPE OF AVALANCHE PROBLEM

LIKELIHOOD OF AVALANCHE(S)

LOCATION

AVALANCHE SIZE

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

SENSITIVITY TO TRIGGERS

1 2 3 4

1
UNLIKELY

POSSIBLE

LIKELY

VERY LIKELY

ALMOST CERTAIN

2 3 4 5

Problem 1

Problem 2

Feb 20 
Storm Slab

Jan 28  SH 
Persistent Slab

Operational Application Objective

Commercial backcountry 
operations 

To keep clients safe, while providing a high quality guided backcountry 
experience

Public backcountry 
recreation

To provide accurate avalanche information that enables the public to 
safely enjoy backcountry recreation

Ski areas To provide safe access to as much in-bounds ski/snowboard terrain as 
early as possible each day

Transportation corridors To keep roads/rails and travellers safe, and to minimize the frequency 
and duration of closures

Worksites To keep workers safe, and enable work objectives by minimizing the 
frequency and duration of closures

Mobile workers To provide accurate avalanche information that enables workers to safety 
accomplish backcountry work objectives

Utilities To minimize the frequency and duration of service interruptions 

Occupied structures To keep occupants safe and prevent or minimize damage to infrastructure

Spatial Extent Description Examples Scale

Terrain Feature Individual geographic features 
contained within a larger slope

Convex roll, gully or terrain trap

Micro
< 1 km2

Slope Large, open, inclined areas with 
homogenous characteristics 
bounded by natural features such as 
ridges, gullies or trees

Typical avalanche starting zone or 
wide open area on a ski run

Path or Run Multiple interconnected slopes and 
terrain features running from near 
ridge crest to valley bottom

Full length avalanche paths with a 
start zone, track and runout zone 
or typical long backcountry ski run

Mountain An area rising considerably above the 
surrounding country with numerous 
aspects and vertical relief running 
from summit to valley bottom

Ski resort area or typical single 
operating zone in a snow cat skiing 
area Meso

> 102 km2

Drainage An area with a perimeter defined by 
the divide of a watershed

Typical single operating zone in a 
helicopter skiing area

Region A large area of multiple watersheds 
defined by mapped boundaries

Typical public forecasting area or 
public land jurisdiction

Synoptic
> 104 km2Range A geographic area containing a chain 

of geologically related mountains
Mountain ranges or sub-ranges

Time Span Description Example

Now Assessments with immediate 
consequence

Final, on-the-ground decision to enter or avoid 
a terrain feature

Hours Assessments that are valid for a matter 
of hours, or portion of a day up to 24-
hours

Daily, or twice daily assessments of avalanche 
hazard that are common in most operational 
forecasting programs

Days Assessments that are valid for more 
than 24-hours but less than a week

Two to three day outlooks common with public 
avalanche forecasts

Weeks Assessments of seasonal trends and 
patterns that emerge in the course of a 
single winter season

Avalanche problems that remain a concern for 
weeks to months; sometimes for an entire 
winter season

Years Assessments that are valid beyond a 
single winter, often for many years

Land-use planning based on a long-term 
analysis of avalanche frequency and magnitude

ESTABLISH CONTEXT

Statham G, Haegeli P, Greene E, Birkeland K, Israelson C, Tremper B, Stethem C, McMahon B, White B, Kelly J (2018) A conceptual model of avalanche hazard. Natural Hazards 90: 663-691.

AVALANCHE HAZARD CHART

Prepared by Grant Statham in July 2018 for the Canadian Avalanche Association
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Link the Hazard Chart to a rating system

We’re not getting away from probability anytime soon. In fact it’s been here 
since the beginning. The etymology of the word HAZARD traces back 
to the Persian and Turkish words for dice. Some accounts suggest it 
carried forward into Arabic, meaning chance or luck. When adopted around 
1300 into English, hazard was an Old French word for a specific game of dice.

The risk components of vulnerability and exposure are more clear-cut 
when considering a potential numerical value and hence less opportunity for 
widely varying (high uncertainty) contribution to the risk equation; i.e. fairly 
narrowly defined in terms of vulnerable to size X or not, exposed to path Y or 
not. Hazard contributes the wide range or degrees of potential risk.

A while back I came across an article from NATURE (volume 461, October 
2009) about Risk School that argued for the need to teach schoolchildren fre-
quencies and probabilities to help them prepare for the complexity and uncer-
tainty of the modern world, and help them make sound decisions throughout 
their lives. If teaching statistics at a young age helps to refine intuition, then 
we in the avalanche world need to use our own likelihoods accurately in our 
forecasts and decisions.

Steve Conger is a former editor of The Avalanche Re-

view. He lives in Golden, BC, where he teaches in the 

CAA Pro track and consults as Snow Knowledge Inc.
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TREMPER
As one of the co-authors of the Conceptual Model of Avalanche Hazard (CMAH), I always caution students hearing about it 
for the first time- it’s a complex topic with layers that unfold over time. It took me many years as a professional avalanche 
worker to ask myself the now-obvious question: the terms avalanche hazard, danger, and risk: what do they really mean? 

If someone had asked me to list the components of avalanche hazard or risk 42 years ago, during my first couple years 
of doing avalanche control at Bridger Bowl, I probably would have answered, “Give me a pack full of bombs and I’ll show 
you the avalanche hazard.” In perhaps an additional ten years, only after I took over as the Director of the Utah Avalanche 
Center, did I finally start to wonder about the components of avalanche hazard and risk. We would have spirited discussions 
over the difference between Moderate and High hazard. How should we systematically agree on the hazard rating?

I started filling up my notebook with a myriad of parameters and relationships that make something hazardous or 
risky. At first, I concentrated just on the probability of an avalanche, since that’s how the official avalanche hazard scale 
defined the various levels. I boiled down probability to a couple of observable variables: 1) sensitivity to triggers and 2) 
how widespread it was (distribution). It’s always a combination between these two variables that determine probability; 
they conveniently fit onto a 2-D diagram with sensitivity on one axis and distribution on the other. 

But I quickly realized that hazard is more than just probability; the size and the character of the avalanche is equally 
important because a shallow, soft slab is a whole different animal than a stiff, deep slab. Consequence is important. Now 
evidently we had reinvented the wheel—the standard probability-consequence diagram used in hazard calculations in 
almost all other fields. Hmmm. I could have saved a lot of time by doing some background research first, but hey, what’s 
the fun in that? 

In both North America and Europe, other avalanche professionals were informally having the same discussions. For 
instance, the Europeans developed the Bavarian matrix a number of years ago as a systematic way to determine avalanche 
hazard (now revised and called the EAWS Matrix). In North America, Grant Statham from Canada wisely decided to gather 
up a North American committee to formalize the components of avalanche hazard and the avalanche danger definitions. 
And the rest is history, as they say. It turned out to be a much more involved and complex project than we realized but the 
CMAH was finally published in a peer review journal last year, and can be downloaded for free at https://link.springer.
com/article/10.1007/s11069-017-3070-5.

As Grant Statham concluded in his 2018 ISSW paper in Innsbruck, Austria,“Risk-based systems explain how avalanche 
practitioners have been doing their work for years. Avalanche hazard evaluation illustrates the commonalities between 
forecasters and guides working in different domains, while avalanche risk control methods highlight the different, and 
specialized techniques that are unique to each particular operation.”

Does the CMAH successfully predict avalanche hazard? There’s been several good studies in presented at the Innsbruck 
ISSW, with slightly different results. Encouragingly, Logan and Greene (2018), analyzed Colorado data and found that 
both avalanche frequency and avalanche size consistently increased with higher forecasted danger ratings—just the way 
it’s supposed to work. In another study, they also found that the probability of fatalities increases exponentially for each 
degree of danger rating between levels 2, 3 and 4 (where there was enough data to provide a probability calculation). 
This is good confirmation on the usefulness of danger ratings in general. On the other hand, Schweizer, et al (2018), 
analyzed Swiss data and found that, although avalanche frequency similarly increased with danger rating, avalanche size 
was independent of danger rating. So they suggested that the definitions for the avalanche danger scale may need to be 
revisited. “More studies are needed,” as they say. 

Also, several studies have found inconsistencies between individual forecasters and forecast operations on their choice of 
the overall avalanche danger rating, (e.g. Clark and Haegeli 2018, Techel, et al 2018) It seems that using systematic ways 
to calculate avalanche hazard is simple in theory but even if we monitor the same information sources, we often come up 
with completely different conclusions. Sounds like the latest news cycle, doesn’t it?

Confirmation bias, as well as other biases, are an extremely powerful forces. We all see what we believe. Despite having 
these new, systematic tools, we are all human, after all. Human biases continue to affect human judgments and decisions.

As avalanche forecasters, we have our beliefs and theories, of course. But I always think about how every year Ed 
LaChapelle would come back to visit Alta and his first question to the local avalanche workers was “What are the avalanch-
es doing?” He would never ask about our theories or beliefs. It’s about the avalanches. Are people triggering avalanches 
and if so, how sensitive are they. Are they triggered by ski cuts, easy explosive triggers or stubborn explosive triggers? 
How deep? How wide? Remote triggers? What’s the weak layer? These are all easy questions to answer and they are “low 
entropy information” (Ed LaChapelle), “Class 1 information” (Dave McClung) or “bull’s eye” information (Doug Fesler/ 
Jill Fredston).

Early mentors like Ron Perla and Doug Fesler/Jill Fredston used to simplify everything down to: 1) Is the terrain 
capable of producing an avalanche? 2) Could the snow slide? 3) What will happen if it does? These are 
basic concepts of hazard and risk: Is there a hazard? What’s the likelihood? What are the consequences? In addition, Fesler 
and Fredston would always ask what’s the uncertainty? This is exactly the framework formalized in the CMAH. 

I think one of the coolest, practical applications of the CMAH occurs every time I do a snow profile. I can estimate the 
Likelihood of Avalanches (the vertical axis) with the results of stability tests and estimate the avalanche size (the horizontal 
axis) with the mass of the snow above the weak layer. Finally, I can document the size and shape of the eclipse plot in the 
middle of the diagram based on the variability of my snow profiles. 

So how do I come up with my own personal run list for the day? I always start with the avalanche forecast and I pay 
close attention to the forecast danger rating by aspect and elevation. Next, I carefully review recent avalanches and the 
important, recent observations, especially those from trusted observers who take photos and submit profiles. Then, I make 
a Ulysses Contract with myself to avoid all avalanche terrain with a Level 3 or higher danger rating. The remaining terrain 
is still guilty until proven innocent. 

My wife, Susi, wrote a brief Forward in the latest edition of my book Staying Alive in Avalanche Terrain. She said that 
when we first started dating 27 years ago, she discovered very quickly that I was “Scaredy-cat cautious. Slow, methodical, 
and deliberately cautious.” If anything, through the years I’ve become even more so. So in general, I never venture onto 
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or beneath slopes steeper than 30 degrees, unless I’m very, 
very, very close to 100 percent certain that it’s not going to 
slide. While traveling, I do the usual routine observations 
and tests: where are avalanches? what slopes are getting 
tracked up? I jump on lots of test slopes, push my ski pole 
into the snow dozens of time, dig one or more, quick snow 
profiles on representative slopes. Snow—guilty until prov-
en innocent. 

In summary, I think the concepts in the CMAH form the 
backbone of all my decisions around hazard and risk. It all 
boils down to probability, consequence, uncertainty, expo-
sure and vulnerability and I think the CMAH has been a 
very important framework to understand and teach ava-
lanche hazard and risk. 

Yes, we have much work remaining: 
1) come up with improved algorithms and decision trees 

to aid forecasters in choosing danger ratings based on ev-
idence

2) find ways to reduce forecaster biases 
3) Dare I say it—revisit the presentation and defini-

tions of the avalanche danger scale to better communicate 
the exponential increase in hazard, 

4) get rid of the word “Considerable” 
5) Work with marketing, advertising, communication 

and technology experts on better solutions to effectively 
communicate avalanche hazard and risk 

Like Grant Statham said, Risk-based systems explain 
how avalanche practitioners have been doing their work 
for years.” Perhaps the best outcome of the CMAH is that 
it gives both professionals and recreationists a shared vo-
cabulary and system to discuss real-life, critical decisions in 
avalanche terrain.

Bruce Tremper was the Director of the Utah 

Avalanche Center for 29 years and retired four 

years ago. 
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It is a fascinating subject that falls right into my obsession 
with how we use words and how we communicate. I often 
let my pro avalanche course or guide training students 
know that I am into ‘precision communication’... which 
they makes them afraid, as it should .

In the world of probability and our use of it, I have long 
been curious how and why we are in general not very good 
with statistics (Kahneman &Twersky, Prospect Theory), and 
how and why we have such an interesting use of words of 
probability (Sherman Kent, Words of estimative probabil-
ity) and how weather forecasters use things like “a 30% 
chance of precipitation”. 

Example: 
Ski partner: I feel good about this slope. 
Me: How so? 
SP: Silence 
Me: Do you think it’s possible to make an avalanche 

on this run? 
SP: Huff, well, it’s always ‘possible’ to make an ava-

lanche... 
Me (ok, that didn’t work): How likely is it that we make 

an avalanche on this run? 
SP: I told you, I feel good about it! 

...to be continued

In terms of teaching the framework of CMAH to stu-
dents and encouraging them to use it to make their own 
forecasts, I usually start by presenting the usual suspects 
of CMAH with type of avalanche problem and location. I 
get into the descriptions of the sensitivity of triggering an 
avalanche and the spatial distribution. Then, I tell them, ok, 
great, you can stop thinking for a minute now, and just 
pluck the right word of probability from the table of how 
sensitivity and distribution combine. Then you have your 
general likelihood. I have trained myself fairly well to talk 
about avalanche problems in terms of their likelihood. We 
have a stubborn persistent slab. Does it serve us, though? 
Does unlikely, for example, mean to you a chance between 
5% and 25%? Or between 0.5% and 30%? And possible? 
Or probable? Middle of the range, for you, or actually two 
different things: much less that 50% for possible, and more 
than 50% for probable? Very likely, almost certain - does 
that change our perception of the problem? 

And then, of course, statistics are part of the game: 
when we are forecasting for some spatial range, our range, 
our mountain, or our drainage, we apply a certain (ha! 

uncertainty. With respect to space and time, it’s possible 
to spend most of a winter caught between the waves of 
uncertainty and the rocks of likelihood.

I have long believed that it’s important to make 
conservative decisions when your uncertainty is high, 
regardless of any other factors. It doesn’t even matter 
if you’re uncertain only because you’re traveling with 
someone new: palpable uncertainty is a sign that you 
lack the information required to make sound decisions 
about likelihood. So you’re unwilling to bet on the un-
known? Take a step back and think again.

Likelihood is a tool we use to try to resolve uncertainty 

When Lynne asked me to write about likelihood, I 
thought long and hard about what it really meant, and 
what it meant to me.

For me, resolving uncertainty really is at the absolute 
center of how I make decisions when preparing to travel 
in avalanche terrain.

Even before I travel in avalanche terrain, I begin col-
lecting information about the terrain, weather, snowpack, 
and people with whom I will travel. This process often 
lasts an entire winter, and likelihood is something that 
remains murky and difficult to define precisely until I 
have worked through my thoughts and feelings about 

in one direction or another. Maybe I feel very uncertain, 
but are avalanches really likely? Framed like this, it’s 
easy to see why I believe working with likelihood can 
create a dangerous foothold for rationalization. We must 
be very careful with likelihood until we have thoroughly 
evaluated the reasons behind our uncertainty.

Karen Bockel grew up first and then learned to ski. She 

patrolled first in Telluride where she made friends with 

depth hoar, then in Jackson, where she teaches for AAI. 

She also works in the Alps as an IFMGA mountain guide. 

Mike Richardson is a software developer based in 

Seattle, WA. His interests include real life happy 

dogs and research in the public interest.

how about the use of this word?!) likelihood, but once we 
reduce that scale, i.e. standing atop of a particular slope, 
the likelihood component of risk assessment seems less 
practical than digging back into spatial distribution (does 
this slope fall into the isolated, for example, terrain catego-
rization where we expect to find our avalanche problem— 
yes/no binary answer here) and to a much lesser degree 
the estimated sensitivity of triggering, stubborn, for exam-
ple, which we agreed on based on prior analysis, observa-
tions, and information from others.

In the moment, then, in the terrain that is, I have come 
to find that likelihood or probability doesn’t serve much 
of a purpose—we can’t use a thought process based on 
probabilities, it’s just too complicated. Instead, when we 
need to make a go / no go decision we resort to simpler 
questions with simpler answers, which tend to be yes / 
no answers. Yep, we skip the question of likelihood. We 
answer these questions instead: Is the avalanche problem 
present in this terrain? Can a single skier trigger it? Is the 
slope steep enough to slide? Could the avalanche hurt/
bury me? And, maybe, can I get away with it? As we tend 
to recognize and maybe overemphasize trends much more 
than probabilities, if a problem has become more stubborn 
(and therefore less likely) we’ll answer with the trend in 
mind, as in ‘can I get away with it NOW?’

With my recent Pro 1 course with a widespread per-
sistent problem, we had multiple of these top of-the-slope 
scenarios and the following student-made answers: 

Avalanche problem present? yes (and even no  
sometimes)
Can a single skier trigger it? yes
Steep enough to slide? yes (and sometimes barely)
Could the avalanche hurt me? yes
Can I get away with it now? probably not (= no)
Result: slope not skied

Going back to the initial scenario:
Me: Feeling good must line up with an ‘unlikely’ likeli-

hood of avalanches. Give’r then.
... but does it help? Does using likelihood even serve us 

in our forecasting strategy? It sure makes the graphs prac-
tical and pretty and our definitions of the ratings of the 
NADS fit well. But maybe it is a false comfort. Would we 
be better off removing likelihood and instead using sensi-
tivity in terms of triggers (natural—single skier—snomo/
multiple skiers—large explosives) and consequence in our 
rating definitions? The more I learn about decision-making, 
the less confident I am in my ability to make decisions well 
or to even control them, and having complicated compo-
nents certainly doesn’t help. 

EXPLOSIVES

MACHINE

SKIER

NATURAL

AVALANCHE
TRIGGERS

AVALANCHE SIZE
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

LOW

MODERATE

CONSIDERABLE

HIGH

EXTREME

DANGER RATINGS BASED ON TRIGGERS AND CONSEQUENCES
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THE SCALE
IN AVALANCHE FORECASTING

BY SCOTT THUMLERT, GRANT STATHAM, BRUCE JAMIESON

Even if avalanche 
forecasting is probabilistic 
and includes uncertainty, 
it should be grounded 
in clear definitions, and 
uncertainty should not 
stem from nebulous terms 
but the nature of the 
problem.

― —Jürg Schweizer (Schweizer et al., 2019)

Two years ago, nine of us gathered before breakfast to plan for the day of helicopter skiing 
ahead. We aimed to talk about the weather, flying conditions, avalanche hazard, and the run list, 
except there was an argument about the avalanche hazard forecast. Specifically, what likelihood 
term we should use to assess the persistent slab problem for the day: “possible” or “unlikely.” 

The argument wasn’t serious and only resulted in two angry guides and seven frustrated 
guides wondering how we wasted so much time. Later, I asked the angry guides what they 
thought the terms “possible” and “unlikely” meant in terms of probability. Guide one said, “Un-
likely is about 5%.” Guide two said, “Possible is about 5%”. Their interpretations of “possible” 
and “unlikely” were exactly the same! The argument was pointless.

The Conceptual Model of Avalanche Hazard (CMAH) (Statham et al., 2018) has been wide-
ly adopted in North America as a systematic, risk-based workflow for avalanche forecasting, and 
in my humble opinion, is a huge achievement for our industry. Now that the model has been 
in use for several years, we have the opportunity to explore how it is working in the field and 
look at how well modern risk terminology works for avalanche forecasting. Based on the above 
story, and many similar ones, a few of us have been wondering what the words used to describe 
Likelihood of Avalanche(s) actually mean to practitioners as probabilities. 

AVALANCHE PRACTITIONER SURVEY
We asked avalanche practitioners from around the world (75 responses) to put a percentage 
number beside each of the likelihood words from the CMAH (unlikely, possible, likely, very 
likely, and almost certain) for what they interpreted the words to mean about the probability of 
avalanches. Figure 1 shows the results. 

We observe distinct median values that are similar to forecasting experts in other industries 
(e.g. Beyth-Marom et al., 1982; Clarke et al., 1992; Reagan et al., 1989). However, we also ob-
serve a very large range in probabilities associated with the likelihood terms, and perhaps most 
importantly, we observe large overlap between categories with average practitioner estimates 
for “possible” ranging from 2-55% and “unlikely” from 0-35%. This is alarming and it’s not hard 
to imagine a communication problem developing if one practitioner thinks 5% for “possible” 
and another uses 35% for “unlikely.”

DISCUSSION OF SURVEY
While this large range and overlap is startling and potentially challenging to work with, it is not 
altogether surprising. There is a depth of research that has consistently found verbal descriptions 
of uncertainty, such as “unlikely,” are interpreted differently by different people and also differ 
widely for the same people in different contexts (e.g. Nakao et al., 1983; Theil, 2002; Morgan, 
2017). Are there reasons specific to our industry for the large range and overlap in estimates 
from avalanche practitioners?

1. Likelihood of Avalanche(s), as defined in the CMAH, results from a combination of 
“sensitivity to triggers” and “spatial distribution” and has not yet been explicitly defined 
in terms of numerical probability ranges, meaning avalanche practitioners do not yet 
have training or guidance on what probabilities we should use for forecasting avalanches.

2. Natural and human-triggered avalanches are rare (e.g. Schweizer et al., 2019), so the 
experienced-based probabilities from practitioners are likely lower than what many peo-
ple commonly associate with the likelihood words. Hence, some practitioners provided 
probabilities for actual human triggered and natural releases (low values), whereas some 
provided the more common numbers associated with likelihood words (higher values), 
which contributed to the large range.

3. The reference definition for Likelihood of Avalanche(s) in the CMAH is dependent on 
the forecast’s spatial scale. It states “Likelihood of Avalanche(s) is the chance of an avalanche 
releasing within a specific location and time period, regardless of avalanche size.” The likelihood 
of a single wind slab releasing within the entire North Columbia region will be much 
higher than the likelihood of a single wind slab releasing on Mt. Rundle.

Discrepancy between interpretations of likelihood expressions has been shown to create 
communication problems (Fischer and Jungermann, 1996). It can reduce forecasting accura-
cy (e.g. Rapoport et al., 1990) and ultimately compromise decision making (Friedman et al., 
2018). In a classic example, in 1961 during the Cold War, John F. Kennedy asked his Joint Chiefs 
of Staff to evaluate the planned Bay of Pigs invasion. They assessed the probability of success to 
be about 30% and communicated that as, “The plan has a fair chance of success.” Kennedy in-
terpreted “fair chance” as favorable odds and approved the operation, which ended in stunning 
defeat. The Joint Chiefs later reported, “We thought that other people would think ‘fair chance’ would 

Figure 1: Probability interpretations from professional 
avalanche workers associated with words used to 
forecast the Likelihood of Avalanche(s) (CMAH), with 
median values shown as dashed lines.
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Table 1: Interpretations of probability associated with likelihood terms from avalanche practitioners compared 
with published guidelines from other sources. Note, not all terms published in other sources are included in 
table. Ranges in probabilities are provided with medians in brackets.

Table 2: Proposed scale describing the Likelihood of Avalanches.

Term Avalanche Practitioners IPCC* Intelligence** Evidence-based***

Very unlikely NA 0–10% 5–20% 9v18%

Unlikely 0–55 % (10%) 0–33% 20–45% 18–42%

Possible 0–66% (30%) NA NA NA

Even chance NA 33–66% 45–55% 42–58%

Likely 5–100% (60%) 66–100% 55–80% 58–78%

Very likely 20–100 % (80%) 90–100% 80–95% 78–91%

Almost certain 50–100% (95%) 99–100% 95–99% 91–100%

*  from IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) guidance note, 2010.
** from Intelligence Community Directive 203, 2015.
*** from Wintle et al, 2019.

Chance Probability Frequency description*

Strong chance > 30% On average, 30 or more out of every 100 potential paths in the region release the 
given avalanche problem type.

Good chance 10-30% On average, 10-30 out of every 100 potential paths in the region release the given 
avalanche problem type.

Fair chance 3-10% On average, 3-10 out of every 100 potential paths in the region release the given 
avalanche problem type.

Small chance 1-3% On average, 1-3 out of every 100 potential paths in the region release the given 
avalanche problem type.

Slight chance < 1% On average, at most one out of every 100 potential paths in the region release the 
given avalanche problem type.

*Frequency description not very useful when forecasting for a single path or areas with few paths (use proba-
bility ranges or chance terms).

mean ‘not too good.’” The varying interpretations of “fair chance” was the key misunderstanding 
of the entire project (Wyden, 1979).

Other industries have been working on this problem and have developed strategies we 
can learn from and potentially adopt. For example, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) has been desperately trying to figure out how to communicate the risks of 
climate change to the public and policy makers (e.g. Budescu et al., 2014); meteorologists have 
been promoting the use and communication of probabilistic weather forecasts (e.g. Fundel et 
al., 2019); and the intelligence industry has developed standards for expressing uncertainty and 
confidence in judgments (e.g. IDC 203, 2015). 

Table 1 shows some comparisons of this study to the guidelines developed by other indus-
tries, which also discovered similar wide range and overlap of probability interpretations for 
likelihood words, so subsequently developed the guidelines shown in Table 1 with the intention 
of improving communication in their respective communities.

STRATEGIES
Can we incorporate strategies developed by other industries to help with risk communication 
and forecasting for avalanches? First, we have to make some underlying assumptions:

1. Natural or human-triggered avalanches are relatively rare. Jamieson et al. (2009) estimat-
ed the odds of a human triggering a potentially fatal avalanche at considerable danger, 
skiing one start zone, and “without skilled route selection” between 1:100 and 1:1,000. 
These odds change by orders of magnitude with varying levels of avalanche hazard. 
Further, accident data show the risk from natural avalanches is about 10% of the risk 
from human triggering (Tremper, 2008). Translating these rough odds of encountering 
a dangerous avalanche into probabilities equates to 0.1-1% for human triggering and 
0.01-0.1% for natural releases at considerable danger. For comparison, let’s compare the 
results from this survey to the North American Public Avalanche Danger Scale (Statham 
et al., 2010a): “Natural avalanches possible (practitioner estimate = 30%); human-triggered 
avalanches likely (practitioner estimate = 60%).”

2. Associating probability numbers with likelihood terms improves risk communication 
(e.g. Budescu et al., 2009; Budescu et al., 2012). Further, explicitly combining the term 
with the intended numerical range is more effective than having a separate descriptive 
table (Wintle et al., 2019). Writing “good chance (10-30%) of avalanche release” is more 
effective than having a separate table describing the 10-30% range for “good chance.”

3. Using frequency statements greatly 
improves understanding of probabil-
ities and ensures the reference scales 
are defined (Gigerenzer and Edwards, 
2003). For example, a frequency state-
ment for a “20% chance of avalanches” 
could be translated to “20 out of every 
100 avalanche paths.”

Using these assumptions, we propose some 
ideas for development of the Likelihood of 
Avalanche(s) scale used to forecast avalanch-
es. It is critical to understand these ideas are 
provided with the intention of improving risk 
communication for field decisions, and not to 
transition avalanche forecasting to numerical 
calculations.

Limitation statement: these concepts should be 
interpreted only as ideas for future development and 
we present them only with the intention of provid-
ing an example of what another scale could look 
like, and to inspire debate, conversation, and further 
research.

Here are three ideas that have potential to 
improve risk communication for avalanche 
work:

1. Consider this definition for Likelihood 
of Avalanches. Please read carefully:

Consider ANY avalanche path 
in the forecast region where the 
specified avalanche problem type 
is expected to exist. Likelihood of 
Avalanches is the chance of those 
avalanche paths releasing within 
the forecast time period, regard-
less of avalanche size.

For example, PERSISTENT SLABS 
—BTL (below 1,900 m) on ALL AS-
PECTS, what is the chance of those 
paths releasing naturally or from hu-
man triggering?

This definition includes the relevant 
spatial scale: any potential avalanche 
path. It automatically adjusts to what-
ever spatial scale is forecasted for. It also 
allows the translation of probability 
into frequency descriptions. For exam-
ple, “Persistent Slabs—Good Chance (10-
30%) to size D3” would translate to, 
“On average 10-30 out every 100 poten-
tial paths will release deep slab avalanches.”

2. Associating numerical probability 
ranges for each word in the scale 
that are more closely aligned with 
the underlying rates of avalanche 
release probability.

These probability ranges will be 
much lower than the results of the 
survey and what is presented in Table 
1, and more similar to other natural 
hazards (e.g. Porter and Morgenstern, 
2013). We propose numerical ratings 
that increase by a half order of magni-
tude in Table 2. As better data emerge 
for natural and human-triggered ava-
lanche release rates, these probability 
ratings can and should evolve.

3. Using chance terms to describe the 
probability of avalanches as these 
words are more intuitively associ-
ated with lower probabilities.
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As evidenced in the survey results 
and literature, likelihood words are 
already commonly interpreted with 
underlying probabilities that are much 
higher than actual avalanche releases. 
Thus, we need words that can be easily 
associated with these lower probabili-
ties for use by people working in the 
field. For example, it is not intuitive 
for most people to use the word “like-
ly” with a probability of less than 50% 
(Mauboussin and Mauboussin, 2018). 
Suggestions are provided in Table 2. 

APPLICATION
Table 2 offers forecasters a very different way 
of evaluating the Likelihood of Avalanches 
based on estimates of either avalanche fre-
quencies or probability. When forecasters are 
evaluating a particular avalanche problem, 
they might (for example) imagine 100 ava-
lanche paths typical to their area that could 
produce this type of avalanche and then es-
timate how many of these paths they think 
will release, both naturally and with human 
triggers. While the frequency estimate works 
for areas with many paths, it’s not so useful 
when evaluating single paths or areas with 
only a few paths. In these cases, the subjective 
probability estimates or the chance terms are 
more appropriate.

INTEGRATION WITH FORECASTING
How would this Likelihood of Avalanches 
scale combine with avalanche size to produce 
a hazard rating? Figure 2 shows a potential 
method to be used as a suggestion or starting 
point for the hazard rating (after Muller et al., 
2016a; Clark and Haegeli, 2018). It should be 
adjusted by expert judgment as deemed ap-
propriate. More specifically, expert judgment 
is very much required to combine the various 
avalanche problem types that may be present 
in the snowpack into the hazard rating. 

FUTURE RESEARCH
The important paper by Schweizer et al. (2018) 
attempts to establish the relationship between 

avalanche occurrence and the avalanche danger 
level. We strongly encourage future studies like 
this with robust avalanche occurrence datasets 
to better define probabilities of avalanche re-
lease at various hazard levels. 

Scott Thumlert, Alpine Solutions and Canadian 

Mountain Holidays (sthumlert@avalancheservices.ca)

Grant Statham, Parks Canada and Alpine Specialists

Bruce Jamieson, Snowline Associates Ltd.
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In my work teaching avalanche courses, 
I’ve met many students who want to treat 
personal forecasting like chess. They seek a 
formula for deciding when a slope is safe to 
ski. After all, our access to snow data is great-
er than ever, and my students with analytic 
professions (engineers, pilots) are used to an 
equation where information plus effort equals 
success. 

In Thinking in Bets, Annie Duke, a poker 
champion and former behavioral scientist, ex-
amines some of our common errors in deci-
sion-making. Duke describes chess as a game 
with “no hidden information and very little 
luck. The pieces are there for both players to 
see. If you lose, it’s because there were better 
moves you could have made but didn’t.” Pok-
er, on the other hand, is rife with hidden in-
formation, luck, uncertainty. Avalanche fore-
casting shares this with poker. One attendee 
of the ISSW in Banff in 2014 remarked that 
“’uncertainty’ was the single most common 
word of the conference… followed closely by 
‘beer.’” Those of us who’ve worked in snow 
for some time know that uncertainty abounds. 
Or, we think we do. Duke found that experts 
in a field fall prey to the same decision-mak-
ing errors as rookies, and people with more 
training can have bigger blind spots. 

Duke points out that “decisions are bets 
on the future.” Every decision has an inher-
ent amount of uncertainty. Too often we give 
ourselves credit for making the right call 
when we ski a slope and don’t trigger an av-
alanche, and ignore any role that luck played. 
Conversely, when things don’t go our way, we 
blame bad luck, or forces outside of our con-
trol. Duke calls this “resulting,” wherein we 
judge the quality of a call by its outcome.

The fundamental problem, she finds, is that 
we live in an ambiguous world, where there 
is much we don’t know. In combination with 
this, she says, we like to think we’re awesome. 
Social psychologists have identified an evolu-
tionary drive for this: when we appear more 
confident, we can attract a better mate. Confi-
dence leads to increased happiness, and better 
health… unless, of course, we get killed in an 
avalanche because of it.

Imagine you’re driving, and you decide to 
run a string of red lights. Maybe it’s the mid-
dle of the night and you’re in a deserted part 
of town; no one hits you. Even during the 
day in a busy intersection, you might get away 
with it. This is terrible decision-making with 
excellent luck, an example easy to recognize. 
But data shows that we don’t. In a study of 
multi vehicle car accidents, 91% of the driv-
ers blamed the other driver. Notable explana-
tions on insurance forms illustrate this further, 
“The telephone pole was approaching. I was 
attempting to swerve out of its way when it 
struck my car.” We are masters of self-decep-

tion. The problem, Duke says, is that we form 
beliefs easily, and then cling to them, because 
they fit our narrative of wanting to be awe-
some, wanting to be right.

We’ve all heard the description of traveling 
through avalanche terrain as a wicked learn-
ing environment. Ignoring data that argues 
against our beliefs is motivated reasoning, or 
self-serving bias, familiar terms. 

Duke describes the debunked research from 
the 60s declaring fat evil, causing a redesign 
of the USDA Food Pyramid, and leading to 
the food industry replacing fat with sugar and 
starch in thousands of foods. In one genera-
tion, obesity prevalence tripled, and rates of 
diabetes increased. For decades before that, 
cardiovascular disease had been declining. 
Rates of heart disease stopped declining and 
leveled off, in spite of more widespread use 
of medications and surgery. We later learned 
that the 60s research was funded primarily by 
the sugar industry, and published before our 
current laws regarding financial disclosures 
or conflict of interest. We can’t interview the 
three now deceased Harvard researchers who 
published the now debunked study about 
their blind spot regarding their bias in favor 
of sugar. We might think, these were research-
ers at Harvard, highly educated physicians and 
scientists, they would recognize such bias in 
themselves. Just as we might think, “I’m an 
experienced backcountry skier/ ski patrol-
ler/ avalanche educator/ guide, I can recog-
nize changing conditions or data that argues 

BY JENNA MALONE

THINKING IN 

It turns out the better 
you are with numbers, 
the better you are at 
spinning those numbers 
to conform to and support 
your beliefs.

― —Annie Duke, Thinking in Bets: Making Smarter 

Decisions When You Don’t Have All the Facts

(quotation courtesy  

of Rob Coppolillo)
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against my morning forecast, I 
wouldn’t have such a blind spot.” 
Wrong.

In 2012, a trio of psychologists 
studied the blind spot bias, and 
found that subjects with a higher 
level of cognitive sophistication (in 
our case, a higher level of avalanche 
training and experience), are sig-
nificantly BETTER at twisting 
data to fit the previously held be-
lief, leading to headlines like: “New 
Study Shows Why Most People 
Think They’re Better Than Every-
one Else,” and “Why Smart People 
Are Stupid,” in Business Insider and 
The New Yorker, respectively, in re-
sponse to the blind spot study. 

So, that’s the bad news. How do 
we fix it?

Duke recommends starting with 
framing our decisions as bets, which 
accepts some degree of uncertainty. 
How sure are we? The noted use 
of the word ‘uncertainty’ in recent 
ISSWs, along with a ‘confidence’ 
rating in recent forecasting models, 
both signal a trend in this direction. 
Acknowledging uncertainty allows 
for open dialogue and (this is key) 
embracing skepticism.

Colin Powell recently spoke 
in the Wasatch Speaker Series in 
Salt Lake City. He talked about 
advising four US Presidents, and 
the importance of dissent. “Ad-

vice that always agrees with you isn’t worth 
much.” Duke suggests forming a truth- seek-
ing group, which she calls a buddy system for 
adults. Many of us are lucky enough to have 
this in our regular touring partners. They will 
hold us accountable, and, ideally, call us on our 
blind spots. Duke points out that the US State 
Department created a formal channel for 
dissent following the Vietnam War, and that 
the term Devil’s Advocate comes from the 
Catholic church’s practice in the 18th centu-
ry when considering a person for sainthood. 
One person, the Devils’ Advocate (advocatus 
diaboli), would be assigned the role of arguing 
against conferring sainthood. As professionals, 
operationalize skepticism in morning guide 
or patrol meetings. Encourage and deperson-
alize it. “True skepticism is consistent with 
good manners, civil discourse, and friendly 
communication,” says Duke.

Perform a premortem. A postmortem in-
vestigates the cause of death. A premortem 
is a look at ways in which the future can go 
wrong. We’ve become skilled at this in medi-
cine, for better or for worse, due to malprac-
tice suits in his country. As a Physician Assis-
tant, when deciding whether or not to order 
a test or scan, I picture myself on the witness 
stand, defending my decision after things have 
gone badly. This makes me proceed with cau-
tion and question my beliefs. Instead of vi-
sualizing success, we should visualize failure. 
Gabriele Oettingen, professor of psychology 
at NYU and author of Rethinking Positive 
Thinking, has over twenty years of research in 
this area, and found that people who envision 
obstacles in the way of their goals are consis-
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tently more likely to achieve success. This is 
also called backcasting, wherein we picture a 
future version of ourselves and have a conver-
sation about where we went wrong. Many of 
us have done this if we’ve ever stood atop a 
slope and pictured what the headline would 
look like if we were to die in an avalanche. We 
imagine the accident investigation and what 
mistakes it finds, we imagine how disappoint-
ed our family and friends would be.

Do the work. While forecasting, like pok-
er, has inherent uncertainty, skilled players 
(skiers) will fare better. For the recreationists, 
understand the avalanche problems. Prior to 
reading the forecast each day, I tell my stu-
dents, create your own. Read and understand 
the Conceptual Model of Avalanche Hazard, 
and keep your terrain choices simple. For the 
pros, recognize the objective data put together 
by Drew Hardesty in his essay Expert Intuition. 
When looking at avalanche fatalities by av-
alanche problem from 1940 to 2015, almost 
70% were due to persistent slab or deep slab. 
We are not good at betting and winning with 
this problem. Are we trying to outsmart the 
snowpack? Check your blind spot.

Each avalanche problem has inherent un-
certainty. Deep slab is a bad hand. Don Sharaf 
once told me that if a ski partner tells you 
he’s good at predicting deep slab instability, 
run. Or, as Hardesty put it, “When the game 
is rigged, choose not to play.” A slightly better 
deal might give us a persistent weak layer, per-
haps one that’s been buried and dormant for 
some time. We’re still relying on some luck. 

Where’s the thin spot? Have the winds and 
PI increased enough that we’re teetering on 
the edge of collapse? Or will we skate by with 
our middle-of-the-road pair of sixes? A good 
hand to have on a given ski day is new snow 
instability. We can easily predict it and have 
tools for managing it with ski cuts and good 
travel habits. This might be three Aces.

Perfect timing on a smooth corn run with 
no underlying instability is a royal flush, with 
little uncertainty as long as we time our travel 
correctly. 

These strategies won’t instantly fix deci-
sion-making blind spots, or stop motivated 
reasoning, but can help. They’ll also help us 
review others’ accidents with greater compas-
sion so that we can learn from them. Duke 
points out that the goal is to change our 
course by a few degrees, so that our lifelong 
trajectory is altered in favor of better deci-
sion-making. And, I would add, so that our 
life’s trajectory is long. 

Would you fold if you got hit by a “Strong Winds” card?
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Words of Estimative Probability and the Language of  
the North American Public Avalanche Danger Scale. 

ARE WE ALL COMMUNICATING THE SAME

BY JIMMY TART AND KEN THOMPSON

This all started with a conversation with a coworker. After completing our avalanche mitigation 

routes, it was routine for our supervisor to ask over the radio if we were done and ready 

to open the area. A common response among our mitigation teams was “I feel good about 

it” and then we would call our area clear to open. One morning after opening our area, my 

coworker and I got into a discussion about how vague that response actually was and how 

“feeling good” for one person might hide a different risk tolerance and level of uncertainty 

that another person might have. 

The language that we were using, and possibly misusing, to try to describe our feelings em-
ployed single words or terms that are known as “Words of Estimative Probability.” Used to 
convey the likelihood of an event’s occurrence, some more common of examples of Words of 
Estimative Probability (WEPs) appear in the “Likelihood of Avalanches” section of the North 
American Public Avalanche Danger Scale (NAPADS): certain, very likely, possible, and unlikely. 
I had a suspicion that the numerical probabilities that we attach to them and our correspond-
ing risk assessments were not uniform among professional avalanche workers or recreational 
winter backcountry users or even humans in general, so I designed a survey to investigate how 
much in agreement we might be regarding their meanings. Quantifying the words of estimative 
probabilities from the danger scale can give us data to further refine our personal and public 
risk communication. 

My study consisted of five questions regarding the perceived probabilities of each of the 
following words from the Likelihood of Triggering section of the North American Public 
Avalanche Danger Scale; “certain”, “very likely”, “likely”, “possible” and “unlikely.” I also 

Figure 1 shows the distribution of responses to the survey questions about the words of estimate probability. 
First, the middle-quartile responses are distributed in an orderly, step-like manner. The WEP “certain”, which 
came first in the questions as noted had a nice tight range of middle quartile responses with 77% of the 
respondents ascribing it a value of between 95% and 100%, and 90% ascribing it a value of between 88% and 
100%. Outside the middle quartiles is where things get interesting. A meaningful number of respondents define 
a value one step, sometimes more, different from the majority of respondents. Virtually the entire range of 
middle quartile responses for “possible” lines up with the first quartile range of responses for “likely” and the 
fourth quartile of “unlikely” and the fourth quartile responses of “possible” match the range of the first three 
quartiles of “very likely.” 
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After 16 years of ski 
patrolling, Jimmy Tart 
now is a guide for Park 
City Powder Cats. He 
teaches pro avalanche 
courses for the Silverton 
Avalanche School, is the 

Snow Safety Director for Majestic Heli Ski 
in the Chugach Mountains of Alaska, and 
guides for Ski Arpa in the Central Andes of 
Chile during the northern summer. 

Ken Thompson has nine 
years of professional 
avalanche mitigation 
experience, three of 
those as an avalanche 
forecaster. Originally 
from Maine, he earned 

a degree in physics, and later stumbled 
into snow science. When he is not tracking 
PWLs or fixing weather stations, he enjoys 
swimming in cold, salty water.  
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From the photographer, Ben VandenBos, who is a forecaster at the Sawtooth Avalanche Center: “What does 
certainty look like to you? The avalanches pictured here failed as part of a narrowly focused, very dense deep 
slab cycle that occurred in the Boulder and Smoky Mountains of Central Idaho in the spring of 2019. As a 
personal project, I attempted to document as many of these slides as possible. In one small portion of this area, 
just 17 square miles of terrain, I observed over 50 deep slabs, whose combined crown length spanned over 10 
miles. Very large avalanches certain? I think so. Forecastable? Well, that’s another story.”

of these and other WEPs is common in av-
alanche risk communication amongst both 
professional and recreational avalanche risk 
communication, tightening the ranges and 
overlaps in the perceived values of the WEPs 
might be a good way to reduce avalanche ac-
cident numbers while also highlighting the 
limitations of WEPs. 

WHAT TO DO WITH THIS?
Currently in North America, the accepted 
tool for the job of communicating the back-
country avalanche hazards and risks is the 
NAPADS, where we find an assessment about 
the likelihood of avalanches using words of 
estimative probability. Looking outside our 
industry for solutions to the question of how 
to communicate risk could help guide us to a 
refinement of the NAPADS. Further under-
standing about what is being said and what 
is being heard, combined with some under-
standing about the limitations inherent in 
words of estimative probability could allow 
people to refine their personal risk analysis 
algorithm to reduce the number of avalanche 
accidents.

SUMMARY
The whole goal of this project is to nudge 
decision-makers in the winter backcountry to 
make better decisions by framing the Words 
of Estimative Probability used in the North 
American Public Avalanche Danger Scale in 
terms of numerical probabilities produced by 

included three questions to establish the re-
spondents’ profession and experience with 
statistics and probability. The distribution of 
the questionnaire was intended to reach not 
just avalanche professionals and recreation-
al backcountry avalanche terrain users, but 
also segments of the professional world that 
involve risk management and that have em-
braced probabilistic thinking. Doctors, nurs-
es, securities traders, pilots and firefighters 
were all targeted in the initial distribution. 

Survey responses showed that while humans 
seem to think similarly about the probabili-
ty attached to the word “certain,” as the scale 
descends toward “unlikely” the range of re-
sponses increases and the distribution of an-
swers widens regardless of profession or level 
of training. Furthermore and most interesting, 
professional avalanche workers don’t have a 
more uniform distribution of responses than 
do recreationalists, medical professionals or 
people with formal training in statistics and 
probabilities.

One hypothesis was that professional ava-
lanche workers are in better agreement about 
how to define these words than recreational us-
ers. The results of the survey do not suggest that 
particular user group is consistently in better 
agreement about how to define these words.

All in all, the data seems to show that there 
is potential to improve the communication of 
risk through a better understanding of how 
we collectively define the words of estimative 
probability in the NAPADS. Because the use 

an analysis of the survey data. Although the 
numerical probability for the likelihood of 
triggering an avalanche on any given slope 
would be realistically impossible to ever state 
to any degree of accuracy, simply understand-
ing our perceived values of the Words of Es-
timative Probability would allow the North 
American Public Avalanche Danger Scale to 
more clearly give decision-makers better tools 
with which to make decisions regarding ter-
rain and timing. 

...tightening the ranges 
and overlaps in the 
perceived values of the 
WEPs might be a good 
way to reduce avalanche 
accident numbers while 
also highlighting the
limitations of WEPs.
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LEFT OF
BY JAKE HUTCHINSON

…the preparation for an 

attack leaves behind cues 

a trained observer can pick 

up on to provide an early 

warning. Training Marines 

to make those observations 

was one of the goals of the 

program. In the lexicon of 

Combat Hunter, the purpose 

was to get Marines Left of 

Bang.
—Left of Bang, Patrick Van Horne & Jason A. Riley

On March 24, 2019, six experienced backcountry skiers were skiing in Cardiac Bowl in the 
Wasatch Mountains Big Cottonwood Canyon. On their first descent, they observed cracking 
and sluffing in the new snow as precipitation intensity increased during the day. They choose 
to follow the ‘traditional’ skin track route back to the ridge. As they broke trail, they observed 
widespread cracking in the storm slab. As the person breaking trail approached the summit, they 
triggered a small sluff in the storm snow. As this small avalanche gained momentum and mass, 
it triggered a larger sympathetic storm slab approximately 200 feet above the lead skier, that 
encompassed the entire bowl. All six skiers were caught and carried in the slide with two partial 
burials and one person sustaining a knee injury. Thankfully the party was able to self-extricate 
and request rescue assistance to evacuate the injured. This accident and many with similar 
circumstances (obvious clues, improper mitigations) have often intrigued me. Why do experi-
enced and inexperienced people continue to make what in hindsight seem like obvious and 
easily avoidable mistakes? (Full accident report can be found here: https://utahavalanchecenter.
org/avalanche/46366)

As I crawled down a completely unrelated rabbit hole this summer, studying failure and 
mindset in the sports performance world, a friend turned me onto the book Left of Bang. This 
book is based on the Marine Corps Combat Hunter Program, a program to help young Ma-
rines identify threats in a world 
where the enemy no longer 
wears a traditional uniform and 
relies on increasingly deceptive 
tactics to inflict casualties. As I 
read, and then listened, and read 
again, I began to see some obvi-
ous parallels between patrolling 
an Afghan market place and 
working or playing in avalanche 
terrain. Leave it to a Marine 
to take a book about identify-
ing and reacting to threats in a 
non-traditional combat theatre 
to stretch a few lines, connect 
some dots, and bring it back 
home to the mountains. But as I 
sat reading this book, I couldn’t 
help but make one connection 
after another, linking the need for expert intuition and experience between traveling and work-
ing in avalanche terrain and going on patrol in hostile territory.

As an educator, I have spent a lot of time teaching the pre-mortem: using checklists, iden-
tifying the avalanche problem, understanding and assigning open and closed terrain. We teach 
tools to assessment and quantify the conditions under our feet, we explain bullseye clues and 
give them values in flags and fruit, we warn others of our inevitable human folly and the traps 
it will likely lead us into, like the Sirens calling sailors to their demise. More recently, we have 
placed much emphasis on the tour or day post-mortem, whether it was a casual ski tour or 
an active mitigation day, encouraging honest assessment of how and when we may have been 
over-exposed and how to mitigate it in the future. But it seems as if we have missed or assumed 
people were going outside with proper situational awareness. 

By now, we’re all familiar with the early Heuristics work of Ian McCammon and the research 
on heuristic traps he presented at Penticton in 2002. In fact, I would be shocked if any avalanche 
course at any level didn’t at least touch on the subject briefly, it has become such a staple for 
helping us understand some of the reasons that otherwise reasonable, intelligent people seem 
to make questionable decisions. By Ian’s own admission, his research was meant as a starting 
point not the finish line, but unfortunately until recently no one has truly picked up the torch. 

Like going on patrol in a combat zone, traveling, working, and recreating in snow-covered 
mountains is a highly complex undertaking, where no two situations are entirely alike and often 
the clues and cues about what is going on can be deceptive and even conflict with one another. 
The ability to recognize cues and instigate proper mitigations is critical to both avoiding an 
ambush and staying out of avalanche involvements. The US Marine Corps recognized the need 
for, and challenge of, imparting experiential expertise and observation into young Marines 
who would be leading patrols into territory where the enemy was no longer identified by 
uniform, and often looked no different than the local villagers. They began to look at heuristic 
cues as a way to help these Marines separate the harmless from the threats, moving Marines 
from an awareness of danger, to operational and prepared, to appropriately respond. It seemed 
to me that many avalanche accidents failed to properly take this step in a timely fashion, or that  

WHOOMPH!
PROACTIVE

LEFT: Everything that occurs 
before the avalanche
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pre-determined mitigations were either lack-
ing or incorrect, leading to avalanche involve-
ments. In reviewing avalanche accidents, it 
seems very rare that people are completely 
blindsided by avalanches or unaware of the 
danger around them. Instead, they often iden-
tify and are aware of the danger, but fail to 
make proper mitigations until it’s too late.

Expert intuition: The situation has provided a 
cue; this cue has given the expert access to infor-
mation stored in memory, and the information 
provides the answer. Intuition is nothing more 
and nothing less than recognition. 
Valid intuitions develop when experts have 

learned to recognize familiar elements in a new 
situation and to act in a manner that is appro-
priate to it.

—Thinking, Fast and Slow, D. Kahneman 

Expert intuition and how it affects our deci-
sion making has been a hot topic of late and is 
at the foundation of the Combat Hunter Pro-
gram. The problem lies in experience, how does 
one install the knowledge and experience of a 
seasoned vet into a young Marine heading out 

on his first patrol? How do we share hundreds 
of days and years of experience and observation 
in avalanche terrain with those with less time in 
the trenches? Well we can’t. But we can provide 
some tools to help people identify cues and im-
plement pre-determined mitigations and hope-
fully avoid getting Right of Whoomph.

What is Left of Whoomph and how do we 
get and stay there? Left is pre-event, we are 
planning and preparing, observing and quan-
tifying. We know the snow holds secrets, we 
know that steep, snow-covered slopes can and 
may avalanche, we are in a PROACTIVE state 
of readiness, looking for pre-event indicators. 

Whoomph is the avalanche, the event has 
happened, if you stayed left, you are able to 
manage and mitigate whatever has occurred.

Right of Whoomph is bad, you are reactive, 
you must respond to a threat to life or limb. 
You are no longer in control of the situation, 
and must react to whatever the circumstance 
requires, whether that is to try and escape an 
avalanche you are caught in, or rescue a partner.

Before we dive into the situational awareness 
states, let’s talk a little about a part of our brain 
called the amygdala and how it can both help 
and hurt us in a response to a stressful event or 
stimulus. Without diving too far into the med-

WHOOMPH!
REACTIVE

RIGHT: Everything that occurs 
after the avalanche
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ical world, the amygdala is part of the limbic 
system and it manages all of the systems that 
keep us alive. It makes your heart beat and your 
lungs function, it is the primitive part of your 
brain that takes care of daily business without 
you needing to think about it. But when we 
are confronted with threats, the amygdala takes 
over and puts us in survival mode. That sur-
vival mode can take one of three basic forms; 

Fight, Flight or Freeze. The 
fight or flight response is well 
known and in its simplest form, 
means you either run from a 
threat (survival by avoidance) 
or you confront it (survival by 
confrontation). Each situation 
is different and either of these 
responses may be the correct 
or incorrect mitigation giv-
en the circumstance. The third 
response, Freeze, is bad. This is 
the amygdala hijack, your heart 
rate, adrenaline, and other fac-
tors conspire to make you the 
proverbial deer in the head-
lights. You are a liability, unable 
to function and likely have be-
come an additional threat or 

condition that requires mitigation. This will be 
known as Condition Black.

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS STATES
Retired Marine Lt. Colonel Jeff Cooper de-
veloped a color coded system of awareness 
during his time in the Vietnam War to de-
scribe the psychological conditions a person 
could experience during any given situation. 
His scale used four colors, white, yellow, or-
ange and red to describe the range from un-
prepared and unaware at one end, and “in 
the fight” at the other. The Combat Hunter 
program added a fifth color, black, to describe 
the freeze. From here I began to apply these 
concepts to situational awareness in avalanche 
terrain and will describe them as follows:

CONDITION WHITE: White represents ‘Igno-
rance is Bliss,’ where you as skier or soldier are 
unaware the world is dangerous and unpre-
pared to take action if a threat presents itself. 
Your physical state is relaxed and vulnerable. 
This could be the resort skier venturing out-
side the boundaries, a young ski patroller, or the 
backcountry enthusiast with headphones in and 
lacking focus on the environment around them.

CONDITION YELLOW: Yellow represents op-
timal operational function. You are aware the 

world in dangerous, you know avalanches ex-
ist and you’re likely to have an idea of what 
type and where they exist, and you are psy-
chologically prepared to do something. You 
have assigned cues that may elevate your state 
to Orange, but haven’t seen a specific indica-
tor yet. You are observing, assessing, and quan-
tifying the world around you. Physical state 
is relaxed, yet ready to react if cues present 
themselves. 

CONDITION ORANGE: A cue has present-
ed itself, you are now aware of a specific 
threat—crossing a slope, beginning a ski cut, 
or opening a run come to mind, but you ar-
en’t so focused on the specific threat that you 
have become oblivious to the world around 
you, you are still prepared to assess and miti-
gate additional threats. Your physical state has 
changed, heart rate and respirations have in-
creased due to adrenaline. You are no longer 
relaxed, you are ready to take actions. Rescue, 
escape, and avoid are on the table. This state 
isn’t sustainable physically or mentally, but 
once the threat is mitigated, a return to yellow 
is possible. You are poised, left of Whoomph, 
anticipating some action.

CONDITION RED: Fight or flight time. The shit 
has hit the fan, you are completely commit-
ted to the emergency at hand, both physically 
and mentally. Your instinctual and emotional 
responses to stimulus have been heightened, 
while your intellectual responses have been 

Most avalanche accidents 

don’t seem to be caused 

by anomaly, but rather a 

failure to either identify the 

cue or to apply improper or 

untimely mitigation—which 

could be considered an 

anomaly itself.
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lowered. Time distortion is also likely to oc-
cur. The amygdala is taking over and priori-
tizing your resources to the systems that keep 
you alive. Physically you have likely experi-
enced an adrenaline dump and your fine mo-
tor skills (think dexterity, hands and fingers) 
will disappear. You have no opportunity to go 
back down the scale until the threat is fully 
mitigated. You are now right of Whoomph.

CONDITION BLACK: If red is bad, black is 
its scarier and meaner big brother. You have 
experienced a complete mental and physical 
breakdown. Full amygdala hijack has occurred 
and you are overloaded. You’re in denial and 
confused, likely irrational and may become 
repetitive. Physically, a total adrenaline over-
load has occurred, gross motor skills (walking) 
have deteriorated, cramping and hyperventi-
lation may occur. Now you cannot and will 
not fend for yourself and will require caretak-
ing and/or evacuation.

Operationally (whether that is avalanche 
work or recreational) it seems obvious that 
yellow is the appropriate and desired state, 
white has no place in avalanche terrain, and 
moving to orange is likely to occur, but this 
is a manageable state. Avoiding the red and 
black is critical to staying safe. So how do we 
appropriately add this to our already bursting 
tool box? A core tenet of the Combat Hunter 
program is to “Establish the baseline, and seek 
anomaly,” which is the foundation of appro-
priate situational awareness. 

Condition Yellow represents the baseline. 
Being in Condition Yellow doesn’t hurt. You 
can and probably should live there most of 
the time without a lot of stress. Condition 
Yellow is not being paranoid, it’s not jump-
ing at everything, it’s just being alert. One 
benefit of Condition Yellow is that it actually 
allows you to go out and safely and happi-
ly engage with the world. It allows you to 
maintain your intellectual curiosity and your 
love of fresh air, mountains, snow, and ski-
ing. If you travel the mountains in Condition 
White, you’ll wind up overwhelmed, shell 
shocked, and possibly dead. 

Condition Yellow and the baseline are es-
tablished in a variety of ways and means de-
pending on the application, but for a recre-
ational user, the local avalanche bulletin, a 
knowledge of season history, pattern recogni-
tion and specific avalanche problems are the 
building blocks. Baseline is enhanced with 
partner discussion, route planning, and check-
lists. For the professional, this also encompass-
es the AM meeting, previous day’s observa-
tions, and the Operational Mindset.

The next step is to identify the cues that 
warrant an elevation to Orange—performing 
a ski cut or opening a slope, specific environ-
mental cues—cracking, collapsing etc. Rapid-
ly changing or unexpected conditions (test re-
sult not in-line with baseline—aka anomaly), 
specific group dynamics or even injury. The 
final critical step is assigning proper mitiga-
tions to each cue—to keep you in orange and 
avoid red—but also to describe conditions or 
cues that allow you to move back to yellow. 

So what about that anomaly part? Most av-
alanche accidents don’t seem to be caused by 
anomaly, but rather a failure to either identi-
fy the cue or to apply improper or untimely 
mitigation—which could be considered an 
anomaly itself. A few other anomalies that 
come to mind include time lag, perception 
bias, and those well documented heuristic 
traps and other human factors. 

How do we avoid the red and black? Well we 
could stay home, out of the mountains, and live 
in a bubble, or we could look at our training 
and how it’s deployed. It’s incredibly hard to 
accurately re-create the stress of an avalanche 
event, but by training as close to reality as pos-
sible, we maximize our ability to stay in orange. 
Knowing rescue gear functions upside down, 
backwards and sideways with your eyes closed 
and sirens going off is one way to mitigate the 
loss of fine motor skills. Until faced with a sit-
uation, no one knows how they will respond, 
and previous response is no guarantee you will 
function in the red and stay out of the black. 

The goal is to make everyone an avalanche 
expert and make them so adept at identifying 

and understanding specific avalanche condi-
tions, they begin to do it intuitively. This looks 
like creating the ability to be hyper aware of 
the obvious threats while still analyzing the 
external complex world. Achieving this lev-
el of expertise requires thousands of focused 
hours in the mountains.

Once we understand the differences be-
tween the novice and the expert we can devise 
systems to help close the gap and assist novices 
in gaining appropriate experience. Research 
psychologist Gary Klein cites the following as 
abilities experts have that novices do not:

1. Experts see patterns that novices do 
not detect.

2. Experts see anomalies—events that did 
not happen.

3. Experts see the big picture (situational 
awareness)

4. Experts create opportunities and im-
provisations

5. Experts have the ability to predict fu-
ture events using previous experience

6. Expects see differences too small for 
novices to detect

7. Experts know their limitations. 
Finally, as we send novices out into the 

mountains, we must remember the ‘wicked 
learning environment’ where the novice will 
often lack direct feedback to help them assess 
the accuracy of their observations and con-
clusions, which limits the value of the expe-
rience and may assign incorrect values to the 
observations. Mentors can be a valuable as-
set here, to help the novice understand when 
they made good decisions, or just “got away” 
with a bad one.

Back to Cardiac Bowl. It is my conclusion 
from reading and listening to first person ac-
counts, the group was correctly operating in 
Condition Yellow, aware of the specific dan-
ger for the day and how it was forecast to 
change. They observed and identified cues to 
support the baseline and appropriately moved 
to Orange. The mitigation (increased spacing) 
turned out to be incorrect due to an unex-
pected anomaly. The possibility of triggering 
an avalanche was identified, the anomaly was 
the size , the entire bowl sliding meant every-
one was in harm’s way. Luckily no one was 
killed or seriously injured.

How do we impart this expert knowledge 
into the novice for future use? It’s quite sim-
ple—in the face of rapidly changing condi-
tions and obvious clues of instability, margins 
must be widened and rather than spacing, the 
appropriate mitigation was to choose the lon-
ger, less direct, and less exposed up track. The 
greatest failure of accidents is to not objec-
tively learn from each and every one.

In conclusion, it’s a simple process:
1. Identify the baseline
2. Identify the threats and assign cues
3. Assign mitigations for specific cues
4. Be wary of anomaly
5. Stay left of Whoomph

SOURCES:
D. Kahneman, ‘Thinking, Fast and Slow’ 
Klein, Gary, Sources of Power: How people make decisions
Patrick Van Horne and Jason A. Riley, Left of Bang
Gavin DeBecker, The Gift of Fear 
Michael Syed, Black Box Thinking

The greatest failure 

of accidents is to 

not objectively 

learn from each 

and every one.
Last winter in Mayflower Gulch in Summit Co, CO, just a few weeks before shit 
came unglued there. Pro 1 course gathering data for their operational exercise, 
on a wonderfully cold Colorado bluebird day. Photo Jake Hutchinson
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LOOKING FOR A COLLABORATOR AND IDEAS.
This poster template is a start for providing a resource to encourage people to take that next 
avalanche class. The idea is to celebrate avalanche knowledge and education through the 
words we use. I designed it hoping to engage people who might see it in the bar and add 
words they use or stairstep on the poster to open a conversation about snow and avalanches. 
Another poster might be about stability tests and perhaps one about heuristics. Hoping to 
move to video as well.

The need for some kind of sponsorship seems inevitable, but the end goal is to create an 
open source template that could help the avalanche education community reach that elusive 
one-avalanche-class demographic that seems to need a little more education. 

Email: leewatson007@gmail.com with your ideas, advice, or for more information.
—Lee Watson
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 Snow and Avalanche Workshops 

BY DON SHARAF

Ten percent. 
That’s what the average person may retain af-
ter hearing a lecture or talk two weeks later. I 
didn’t research this, it is just what I remember 
Ian McCammon telling me years ago, he may 
have told me some other number, but that 
is how I remember it. This summary will be 
from my 10%, so if you remember 10% of this 
article that leaves you with 1% of some truly 
remarkable presentations—what an injustice!

Women Rock the House! 
Over half of the presenters were women and 
they spoke from experience and from their 
research. They were presenting topics that 
were original and useful for practitioners. 
Really impressive—now we just need to get 
practitioner numbers to approach that ratio. 
Looking around the Alta Ski Patrol room it 
seems like women are gaining traction in the 
avalanche industry, but you wouldn’t have 
known that from the staff training that AAI 
did in Salt Lake…

Format that works
The organizing committee decided to go 
with a Friday afternoon for Pro-specific pre-
sentations (ones that had direct bearing on 
avalanche professionals) and then a full Sat-
urday General session (talks that applied to 
both recreationists and professionals). I found 
both sessions highly engaging and attendee 
feedback felt the same. Sponsorship from A3 
and the TCSAR Foundation made the whole 
event very affordable and easy to attend. In 
the Pro session we limited the seating to the 
first floor of The Center for the Arts which 
allowed for easy questioning from the audi-
ence. Pro session attendance was ~100 people 
and General met the building’s capacity of 
500 people. 

Recommendation for all SAW organiz-
ers—have your entire SAW professionally 
filmed and edited—the benefits from being 
able to review presentations and to share with 
non-attendees is enormous. Although pro 
filming and editing doesn’t come cheap, you 
could build the cost into the tuition OR the 
video access permissions.

Problems Without Solutions.
Usually I hate talks that state how hard av-
alanche forecasting and decision-making is 
and the presenter doesn’t offer tools to make 
it easier or better. Laura Maguire and Scott 
Savage fell into that category, but occasion-
ally when people point out a problem we 
haven’t thought of before, we are challenged, 
and motivated, to move forward on our own. 
Maguire went past her ISSW take-home of 
Avalanche Forecasting is hard and threw 
down the challenge that we are being too 
simplistic in our accident analysis. Her point 
was that accidents need to be evaluated on 

a contextual basis and that viewing them 
through the Heuristic Traps filter is narrow 
in scope. Distractions also play a large part in 
accident formation and workflow is a broader 
process than we appreciate. Her take-homes 
were Anticipation and Adaptation were key 
to successful management of our complex 
and complicated challenges. Two words… 
easy. I’m hoping to think through our most 
stressful situations that we encounter as pa-
trollers, guides, educators, and forecasters with 
a strong pre-mortem filter and then build in 
some margin (Seth Carbonari talk) into those 
moments.

Savage also gave us perspective on what we 
don’t know. His case study of an avalanche cy-
cle in Central Idaho pointed out the problem 
of ‘tweeners’. Our boxing of avalanche prob-
lems into dry slabs and wet slabs is useful for 
forecasting and management, but doesn’t ad-
dress the reality that mid-winter storms with 
rain may not behave as we expect. His obser-
vations that large avalanches were occurring 
1000’ above rain-line, but were not true dry 
slab occurrences has me shaking in my boots. 
With climate change producing higher vari-
ability in Winter Weather (McKenzie Skiles 
WYSAW and USAW talk and Brian McIn-
erney USAW talk), we can anticipate more 
of these ‘tweener avalanches and will need to 
rely on our Norwegian Brethren to help us 
figure this pattern out, or short of that ad-
vice a large step back in our confidence for 
a while.

Solutions for Problems
Seth Carbonari’s talk on Choosing and Man-
aging Teams in High Risk Environments re-
ally resonated with me, as have his talks in the 
past. Seth’s background in wildland firefight-
ing and…rugby has given him many great 
insights that I hope to emulate in my opera-
tions. Particularly insightful were his illustra-
tion of the differences between qualifications 
and character and the stark difference be-
tween an investigation (assigning blame) and a 
facilitated learning analysis (identifying solu-
tions). Looking at accidents, near misses, and 
decisions in light of context is far more useful 
than “resulting” (Maguire—CSAW, WYSAW 
and USAW and Jenna Malone—USAW). 

How are we doing?
Anne St Clair did a really well researched study 
on how effective Public Avalanche Forecasts are 
at extending their message to their audience. 
Her graduate work was focused and poignant 
and suggests subtle changes in iconography can 
influence comprehension. It also seems that we 
may be missing the mark a bit for the most 
basic of users. I would watch for more from 
this team, working with Pascal Hageli, out of 
Simon Fraser University, in the near future for 
concrete advice for our messaging.

Laura McGladrey explored stress response 
amongst first responders and qualified levels 
of mental stress injury as a result of exposure 
to traumatic accidents (either as a respond-
er or a bystander). Search on your browser 
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for stress continuum model for more details 
on this tool. I found it interesting how this 
model could be applied to operational stress 
as well—looking at guides and patrollers over 
the course of our long and intense seasons. A 
good tool for seeing how your friends are do-
ing…and so they can see how you are doing.

Hungry for more…
The presenters had far more to say than what 
I am chronicling here, so if you are curious 
or intrigued check out the videos of the gen-
eral session https://vimeo.com/user4475613 
(Teton County SAR vimeo channel) and 
my notes https://docs.google.com/doc-
ument/d/1e4ozLiBR6ZRbKUHXY-
p7ZF-CExNsY9jeu1gjdkXop63I/edit?us-
p=sharing 

3 + 1 Soapbox Alert:
Challenge yourself to retain the knowledge 
and learnings from these SAWS. Write down 
three things that impacted you from each talk 
and one thing that remains confusing. Keep 
them in a notebook or on your computer and 
revisit them from time to time. Perhaps that 
10% will help you make better decisions or 
even save your life. 

Don Sharaf writes one article for 

The Avalanche Review each year. 

In his remaining time, he rests on 

the couch and eats popcorn. This 

year his favorite quote is “We 

don’t rise to the level of our expectations, we fall to 

the level of our training.”           —Archilochus

Stay tuned for a new quote next year.

Liz King helped with this write-up also.

 USAW

BY CHAD BRACKLESBERG

The 12th Annual Utah Snow and Avalanche 
Workshop (USAW) once again offered sep-
arate sessions for professionals, recreationists, 
and motorized users in a 2-day workshop 
format allowing in-depth discussions for 
each group. The UAC kept with the ISSW 
style of 15-minute presentations followed 
by five minutes for questions. We also used 
our “speakers corner” for an opportunity 
for people to visit with speakers to ask addi-
tional questions. With the ample space of the 
Mountain American Exposition Center in 
Sandy, we have plenty of room for workshop 
attendees and sponsors to all be located inside 
the speaker hall. Utah Food Services provided 
copious amounts of coffee, a great lunch, and 
a happy hour after the workshop each day. As 
always, the wonderful sponsorship of Utah ski 
resorts and outdoor industry helped us put on 
a great workshop.

The professional session on Friday was ded-
icated to explosive issues, how the 2018-2019 
snowpack impacted avalanche mitigation 
work, and risk management. The recreation-
al session on Saturday offered topics about 
challenges with an unconventional snowpack, 
a review of the 2018-2019 snowpack in ru-
ral Utah, and how to evaluate and determine 
your personal risk tolerance. We used stories 
from accidents, personal tragedies, and more 
technical analysis of weather and snow to pro-
vide a range of powerful learning opportu-
nities. Over the years we have found that the 
personal accident accounts provide valuable 

lessons learned and help build a communi-
ty in which there is no shame in recounting 
an avalanche accident. The motorized session 
was a two-hour session at the beginning of 
the open session with a theme of how we 
move in the mountains, including discussions 
around matching your riding to the avalanche 
conditions, decision-making, and identifying 
red flags. Grouping our talks into themes con-
tinues to help our attendees better understand 
the goal of the messaging.

Professional Session Agenda
Closed Door Explosive Handler Workshop

• Historical Avalanche Film: “Avalanch-
es to Order” starring Monty Atwater 
and narrated by Lowell Thomas. Doug 
Wewer, USFS

• Proper Respect for Explosives. Stephen 
Shelley, ATF Explosives Enforcement Of-
ficer / Bomb Technician

• Infrasound for Snow Avalanche Mon-
itoring. Dr. Jeffrey Johnson, Associate Pro-
fessor of Geophysics, Department of Geosci-
ences, Boise State University

• Helicopter Operations for Avalanche 
Work and Rescue. Spencer Storm, Pow-
derbird

• Big Fish… Capturing the Experiences 
of Avalanche Workers for Future Gen-
erations. Andrew Hennigh, PCMR

A Curve Ball Thrown at an  
Intermountain Snowpack

• Utah Winter Review. Craig Gordon and 
Trent Meisenheimer, UAC

• Fat Skis, Atmospheric Rivers, and 
Heightened Avalanche Activity. Brian 
McInerney, National Weather Service

• Dust and drones. Dr. McKenzie Skiles, 
University of Utah

• A case study of the Feb, 2019 size 4 
and 5 avalanche cycle in Provo Can-
yon. John Woodruff, UDOT

Risk Management 
• When 10,000 Hours Is Not Enough. 

Russ Costa, Westminster
• Gad 2 Wind Rolls. Eric Murakami, 

Snowbird
• Close Call in Honeycomb Canyon, Soli-

tude. Ian Reddell, Solitude Mountain Resort
• Near miss! Now what? Pete Earle, Park 

City Powder Cats
• Operating at the edge: human perfor-

mance in extreme environments-. Lau-

Jenna Malone tells the USAW audience how decision-
making in avalanche terrain is more like poker than 
chess. See her article Thinking in Bets on page 34 of 
this issue of TAR.
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ra Maguire, Ohio State University, Grad-
uate Researcher, College of Engineering 
Cognitive Systems Engineering Lab

• Special Operations Approach: Risk to 
Force/Mission. Eric Oehlerich, 20+ year 
retired Navy Officer (SEAL)

Open Session Agenda
Challenges With an Unconventional 
Snowpack in an Intermountain Climate:

• Atmospheric Rivers. Brian McIn-
erny, National Weather Service

• So, Tell Me…How Does This All 
Work? Steven Clark, UDOT

• Confidence Versus Competence. Dave 
Richards, Alta

• Betting Your Life…Why Avalanche 
Forecasting is Poker, Not Chess. Jenna 
Malone, Wasatch Powderbird Guides, Alta

• Utah Winter Review. Craig Gordon, 
Trent Meisenheimer, UAC

• MOAB—Mother of all Basal Weak 
Layers. Eric Trenbeath, UAC

• The Dog Days of Winter. Andrew Van-
Houten, PCMR 

• It Ain’t Vegas….It’s Worse. Craig Gor-
don, UAC

Decisions… Decisions. Determining 
Your Personal Risk Tolerance:

• Close call in Cardiac Bowl. Mark Oli-
ver, Claudia Wiese

• Risk and Perception when the Dan-
ger is LOW, Particularly When It’s Not. 
Drew Hardesty, Russ Costa

• Lessons from the forecast office to the 
field: Perspectives from a career of av-
alanche forecasting. Evelyn Lees, Mark 
Staples, and Trent Meisenheimer, UAC

What are the odds?
• What to Make With the Pieces Left 

Behind. Melissa Gill, Lululemon 
• Beyond FACETS: Cultivating Back-

country Expertise. Laura Maguire, Ohio 
State University, Graduate Researcher, 
College of Engineering Cognitive Systems 
Engineering Lab

Motorized Session Agenda
How We Move in the Mountains:

• Having the Gear and Knowing How 
to Use It. Brandon Archibald

The UAC team, from Left to Right: Chad Brackelsberg, Craig Gordon, Eric Trenbeath, Drew Hardesty, Bo Torrey, 
Greg Gagne, Brett Kobernik, Trent Meisenheimer, Evelyn Lees, Toby Weed, Nikki Champion, Andy Nassetta, and 
Mark Staples.

• Riding Within the Limits of the Avy 
Traffic Light. Phatty Dyer

• Decision Making. Steve Martin
• Red Flags and Exit Strategies. Karl Love
• 

Chad Bracklesberg is the Exec-

utive Director of the nonprofit 

Utah Avalanche Center. He is 

responsible for communica-

tions, marketing, fundraising, 

strategy, and UAC business 

operations. Chad spent the prior 20 years in the 

corporate world working for large consulting com-

panies in technology consulting, program/project 

management, and data center operations. Chad 

is active in the Utah outdoor community and is an 

avid backcountry skier, ski mountaineering racer, 

ultrarunner, and mountain biker. 

 CAW

BY DAVE REICHEL

Soccer dad and professional snowboard-
er Jeremy Jones opened the 2019 California 
Avalanche Workshop with a great line about 
“playing an avalanche pro in the movies” but 
acknowledged being a bit nervous in front 
of the 300 folks in the room. Jeremy walked 
the crowd through his backcountry routine 
with multiple photos of handwritten notes 
and drawings in his field books. One of Jer-
emy’s points that struck a chord was his call 
to celebrate turning around and noting if a 
decision to turn around hadn’t been made re-
cently, that this could be a warning sign. The 
focus on turning around hearkened back to 
Cody Townsend’s talk on the Normalization 
of Deviance from the 2017 CAW. It seems in-
teresting that two established pros recognize 
the value in turning around and emphasize 
the value in this during public presentations. 
After his talk Jeremy split to cheer on his kid 
at a soccer tournament. 

Tahoe National Forest Sierra Avalanche 
Center Lead Forecaster Brandon Schwartz 
began his presentation by honoring Bob 
Moore as the single person most responsible 
for the creation of the Sierra Avalanche Cen-
ter during his time with the Forest Service. 
After retiring, Bob went on to volunteer for 
many years as secretary on the SAC board; 
he recently stepped down in order to have 
more time to chase grandkids. Once applause 
for Bob subsided, Brandon dove into his talk 
which was built on Doug Krause’s TAR arti-
cle Pocket Risk Management. 
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Having recently accepted a position with the 
CAIC, Ryan Lewthwaite’s final day with the 
Bridgeport Avalanche Center was spent at the 
CAW presenting Wait There’s an Avalanche Center 
for Snowmobilers in the Eastern Sierra? The Bridge-
port Winter Recreation Area (BWRA…and 
pronounced “BOORAA!” with your best Ma-
rine voice, due to its neighbors at the Mountain 
Warfare Training Center) is a popular sled area. 
The Bridgeport Avalanche Center has endeav-
ored to provide outreach and information to the 
users of the BWRA. 

Avalanche educators Richard Bothwell and 
Michael McArthy presented on the Nicko-
lay Dodov Foundation. Richard shared the 
story of outdoor enthusiasts Alex and Natalia 
Dodov who raised their son Nickolay to love 
the ocean and the mountains. Living in Bear 
Valley at the southernmost portion of the Si-
erra Avalanche Center forecast area, Nickolay 
grew into a serious snowboarder who pursued 
the activity until he was killed in an avalanche 
while heli-boarding in Alaska. The Nickolay 
Dodov Foundation is now the major provid-
er of avalanche awareness training to youth in 
the Sierra. After Richard facilitated this emo-
tionally powerful portion of the talk, Michael 
deployed interactive exercises the Nickolay 
Dodov Foundation uses in its awareness classes. 

Randall Osterhuber shared Snow Obser-
vations from Donner Summit. Working at the 
Central Sierra Snow Lab has provided Ran-
dall with an incredible snow history data set 
for the Sierra. Drawing from his experience as 
a backcountry skier, longtime avalanche edu-
cator, and former SAC Board, Randall exam-
ined the data and commented on trends.

Meghan Collins, Education Program Man-
ager at the Desert Research Institute (DRI), 
presented on Stories in the Snow. This citizen 
scientist program involves taking pictures 
of freshly-fallen snow crystals with a smart-
phone. The images, location, and time are 
then shared with DRI who work to connect 
the crystal type photographed with the atmo-
spheric conditions that created it. 

The good folks at the National Weather 
Service were represented by Zach Tolby, who 
works out of the Reno office and also serves 
on the SAC Board. Zach’s talk Weather in the 
Sierra—Predictability and Tools for Different Time 
Scales examined the accuracy of different fore-
cast models over different time scales. 

Michael Ferrari’s Life in an Avalanche pre-
sentation covered his exciting thirty years 
at Mt. Rose. After a couple seasons as a lifty, 
he moved over to the ski patrol and presid-
ed over major increases in the inbounds av-
alanche terrain at the resort. Michael regaled 
the crowd with stories and challenges of his 
time at Rose. Towards the end of his talk he 
graciously and deftly handled a random heck-
ler, later explaining that after dealing with 
lawyers, this was nothing. 

Next year, the CAW will be on October 24, 
back in Kings Beach with fingers crossed for an-
other sunny aprés session on the shore of Lake 
Tahoe after a day of awesome presentations. 

David Reichel works for the Sierra Ava-

lanche Center, Lake Tahoe Community 

College, and guides. He started the 

California Avalanche Workshop. 

 BendSAW

BY KEVIN GROVE

Central Oregon Avalanche Center hosted 
the second annual Bend SAW at the COCC 
campus on November 9th. For the second 
year in a row we sold out the 250-seat ven-
ue for the full day event. There was a great 
deal of energy, buzz, and enthusiasm for the 
coming winter season and a full array of ven-
dors. Eleven speakers covered a wide variety 
of topics with decision-making in a high risk/
high consequence arena being a general trend 
throughout the talks. 

Anne St. Claire summarized phase two re-
search findings from Simon Frasier Univer-
sities avalanche research group. They are at-
tempting to better understand the recreational 
users of avalanche bulletins and the efficacy 
of avalanche bulletins in reaching this popu-
lation. The goal is to provide evidence-based 
solutions to help bulletins resonate more ef-
fectively with the user base. 

Drew Hardesty presented an eloquent talk 
about forecasting and what happens when the 
forecast is wrong. He talked about a forecast-
ed low hazard day last January in the Wasatch 
when eight victims were caught, carried and/
or buried in avalanches. He discussed the cog-
nitive bias known as anchoring where peo-
ple rely too heavily on the first piece, or one 
piece, of information seen. The green flag 
may cause backcountry users to turn their 
brain off and go about their day on autopi-
lot, ignoring any red flag warnings that might 
arise throughout the day. Knowing that sea-

soned forecasters issue thousands of forecasts 
throughout their career, and 100% accuracy 
is impossible to achieve, we must be diligent 
about not putting the blinders on with fore-
casted low hazard days. 

Laura Maguire gave the keynote talk about 
developing backcountry expertise. Laura is 
completing a PhD at Ohio State Universities 
cognitive engineering lab where she explores 
research methods for studying real work in 
the natural laboratory. Much like Gary Klein 
emphasizes the positive aspect of human in-
tuitive decision-making compared to Daniel 
Kahneman highlighting our flaws through 
short cuts, Laura is working toward under-
standing our ability to adapt and be resilient 
in conditions of uncertainty with dynam-
ic change. She highlighted research findings 
studying ski patrollers, learning that, for many, 
their cognitive day begins well before they 
have boots on and are ‘on the job.’ 

Graham Zimmerman talked about a proj-
ect he worked on with Steve House. They just 
released a series of five alpine principles vid-
eos highlighting perfect preparation, paying 
attention, failing well, reflection and debrief-
ing, and being realistic. These videos are very 
well done, worth a watch, and can be found 
here: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCOYnpuacr0hmFlciAgGvMYw

Bjarne Salen rejuvenated the post-lunch 
crowd with amazing imagery and storytell-
ing. He is currently capturing the exploration 
and adventure of Cody Townsend attempting 
to climb and ski the 50 classic ski descents in 
North America. Bjarne talked about turning 
around and the importance of listening to 
your intuition. It is great to see professional 
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 NRSAW

 SAAW

BY LLOYD MORSETT

The SAW season concluded on November 
16th this year with the ninth annual North-
ern Rockies Snow and Avalanche Work-
shop (NRSAW.) NRSAW, presented by the 
Friends of the Flathead Avalanche Center, 

skiers, photographers, and videographers who 
are willing to talk about these topics and not 
just showcasing going big in the mountains.

Last, but certainly not least, Lynne Wolfe 
gave two awesome talks on checklists and de-
briefing. She talked about the importance of 
checklists in other industries and how critical 
stopping at key pause points can be to run 
through a checklist. AAI has developed an in-
credible checklist/ flow chart that is short, to 
the point, and a critical tool to put in your 
belt. In her debriefing talk, Lynne discussed a 
near miss she had on Taylor Mountain in Jan-
uary of 2012 and the key learnings that came 
from debriefing the day after the incident oc-
curred. (see Taylor Musings in TAR 32.4) We 
concluded the day with an after party at the 
Deschutes Brewery and toasted an amazing 
event. Special thanks to A3 for their grant sup-
port and to Mt. Bachelor, Oregon Ski Guides, 
Black Diamond, and a host of other sponsors 
for their help in making this a great event. 

Kevin Grove is an Assistant Professor 

of Engineering and Physics at Cen-

tral Oregon Community College. He 

is on the board of COAC and can be 

found chasing after his two daughters in Bend. 

attracted over 300 professionals and recre-
ationalists from around Montana and beyond, 
and the stoke was high as early winter storms 
and colder temperatures had our minds wan-
dering to powder days past and future. The 
O’Shaunessy Cultural Arts Center in White-
fish, Montana provided the perfect venue for 
great presentations and thoughtful discussion 
from each of the incredible speakers.

Flathead Avalanche Center Director Zach 
Guy started the day off as MC with a unique 
edit to get the crowd going. Not to be out-
done, Steve Kuijt and the crew from ISSW 
2020 brought their own video magic to get us 
all looking forward to Fernie, BC next Octo-
ber. A3 Executive Director Dan Kaveney then 
gave a program update to set the stage for fea-
tured presenters.

Lloyd Morsett, Snow Safety Coordinator 
for Whitefish Mountain Resort, took the stage 
with an examination of avalanche fatalities in 
Northwest Montana. His analysis brought to 
light some not-so-subtle differences in the 
backcountry community where he lives and a 
few surprises that highlight where we can do 
better as BC travelers, educators, and rescue 
professionals. 

Aleph Johnston-Bloom of Chugach Na-
tional Forest Avalanche Information Center 
in Girdwood, Alaska then presented on her 
research on mentors in the avalanche indus-
try. Her insight around the conversations with 
professional members of the A3 and the com-
mon links in many of our personal and pro-
fessional lives resonated through the audience 
and highlighted just how important these re-
lationships are at every level. 

Kelly Elder of the USFS Rocky Mountain 
Research Station gave perspective to Colorado’s 

historic March 2019 avalanche cycle. Knowing 
we have only brushed the surface of the data 
available through the time and space of the ava-
lanche cycle, Kelly spoke of his tree ring studies 
and new relevance to these types of events.

Crowd favorite Matt W. made a career as 
a Special Forces helicopter pilot and training 
officer for Survival, Evasion Resistance and 
Escape. He put critical thinking skills under 
high stress situations into perfect context with 
its relevance to the avalanche world.

Henry Finn then presented his research 
group’s work on how recreational users engage 
with the avalanche bulletin and its information. 
Undoubtedly, the discussion around Henry’s 
presentation brought the most audience ques-
tions and many great ideas for the future of the 
avalanche bulletin were kicked around.

Blase Reardon, lead forecaster for the Flat-
head Avalanche Center, brought it all together 
with an open and honest discussion of several 
of his near misses as a backcountry user and 
how valuable near miss discussions are as a 
complement to the wicked learning environ-
ment of the backcountry.

We could not be moving into our tenth 
year of NRSAW without a world of behind 
the scenes work and financial help. Thank you 
to all of our sponsors including the American 
Avalanche Assoc., Flathead Nordic Backcoun-
try Patrol, The Patrol Fund and many others! 

Lloyd Morsett is the NRSAW 

Steering Committee Chair and 

sits on the Friends of the Flat-

head Avalanche Center Board of 

Directors. He has been a profes-

sional ski patroller for 22 years, 

trading the depth hoar of Colorado for the rain 

crusts of Montana six years ago. 

BY KATREEN WIKSTROM JONES

The word uncertainty gets tossed around at av-
alanche workshops around the globe, but in 
Alaska, due to its scale, lack of resources, and 
poor historical data records, uncertainty always 
plays a slightly bigger role. At this year’s South-
central Alaska Avalanche Workshop (SAAW) 
speakers shared lessons learned and tools for 
our community to operate effectively in a of-
ten precarious and variable environment.

Up north we’re grateful to A3 and TAS for 
financially supporting our Alaskan avalanche 
community and making our 7th SAAW pos-
sible. This year’s workshop at the University of 
Alaska Anchorage campus was enlivened with 
generous food and drink donations from local 
businesses, including Kaladi Brothers, Great 
Harvest Bread Company, Moose’s Tooth Piz-
za, and Girdwood Brewing.

Ken Wylie, IFMGA mountain guide and 
educator, opened the morning session by 
sharing his honest self-reflections regarding 
his role as an assistant backcountry ski guide 
involved in the 2003 avalanche accident on 
the Durrand Glacier in British Columbia, 
Canada, that killed seven people. Ken could 
not attend SAAW in person, but he certainly 
didn’t fail to convey over Zoom Meetings the 

LIVE. 
RIDE. 
REPEAT.

BLACKDIAMONDEQUIPMENT.COM

THE JETFORCE PRO AIRBAG 
AVALANCHE PACK
The next evolution of our innovative 
JetForce Technology, the JetForce Pro 
avalanche airbag system is now smaller 
and lighter and features Bluetooth 
capabilities for easy updates. The entire 
system is modular, giving you the ability 
to attach a 10-liter, 35-liter, or 25-liter 
Splitboard booster pack to the JetForce 
Pro system—making this airbag pack 
extremely versatile while adding a 
margin of safety in the backcountry.
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challenge of adding depth of learning and con-
text to this tragic event of his youth. Through 
more stillness and self-reflection Ken was able 
to identify the personal dragons that led both 
him and the other guide into a terrible trap. 
The arrogance of one guide combined with 
the self-deprecation of the other emerged as 
the characteristics that joined in their danger-
ous decision-making. Ken also talked about 
gut feeling. Should we listen to it? In a very 
uncertain situation, our gut feeling might dig 
up some useful knowledge, trying to lead us 
in the right direction. Ken admitted that he 
ignored his intuition that day and lacked the 
social courage to reduce risk for his group.

Two years ago, there was a near miss incident 
at Twin Peaks in Turnagain Pass, southcentral 
Alaska, on a low danger day. From an estab-
lished skin track, two people triggered a large 
avalanche that fractured on a deeply buried 
persistent weak layer. Heather Thamm, ava-
lanche forecaster for Chugach National For-
est Avalanche Information Center (CNFAIC) 
gave an intriguing presentation about the chal-
lenge forecasting LOW danger with underly-

ing persistent weak layers. She looked at several 
years of data to understand how many days 
after a large snow event makes the likelihood 
of persistent slab avalanches in Turnagain pass 
truly low. A study in Colorado (Jason Konigs-
berg, TAR 36.3) found it was often eight days 
and she found that conclusion largely held true 
for her forecasting region too. The Twin Peaks 
avalanche was truly an outlier event. Heather 
just completed her last season for CNFAIC 
and will be greatly missed.

With last winter’s crazy avalanche cycle in 
Colorado, historical by measure, it was great 
to hear Jamie Yount, avalanche forecaster with 
the Colorado Department of Transportation, 
recount weeks of long hours and difficult de-
cision-making. With mind-blowing photos 
and videos displaying new avalanche paths 
and threats to critical state infrastructure, Ja-
mie described the enormous resources Col-
orado must deploy in extreme loading events. 
Impressive to say the least. 

Likewise, in Alaska we are trying to un-
derstand how to protect critical infrastruc-
ture from the threat of avalanches in extreme 
weather events. Gabe Wolken (Alaska Divi-
sion of Geological & Geophysical Surveys, 
University of Alaska Fairbanks) presented a 
collaborative historical avalanche mapping 
project currently taking place around the city 
of Juneau in southeast Alaska, using dendro-
chronology and remote sensing. Juneau is an 
urban area with one of the highest avalanche 
danger exposures in the world, yet there are 
basically no existing historical avalanche re-
cords and people still live in houses in the 
run-out zones! Gabe also spoke about the 
statewide avalanche mapping project that he is 
leading, an effort to map potential release ar-

eas and run-out extents for extreme avalanche 
events across Alaska.

To reduce uncertainty in avalanche mod-
eling, understanding snow depth distribution 
becomes critical. Ground measurements of 
snow depth are then necessary to validate any 
estimated snow depth surfaces - so, what bet-
ter crowd to engage in measuring snow depth 
than our local avalanche community?! I had 
the opportunity at SAAW this year to speak 
about the Community Snow Observations 
(CSO) project. With this citizen science proj-
ect, we recruit winter backcountry travelers to 
help collect snow depth information in high 
elevation, complex terrain that is used for var-
ious snow science applications.

Kyle van Peursem, of the US National 
Weather Service Alaska, gave his warm and 
wet weather outlook for the coming winter 
season. His prediction is that snow events will 
again favor our cooler interior ranges. He 
also explored deficiencies in existing weath-
er models that underestimated the “Solstice 
Sleeper Storm” last winter that took everyone 
by surprise by dumping waist deep powder in 
Turnagain Pass.

“What if your ski partner doesn’t see you 
because you’re skiing in the trees?” or “What 
if you forgot to do the beacon check and your 
ski partner forgot to turn on her beacon?” 
Alaska Avalanche School’s executive director 
Melis Coady layered last year’s U.S. avalanche 
fatality statistics over Evelyn Lees and Mark 
Staples’ popular Effectively Solo presentation. 
Fourteen out of twenty-five of last year’s fa-
talities happened to people who were either 
solo or effectively solo because their partner 
could not effect a rescue. Partners were either 
caught themselves, too far away, or didn’t have 
the equipment and skill.

In the final slot, Dr. Jerry Johnson from 
Montana State University presented progress 
and findings of the White Heat Project. He 
talked about the concepts of positional preference 
and powder arousal. Positional Preference: 
Do you feel more accomplished and happier 
about yourself if you shredded more gnar than 
your friends this past weekend? Asking me? 
For sure. Powder Arousal: When you take 
those first two turns and the powder is un-
believably deep and goooood, does it arouse 
and tempt you to ride just a little bit fur-
ther out where the slope is steeper (and you 
hadn’t planned to go initially)? You’re asking 
me again? Absolutely, yes. According to Jerry, 
statistics show that regardless of your training 
and experience in the backcountry, positional 
preference and powder arousal have shown to 
make you take on more risk in avalanche ter-
rain during these states of mind.

We had a great lineup of speakers this year! 
I felt challenged both from a human behav-
ioral perspective and from an understanding- 
snowpack-instability perspective. After at-
tending SAAW I’m left with a split feeling of 
excitement for winter and all the fun activi-
ties it brings, and fear for my personal charac-
ter flaws. However, when we make wrong de-
cisions, we’re always left with the opportunity 
to reflect upon them afterwards, gather more 
information and double-check our resources, 
and importantly, grow from our new insights 
and share our knowledge with others. We’re 

Jerry Johnson introduces the SAAW audience to 
new insight into the familiar concepts of Positional 
Preference and Powder Arousal. 
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then better prepared for next time a similar 
situation arises and we can reduce our uncer-
tainty. I know what I’ll be working on improv-
ing this winter, and I’ll try listening to my gut 
feeling more too.

Katreen Wikstrom Jones is a Cryo-

sphere Hazards Specialist at the Alas-

ka Division of Geological & Geophys-

ical Surveys

 4SAW

BY JASPER THOMPSON AND JIM DONOVAN

Silverton Avalanche School presented the in-
augural Four Corners Snow and Avalanche 
Workshop on October 26 2019 at Silverton 
Public School in Silverton Colorado. For such 
a small town Silverton has a high density of 
snow and avalanche professionals. With this 
success and a desire to strengthen the Snow 
and Avalanche Community in the Southern 
Rocky Mountains, 4SAW was developed to 
capture a large, dispersed, professional, and 
recreational snow community. 

The San Juans have long been a location 
for innovation, research, and education in the 
world. Turn of the century avalanche defense 
structures still stand to protect now-closed 
mines. This rich history is what make Sil-
verton, in the words of Don Bachman, ‘The 
Center of the Avalanche Universe’. 

Speakers from Colorado, Utah, New Mex-
ico, and Arizona promoted a central theme 
of “past present and future” by highlight-
ing a mix of snow scientists, adventurers, fore-
casters and educators. The audience of over 

200 was a strong mix of recreational travel-
ers and diverse professionals coming from all 
Four Corners States and as far as Iowa. 

Storyteller and avalanche educator Michael 
Ackerman was the MC; he set the tone for 
the day as a story in mountain life which 
began over 100 years ago during Silverton’s 
mining days and progressed to the historic 
winter of 2019. 

The first speakers, Betsy Armstrong and 
Richard Armstrong, came to Silverton as part 
of the Institute of Arctic and Alpine Research’s 
San Juan Avalanche Project in the 1970s. A 
History of the San Juan Avalanche Projec (SJAP) 
in the San Juan Mountains, Southwestern Col-
orado, USA began with Richard discussing 
the SJAP and formative avalanche detection 
systems, remote avalanche control systems, 
and the character of continental snow. Betsy 
then shared a history of the avalanche-related 
struggles and solutions of early San Juan pio-
neers and miners.

Next up was Chris Wilbur of Arthur I. 
Mears, P.E., Inc. & Wilbur Engineering, Inc. 
Chris is an Avalanche Defense Engineer based 
in Durango who works with Art Mears on 
projects worldwide, including mitigation pro-
grams for DOTs, mining projects, electric 
transmission lines, pipelines, ski resorts and 
residential developments. His presentation, 
Avalanches of March 2019: An Engineers Perspec-
tive gave insight into the fundamental char-
acteristic of avalanches and return periods as 
well as the destructive power from the March 
2019 cycle (see page 22 of this TAR).

Students of the esteemed Sallie Barney at the 
Silverton Elementary School then gave an in-
spirational presentation, 10 Years of Snow Field 
Work at the Elementary Level: Silverton School 

Students 2009-2019. Sallie’s classes have exem-
plified Silverton School’s expeditionary learn-
ing (EL) curriculum by performing field-based 
projects in snow hydrology. 2nd and 3rd grad-
ers study which aspects hold the most water 
and how much snow is needed to produce ag-
ricultural goods. Many of these students have 
gone on to present their research at regional 
science fairs and apply their skills in the moun-
tain environment from advanced transceiver 
skills to fundamental problem-solving. 

Stress injury has been an overlooked aspect 
of life in mountain towns and austere environ-
ments. Starr Jamison shared her personal and 
heartfelt experience with stress injury after a 
12-month time span brought the loss of three 
friends to avalanches as well as being hit by a 
car while bike touring. Starr addressed sub-
sequent challenges by forming Survivors of 
Outdoor Adventure and Recovery, partner-
ing with The Responders Alliance, and The 
Climbing Grief Fund. Continuing our Adven-
tures and Careers with a Healthy Mind: Support 
for Grief, Trauma and Stress Injuries presented 
her thoughts and experiences of that journey. 

David Lovejoy of Prescott College and 
Kachina Peaks Avalanche Center presented 
Avalanches in Arizona. Avalanches and Arizona 
are rarely thought of at the same time, but Da-
vid showed us the potential that winter storms 
can have on Arizona’s highest peaks. With back 
to back winter snowfall totals that range from 
less than 100 inches in 2006 to over 450 inch-
es in 2005, public educating and communica-
tion challenges are huge. Solutions include a 
backcountry permit system, avalanche courses 
taught by KPAC, and a business model for un-
derfunded forecast centers. 

In 2019 Josh Jespersen, Ricke Schuler, and 
Isaiah Branch Boyle traversed the Sangre de 
Cristo range of Colorado on skis and split-
boards. They presented this story at 4SAW 
with the ski film premiere of The Brotherhood 
Escort which paid homage to friends that Josh 
and Ricke lost to war and served to benefit a 
healthy healing process for survivors.

Ryan Howe from Telluride Ski Patrol and 
Telluride Mountain Guides discussed The Fine 
Art of Explosive Testing and Mechanical Compac-
tion in Ski Area Operations, highlighting the av-
alanche mitigation work that ski patrollers do 
to get terrain open to the public. A continental 
and often shallow snowpack with high winds 
offers continually changing challenges in the 
complex terrain of Telluride.

Kris Sanders from The National Weather 
Service Grand Junction Weather Forecasting 
Office shared basics of mountain weather in 
the Four Corners region with preferred storm 

Comprehensive avalanche training
in the heart of avalanche country. 
Professional, rescue, recreational, 
industry and tactical.

Where the Snow Pros Go

www.avyschool.org
Silverton, Colorado
970-387-8329

Michael Ackerman sets the 4SAW stage for a full 
house at the SIlverton School Gym.
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tracks and orographic effects from the desert 
to mountain landscape. He also shared the 
Winter 2020 climate outlook. This climate 
projection looked so-so for the San Juan win-
ter, but we assure you that things are looking 
most excellent as the New Year approaches. 

Jeff Deems of the National Snow and Ice 
Data Center then highlighted the infor-
mation that LIDAR can provide regarding 
avalanche size and location, slab thickness, 
and shot placement. His research has been 
applied at ski area operations as well as by 
Western water managers to better under-
stand water supply. 

Taos New Mexico is known for its extreme 
terrain and less-than-dependable high-quali-
ty powder. Andy Bond, founder of The Taos 
Avalanche Center, shared his story of forming 
the first public forecast center in New Mexico 
and the challenges of engaging a diverse user 
group with often limited avalanche awareness 
and highly variable winters. Taos Avalanche 
Center closed for 2018-2019 due to drought, 
but is back in action for the 2020 winter with 
increased support from the New Mexico 
community and Carson National Forest. 

The March 2019 avalanche cycle is a hot 
topic of conversation, but Jeff Davis of the 
Colorado Avalanche Information Center re-
minded us that the entire 2019 winter is an 
exciting story. He shared with us the intri-
cacies and events that occurred on the Mil-
lion Dollar Highway during his first year as 
a CAIC/CDOT Highway 550 Avalanche 
Forecaster. 

Jake Hutchinson from A3 and American 
Avalanche Institute shared a new outlook on 
human behavior with Left of Whoomph: How 
US Marine Corps Combat Hunter Program Can 
Help us Use Heuristics to our Advantage in the 
Mountain Environment, which discussed how 
we to avoid complacency and increase situa-
tional awareness in preventing accidents. (See 
page 38 of this TAR)

4SAW was followed by an avalanche res-
cue training, on October 27, 2019 at Kendall 
Mountain Recreation Area, taught by Doug 
Workman of Mammut North America, high-
lighting the capabilities of the Barryvox S and 
best practices for avalanche transceiver searches. 

Thank you to our supporters who made 
it possible: A3, Wyssen Avalanche Control, 
Pine Needle Mountaineering, Mammut, and 
Friends of the San Juans. 

Jim Donovan is the Director of the 

Silverton Avalanche School.  He also 

develops custom courses and teach-

es for both the tactical and industri-

al programs. He has an extensive background in 

emergency planning and management and natural 

hazards assessment, and is the Emergency Manag-

er for San Juan County. 

Jasper Thompson is a Professional 

Member of the A3 and the AMGA. 

He teaches recreational avalanche 

courses for SAS and was the point 

man on organizing the Four Corners 

Snow and Avalanche Workshop. He is an EMT with 

Silverton EMS, member of San Juan Mountain Res-

cue, and works with Center for Snow and Avalanche 

Studies monitoring research plots across Colorado. 
M A M M U T. C O MMAMMUT AVAL ANCHE SAFET Y PRODUCTS .

BEST CHOICE  
FOR THE 
WORST CASE

SAWTOOTH XMAS 2019

'Twas the night before Christmas and all through our 'pack,

the weak layers were grumbling, waiting to react,

surface hoar, depth hoar, crusts, and facets too,

a thin and weak snowpack, waiting to unglue.

then a deep low in Mexico sent moisture our way,

streaming north up from Baja, fresh snow with to play,

water content was low and the powder just right,

nevermind that storm totals remained rather light

so it's off to the mountains to enjoy this great gift,

but beware of the red flags that signal a rift,

cracking, collapsing, fresh avalanches too,

be safe on this Christmas, both your partners and you

—Poem and photo by Ben VanDenBos
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Renowned aerial photogra-
pher John Scurlock has been 
photographing mountains 
and glaciers across western 
North America since 2002. His 
ground-breaking book, Snow 
& Spire: Flights to Winter in 

the North Cascade Range, was published in 2011. 
In 2018, he completed an eleven-year project to 
photograph every glacier in the lower forty-eight 
states. He and his wife reside on Bainbridge Island.

Dick Dorworth ski raced 
extensively from 1950 through 
1965 and set the world record for 
speed on skis in Portillo, Chile in 
1963. Dick taught and coached 
skiing for years, served as coach 
of the U.S. Ski Men’s Team, and 

later served as Director of the Aspen Mountain 
Ski School. Today he skis his favorite mountains in 
Ketchum, Idaho in winter climbs at local crags in 
Bozeman, Montana in summer. He writes all year.

Jenna Malone moved to Jackson, 
Wyoming, in the 1990s and 
joined ski patrol at Jackson Hole 
Mountain Resort. She now works  
as a PA in Neurosurgery and 
Trauma at Intermountain Medical 
Center. She also works as a ski 

patroller at Alta, a guide with Powderbird, and an 
instructor with the American Avalanche Institute. 

Jake Hutchinson is a Lead 
Instructor for AAI, technical 
consultant & instructor for the 
Mountain Mobility Group, and 
Membership Trustee for A3. 
Currently he spends most of his 
time appreciating life through 

the lens of a 15-month-old Malinois.

Scott Thumlert is a ski guide and 
engineer working on industrial 
projects with Alpine Solutions 
Avalanche Services. Previously, 
he was a post-doctoral fellow 
with the Simon Fraser University 
Avalanche Research Program and 

completed a PHd degree with the Applied Snow and 
Avalanche Research University of Calgary.

Cy Whitling swings hammers and 
paintbrushes in Idaho. When he’s 
not drawing the mountains he’s 
playing in them. Cy likes jumping 
off things and analyzing any pits 
his dog digs. More of his work 
can be found @cywhitling on 
Instagram.

Emma Walker is a freelance writer 
and editor based in Boise, Idaho. 
Emma has written for Outside, 
Powder, and The Dirtbag Diaries, 
and is the editor of the AMGA 
GUIDE Bulletin and two volumes 
of The Snowy Torrents. When 

she’s not writing, you’ll find Emma on skis or a bike.
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THE COMPACT EVO5 IS PACKED WITH THE RIGHT TECHNOLOGY AND FITS IN THE PALM 
OF YOUR HAND.  WITH MORE THAN 30 YEARS OF EVOLUTION BOTH THE EVERYDAY AND 

OCCASIONAL USER WILL LOVE IT.

SMALL BEACON BIG PERFORMANCE

CONTRIBUTORS

FROM A3 

CHANGE
Snow once fallen is rarely static—

Not like stuff stored up in your attic.

Based on temps and structure and depth of the snow—

It can settle and strengthen…or weaken and grow.

Whatever thoughts you had about it last week—

Don’t matter much as the change it will seek.

Once you’ve decided that all is okay—

And you head towards your favorite slopes to play. 

Don’t close your eyes or mind, not for a minute,

Because snow changes for sure, and now you’re in it.

Continual assessment & awareness are needed out there—

Especially if it’s friends or life about which you care.

All the tests that you do, and observations you make—

Will enhance the decisions and routes that you take.

But don’t expect that the snow is aware of your test—

It’s surprised novice and pro and buried some of the best.

Just keep aware that the month or the year—

Are never a sign that you’re all in the clear.

Each day is unique to the evolving snowpack—

And you must probe its memory to find wisdom you lack

 —Mark Moore

The Change rhyme came into being through many years of observing the often fragile and 
ephemeral nature of the snowpack and its associated stability or lack thereof. I have been 
surprised many times by the internal metamorphosis of snow. Fortunately for my and oth-
ers’ safety, these surprises have diminished over time and been replaced by an inkling of 
understanding. But I still experience surprise, just a little less often.

Mark Moore is well known for his poetry from the forecaster’s chair at the Northwest Avalanche Center.
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TAS is the world 
leader in prevention 

systems for avalanche 
risk management. The 

company designs and 
manufactures gas RACS 

(Remote Avalanche Control 
Systems) without explosives use 

and avalanche barriers.TAS also offers 
advanced monitoring solutions in order to 

anticipate, analyze and control the global 
avalanche activity.

One partner, many solutions

//// AvAlAnche hAzArd               
-     control MAnAgeMent

MND America
PO Box 2167 063 Eagle Park E Dr Eagle CO 81631- 2167. UNITED STATES

www.tas.fr  - www.mndamerica.com
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